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Editorial

Some people believe `Europe' is a must; other people think it is a myth.

Despite the wave of scepticism unleashed by the Danes, the narrowness

of the British vote and French referendum, political unification is

forging ahead. Pivotal to this process is the development of a solid

network for policy cooperation and information exchange. It is in this

climate that the Research and Documentation Centre of the Dutch

Ministry of Justice presents the first issue of the European Joumal on

Criminal Policy and Research. It does so not with the aim of unifying

criminal law, criminal procedures or criminal policy, but to organize a

platform for the discussion of the crime problem and build on the

European historical and social experience.

It is hoped that the journal will stimulate the field of criminology in

a European context. The need to glean from each others policies, to

generate reciprocal and comparative research is ever more apparent

when we realize how the criminological field has up to now been led by

American theory and research. European countries have their own

unique problems - often comparable. It is imperative that European

criminology plays a determining role in the resolution of European

problems. This is the principal role of the journal.

Europe can be characterized by its plurality in public and criminal

policy; at the same time there is the need to be informed and cooperate

in reflecting on the crime problem. It is important for example to

compare crime prevention policies in France and England, or the drug

problem in the affluent Netherlands, rapidly advancing Spain and the

newly democratic Poland. We have to know about Italian crime

organizations penetrating other European countries and educate

ourselves about EC-fraud. We should closely monitor the revitalised

nationalism with its implications for the new ethnic minorities in

Europe. And what can we learn from other countries about sentencing

and alternatives to prison?

The European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research will be special

not only in its orientation towards Europe but also in its focus on

special topics. Every issue will concentrate on one central topic in the

field, incorporating different angles and perspectives. Four or five

specialists will be invited to write articles on the selected topic of
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interest. This invitational editorial policy differs from the academic

journals that rely on a spontaneous supply of articles.

The journal will be at the same time policy based and scientific, it

will be both informative and plural in its approach. In order to

compliment the strong emphasis on information, the journal will

actively seek to publish new research results, interesting local

experiments and controversial points of view. This first issue gives an

overview of some of the themes that will appear in following issues. The

articles are based on the key lectures that were given at the `Third

European Colloquium on Criminal Policy and Research'. This

colloquium was organized by the RDC and was held in Noordwijkerhout

in July 1992. Every lecture was commented upon by two or three

respondents.l

The first significant theme is the legitimation and the limits of the

criminal justice system. Matti Joutsen (Heuni, Finland) examines

whether criminal law is overutilized in responding to perceived social

problems in terms of costs and benefits, both financially and - more

importantly - socially. He stresses the importante of striking a balance

between pressures for expansion of the criminal justice system and its

limitations, applying his arguments to costs of long-term imprisonment,

drug enforcement and environmental law.

The second article evaluates, in a historical framework, the causal

relationship between modern family life and delinquency. Josine

Junger-Tas (RDC) gives an overview of the empirical research in this

area. She concludes that economic, cultural and demographic

developments have contributed to the increasingly arduous task of

exercising adequate social control over children. In advocating a partial

solution she stresses the importance of improved professional support

to meet increasing demands on parents today.

Paul Wiles (University of Sheffield) explores, in the third article,

whether the concept of `the ghetto' has a parallel in a post-modern

European context. He contrasts his new research in Sheffield with

findings of Shaw and McKay in Chicago. He traces the role of market

forces in the marginalization and isolation of the ghetto and its

inhabitants and the inevitable detrimental consequences for the fabric

of civil society should it remain unaddressed. He is optimistic that the

problem is not insurmountable citing public commitment as central to

the solution.

Elmar Weitekamp (University of Tubingen) critically evaluates the

development and emergence of reparative justice in the light of the

rediscovery of the victim in the criminal justice system. He argues that

1 These comments are available upon request from the RDC, see editorial address.
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its confinement to trivial offences is unwarranted and is an effective

alternative to incarceration. His exploration of radical implications of

reparative justice is one of the most informative to date.

In the final article Sebastian Scheerer (University of Hamburg) gives

a provocative view of the role of drug policy as a weapon of social

conflict. He discusses the stigmatization of coffee, alcohol, cannabis and

hard drugs in a historical framework. He concludes with some ideas

about the contemporary drug problem: the dichotomies between

fundamentalism and pluralism, acquisitiveness and post-bourgeois

values.

Each issue of the European Journal contains a European Crime

Institute Profile; an insight into the workings of a selected institute.

This issue profiles Heuni, the Helsinki criminal justice arm of the

United Nations. The abstracta section will contain over thirty

summaries on aspects of criminal policy in Europe for the purpose of

disseminating comparative knowledge. The final section entitled Varia

contains information about conferences, book reviews and noteworthy

events. The RDC believes the European Journal on Criminal Policy and

Research will offer fresh perspectives on crime in Europe and make a

significant contribution to the field.

The theme for the following issue is Drugs in Europe.



Legitimation and the limits of the criminal

justice system

Matti Joutsen1

Despite the argument of legal scholars and libertarians that criminal law

is (or should be) the ultima ratio - the last means used by the State to

curb undesirable behaviour - in practice there have been many examples

of how the criminal law has been used, perhaps too readily, in

responding to perceived social problems. The State may feel itself under

pressure to be seen `doing something about the problem'. In many such

cases, the response of the State may well be regarded as over-

criminalization, over-enforcement and/or the use of excessive force.

How far can the State, and the agents of its criminal justice system,

go in this direction? What happens if the symbolism of criminal law

(see Casper and Brereton, 1984) runs rampant, and the State decides to

criminalize any and all types of commission of harm or offence, ranging

from murder to spitting in public, theft to abortion, environmental

harm to homosexuality? To what extent can it effectively control a wide

range of behaviour without running into a host of insurmountable

problems? What happens if the State decides to flood a high-crime area

with police patrols? Would this help in preventing crime and catching

offenders? And what happens if the State decides to use more far-

reaching measures, ranging from mandatory drug tests and electronic

surveillance to capital punishment?

A discussion of such issues could easily turn into a fruitless juggling

of values or into a treatise on the moral limits of the use of power. This

article uses a different approach. `Legitimation and the limits of the

criminal justice system' shall be understood as an issue of how far the

criminal justice system can intervene in the life and well-being of

individuals without an appreciable loss of credibility and ability to

function. Any intervention has costs - moral, social and economic. At

some stage, the aggregate costs of intervention (however assessed)

outweigh the aggregate costs of the harm it is intended to prevent.2

The article will set the scene by first looking at what pressures there

1 Director Heuni, Finland

2 This is not to deny the essential role of values in criminal law and criminal justice.

However, the purpose of the present article is to look more at demonstrable costs (in

wide lense) of the operation of criminal justice.
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are for intervention, and what can happen if demands for intervention

are not met. This is followed by a discussion of when and how three

aspects of intervention can be regarded as excessive: the scope of

criminalization, the effectiveness of enforcement and the degree of

intervention. One frame of reference for the article is provided by

McGarrell and Castellano's recent (1991) article analyzing various

levels that affect the formation of criminal law: the structural

foundations, the actual and perceived experience of crime in a social

system, and the immediate triggering events of crime and justice

legislation.

The demand for intervention

Public opinion and the demand for intervention

On a superficial level, demands for (more) intervention are usually

attributed to `public opinion' and to the public fear of crime. However,

public opinion is a social construct that can be and has been

manipulated and interpreted in different ways. Simply put, it is difficult

to measure `what the public wants'. If the questions are too general

('How serious a problem do you think burglary is?'), the respondents

have difficulty in relating to any specific situation. And if the questions

are more precise ('How should an eighteen-year-old first-time burglar

be sentenced for stealing a television set?'), it is difficult to assess what

the opinion of the respondents would be in respect of cases where the

facts are somewhat different.3

Roberts and Doob (1990) note that for many people, the only

information source is the media, and even in this respect, for many

people the amount of knowledge sought (or received) is at best sketchy.

What account. is read in the media affects opinion; for example, one

experiment showed that participants who only read a newspaper account

of a trial tended to support harsher sentences than those who read a

summary of the actual court documents (see also Stalands and

Diamond, 1990). Declaring a `war on crime' may sound good to the

uninformed middle class, bul to the criminal justice practitioners who

are called upon to wage that war - and to criminologists who have some

idea what such a war would mean in practice - it is nonsense.

Even so, public opinion polls can be used to examine different

3 Bohm et al. (1991) note the disparaging attitude that (conservative) United States

Supreme Court justices take towards public opinion polls; their view is that 'until public

sentiments are enacted into law, they have little probative value'.
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aspects of the demand for intervention. The pressure for criminalization

can be examined through polls on the rank ordering of offences (such as

US Department of Justice, 1984; Pease, 1988). The pressure for law

enforcement can be assessed through studies on why people report (or

do not report) crimes to the police, surveys on the effectiveness of the

police, and on fear of crime (recently surveyed on the international

dimension by Van Dijk et al., 1990, pp. 67-72 and 77-80). Finally, the

pressure for greater intervention can be assessed by studies of the

public opinion regarding sentencing, or surveys of public attitudes

towards specific measures (see e.g. Junger-Tas and Terlouw, 1991).

Structural pressures for (more) intervention

David Biles (1989) has noted that there is `a strong political imperative

for governments to be seen by the public to require strict measures to

be taken against criminals'. McGarrell and Castellano (1991, pp. 184-

185) argue that the strength of these pressures on the Government

depends on the structural and cultural foundations: the heterogeneity of

the society (its racial, ethnic, religious and urban/rural mix); social,

economic and political inequality; economic crises; and such cultural

factors as the prevailing myths on crime and punishment, individual

responsibility and the vigilante tradition. The greater the heterogeneity,

the greater the levels of conflict, the wider the range of behaviour

defined as criminal, and the greater the demand for intervention. These

structural and cultural pressures are further fed by, and in turn

contribute to, the actual and perceived experience of crime in society.

Such social and demographic changes as increasing internal migration

and emigration, the marginalization of large sections of society, and the

backlash of inhabitants against immigrante increase both crime and the

perception of crime.

The result is what McGarrell and Castellano refer to as `triggering

events', the role played by political and moral entrepreneurs, campaign

politics, media campaigns, interest group activities, the criminal justice

bureaucracy, reform groups and sensational crimes reported by the

media in demanding reform of law and policy (ibid., pp. 185-190).4 This

level is affected both by the structural and cultural pressures, and by the

perception of crime. For example, in times of increasing crime (or of

perceptions of increasing crime) as well as in times of civil unrest, the

various actors ranging from the policy makers and practitioners on one

hand, to the public on the other, may be more prepared to accept

4 A broader issue not dealt with in this article is the use of the criminal justice system as

a Cool of class conflict. On this, see Brunk and Wilson (1991).
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curtailments of individual liberties, i.e. greater intervention.

The analysis by McGarrell and Castellano is based on the United

States experience, where the receptiveness of the criminal justice

establishment (or at least of its policy making level) to pressures is

heightened by political accountability. In the United States, many key

officials responsible for criminal justice - not only legislators, bul also

mayors, police chiefs, prosecutors, and in some cases judges - are

elected, and crime control appears to be a good platform for election

campaigns (Jacob, 1984), as shown by the 1988 and 1992 presidential

elections.5

The Nordic countries provide a study in contrasts. Christie and Bruun

(1985, pp. 160-164) compare the development of a moral panic over

drugs in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. On one extreme is

Finland, where `the basic power structure does not allow itself to be

easily swayed by moral panics' (p. 161) - perhaps, note that authors,

because this power structure is so strong in Finland that it does not

have a need to strengthen itself by riding on the crest of a war on drugs.

Sweden, on the other hand, is perhaps the most pluralist Nordic

country, and prides itself on being a `cradle-to-grave' social welfare

society. Drug use is an embarrassingly flagrant sign that this is not so,

and so it is dealt with severely (p. 163).

Bureaucratic pressures for (more) intervention

Demands for more intervention do not solely come from the public,

from political and moral entrepreneurs and from the media. Demands

also come from within the criminal justice system, from the

practitioners themselves. The police may be frustrated by their inability

to intervene in certain actions that they perceive as `criminal'. Similarly,

prosecutors, judges and correctional officials may chafe under

procedural restrictions. Attempts to circumvent these restrictions may

come to light in connection with allegations of abuse of power;

criminology is replete with accounts of `street justice'.

Practitioners may favour more intervention for a reason other than

that it gives them more scope for intervention. Expansion of

intervention is often an excuse for requesting more resources, a

bureaucratic imperative. Attempts to reform the criminal justice system

are often sidetracked into efforts to strengthen bureaucratic structures;

bureaucrats utilize change in criminal justice to satisfy their own needs

(Cohen, 1985, pp. 92 ff.). As noted by Cohen: `Good intentions are

5 In 1986, the chief justice and two other justices of the Supreme Court of California

were voted out of office, largely on the grounds that they opposed capital punishment.
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sacrificed in this bitter struggle for survival, for resources to protect,

create or expand programmes and for budgets, prestige and power (...)

the old guard - police, judges, prosecutors, custodial staff - remain the

most powerful actors in the system' (p. 95). It is thus no surprise that

various law enforcement agencies are often actively involved in law and

policy reforms; at times, as noted by Hagan and Leon (1977), different

elements of the criminal justice system can be in conflict.

If demands for intervention are not met

What happens if the authorities do not respond to moral panics and

other demands for action? If the criminal justice system is perceived as

failing to intervene where an appreciable sector of the public would

want intervention to take place, the possible options are vigilantism,

privatized justice (such as private police forces and neighbourhood

watch schemes)6 the victim movement (as a political force7 and dispute

resolution. If such a failure is noted by elements of the criminal justice

system itself, one option is an attempt to `get around' legal and

bureaucratic restraints.

A recent Finnish study describes the frustration of a moral

entrepreneur in a small municipality in the face of the perceived

unwillingness of the authorities to respond to what he regarded as a

rising tide of crime in his area (Kivivuori, 1991). This newly elected

councilman first got the local council to establish a special `task force

on crime', and then sought to use the task force to demonstrate the

vastness of hidden crime in the municipality. The task force first hired a

private security company to undertake special checks for crime;

however, these failed to show that crime was a serious problem in the

area. The group then tried to suborn local taxi drivers in order to

expand the system of control. When the taxi drivers refused to

cooperate, the working group established a municipal position as `youth

worker'; the office holder was in fact supposed to gather data on

persons and cases that showed the need for community-based crime

prevention. Finally, the working group established a `crime hot-line' so

that local residents could report offences that come to their attention.

Even this failed; over a six-month period, only 24 calls were received,

and these typically involved rather petty cases. The researcher placed

6 See: Council of Europe (1990), Greene and Decker (1989), Robert (1989), Matthews

(1989).

7 For an English example - the development of victim assistance schemes and its

institutionalization - see Rock (1990).
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this account within the framework of moral panics, where a real

external threat has a tendency to be channelled as a sensitized internal

observation of deviance.

If elements of the criminal justice system itself are dissatisfied with

their right to intervene, they may try informal measures, including

police vigilantism. A more mundane informal measure is so-called grey

policing, where the police function is dispersed through informal

cooperation by the rank-and-file level to different social control

agencies, where each agency uses (police) powers legally belonging to

another, exchange legally protected information and pass on the `dirty

work' (Hoogenboom, 1991).

Another option is a recharacterization of the problem so that it fits

within the competente of a criminal justice agency to intervene. For

example, one result of the decriminalization of public drunkenness in

Finland in 1968 was the sudden increase in the number of arrests for

assault of a police officer or for obstructing a police officer. Drunks are

notoriously uncooperative. Apparently, as long as the police could

remove drunks from public areas on the simple charge of drunkenness,

some pushing and shoving was considered an inevitable part of the

process. Along with the decriminalization of drunkenness, this `pushing

and shoving' suddenly became grounds in itself for an arrest - and

incidentally also for stiffer penalties.

The limits to intervention

The scope of criminal law

When has intervention gone `too far'? McGarrell and Castellano (1991,

p. 187) merely note that demands for intervention run into such

`countervailing forces' as demands for due process, fear of government,

rehabilitation ideology and fiscal capacities, and that in time these

countervailing forces add up to anomalies that lead to a demand for

reform. Different actors, of course, have different perspectives on when

intervention is or is not needed. For example, politicians and policy

makers, practitioners in different positions, offenders and potential

offenders, and victims and potential victims, each have their own answer

to this question. The answer may also vary depending on the type of

crime in question: different individuals, groups and cultures take a

different view of so-called `ordinary crime', traffic offences, economic

crime and crimes in various administrative fields (e.g., housing, labour

safety, the environment). The most heated discussion concerns

criminalizations in areas where fundamental values diverge: euthanasia,
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abortion, homosexuality and other sexual offeraces, pornography,

prostitution, and the censorship of violence, political or religious views.

One useful approach to the issue of the proper scope of criminal law

is provided by Feinberg (1984). He distinguishes between four basic

principles underlying the scope of criminalization. The core principle in

all societies appears to be the haren principle, according to which the

rationale for a criminalization is that this would probably be effective in

preventing (eliminating, reducing) serious private harm or the

unreasonable risk of such harm, or harm to important public

institutions or practices, and there is probably no other means that is

equally effective at no greater cost to other values (Feinberg, vol. 1, pp.

9-11 and 26). The second principle is the offence principle, which rests

on the need to prevent serious offence (as opposed to harm or injury)

to others. Examples of offensive behaviour are lewdness, solicitation,

indecent exposure, pornography, racial and ethnic slurs. The seriousness

of the offence is determined by its magnitude (which, in turn, is a

function of its intensity, duration and extent), the standard of

reasonable avoidability,8 the `volenti' (consent) maxim, and the

discounting of abnormal susceptibilities (Feinberg, vol. 2, p. 49). The

third principle is that of judicial paternalism, according to which

criminalization is used in order to prevent physical, psychological or

economic harm to self. Examples of criminalization largely based on

this principle are the criminalization of self-mutilation, suicide,

drunkenness, the possession and use of drugs, gambling, and failure to

use Beat belts (Feinberg, vol. 3, pp. 3-26). The fourth principle is that of

judicial moralism, which justifies criminalization with the need to

prohibit conduct that is viewed as inherently immoral, even though it

causes neither harm nor offence to anyone. An example of a

criminalization largely based on this principle is the criminalization of

prostitution (Feinberg, vol. 4, pp. 3-38).

Feinberg's general conclusion is that `harm and offense prevention

are far and away the best reasons that can be produced in support of

criminal prohibitions, and the only ones that frequently outweigh the

case for liberty. They are, in short, the only considerations that are

always good reasons for criminalization' (Feinberg, vol. 4, p. 323;

emphasis in the original). According to Feinberg's liberalist approach,

the principle of judicial paternalism is always outweighed by the

principle of personal sovereignty, and the principle of judicial moralism

may sometimes (but rarely) be good, but not decisive justification for

8 The reasonableness of the offending conduct is determined by the personal importance

of the offending conduct, its social value, free expression, alternative opportunities,

malice and spite, and nature of locality.
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criminalization (ibid., pp. 322-324).

Enforcement of criminal law

The scope of criminal law, however, merely offers a backdrop for actual

intervention by the criminal justice system. How far can intervention go

before it goes `too far'? Operating even a minimal criminal justice

system obviously has itsfiscal costs. Even though computing criminal

justice in dollars-and-cents may seem a nonsensical exercise, it can still

be noted that operating the criminal justice system costs developed

countries 2-3%, and developing countries some 9-14% of their budget -

quite an appreciable amount (Committee Report, 1990, para. 14; see

also Cost of Criminal Justice, 1991; Pease and Hukkila, 1990, p. 87).

Criminal justice also has its human costs. Some of the cost, of course,

is borne by the offender who is arrested and perhaps later imprisoned

for the offence; throughout the criminal process, the defendant (the

prisoner) suffers. However, the criminal justice system also demands

human costs from other parties: innocent parties who are unjustly

accused, the family and employer of the offender, victims and witnesses

(through secondary victimization), and the criminal justice practitioners

themselves - who may suffer from burn-out or brutalization.

Finally, criminal justice has its social costs. Beginning with

Durkheim, crime and the operation of the criminal justice system has

been said to have a variety of positive functions for society, ranging

from the demonstration of the limits of socially approved conduct, to

the channelling of otherwise potentially dangerous aggression, to the

increase of integration in society.

However, functions can turn into dysfunctions. If the scope of

criminal law is expanded, it may lose its pedagogic effect; if anything

and everything is regarded as criminal, the label `criminal' no longer

carries the sense of reprehensibility. This was one of the experiences of

the Prohibition, where many people who otherwise regarded themselves

as pillars of society either broke the law, or associated with people who

did, with no appreciable loss of self-respect.

The social costs rise along with increases in the degree of

intervention.9 The use of new surveillance and investigative techniques

(CCTV, mandatory `black boxes' on certain categories of motor vehicles,

centralized data processing, psychological profiles of suspected

9 A separate issue entirely is the possible social costs of modern crime prevention

techniques (situational crime prevention), for example to the extent that they may lead

to a displacement of crime among the disadvantaged, or to a decrease in enjoyment and

a sense of weli-being.
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offenders), coercive means during pre-trial investigation and

prosecution (searches, drug tests, electronic monitoring), and various

sentences such as imprisonment and capital punishment, `alternative'

measures such as coercive treatment, behaviour modification and the

isolation of HIV-positive offenders and alleged offenders, and the new

vogue in `dangerousness prediction' can all be argued to raise the

degree of repression in society, anchoring it on an even higher level.

The `punitive value' of sentences and measures can undergo inflation.

As a result, increasingly severe sanctions are imposed on an

`underclass', without the comfortable middle class having to personally

experience the difference between one year and ten years in prison. The

social costs can become quite appreciable if the criminal law is used to

resolve sensitive issues in society. An example of this is the issue of

abortion in the United States, where demands for the intervention of

the State have lead to divisions in society between the `Freedom of

Choice' and the `Right to Life' factions, and recently also to increased

sectarian violence.

Finally, intervention by the criminal justice system has its political

costs, most clearly apparent when intervention is at odds with basic civil

and human rights. Torture cannot (legally) be used in the investigation

of offences, even those that involve serious threat to a great number of

people. Many countries place limits on random road-blocks and drug

tests, telephone tapping and the reading of correspondence, action as

agent provocateurs and the use of anonymous witnesses and informants -

to mention just some examples (Christie and Bruun, 1985, pp. 196 ff.)

From the general to the particular

These costs of expansion of criminal justice can be illustrated by

examples. The first example deals with an enlargement of the scope of

criminal law, the criminalization of drug (ab)use. The second example

deals with an enlargement of the actual enforcement of criminal law, the

enforcement of environmental criminal law. The third example deals

with an increase in the severity of intervention, the use of long-term

imprisonment.

Drug (ab)use

Following Feinberg, we can seek to justify the criminalization of drug

abuse on several grounds. The proponent of the harm principle can

argue that drug abuse is connected with a great number other social

evils, such as crime committed to obtain narcotics, or crime committed
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under the influence of narcotics. Furthermore, the public at large must

cover the considerable social and medical costs of drug abuse.

The proponent of the offence principle can point to somewhat less

serious harm, ranging from the possible harm to social relationships, to

the aesthetic nuisance of people injecting drugs in public places. The

`paternalist' can argue that the drug user is unaware of what effect the

drug (whatever it is) has on him or her; or is not mentally competent to

decide on such a matter (see Feinberg, 1984, vol. 3, pp. 127-134).

Finally, the `moralist' can argue that drug use `pollutes' the user, and is

thus inherently immoral.

Christie and Bruun (1985) argue, in effect, that the control of

narcotics rests largely on paternalist and moralist arguments. They note

that tobacco, coffee and alcohol had previously been the `enemies' of

society and the subject of criminal law.10 Today, narcotics is a `good

enemy' that allows certain interest groups to co-opt allies and divert

public attention from other social problems. For example, it focuses

attention on the young, low status, poorly educated urban population.

One element of defining something as an enemy is that you tar everyone

with the same brush: as long as something is a drug, it is dangerous and

therefore illegal (as is the case with cannabis, despite the protest of

several developing countries; ibid., p. 125). After reviewing the available

data on the cost of drug use to the individual and the society (pp. 166-

181), Christie and Bruun turn to the cost of drug control (pp. 181-205).

To summarize their argument, criminalization of narcotics has the

following tangible and intangible costs.

Infrastructure costs. Criminalizing narcotics requires that funding be

allocated to the customs, the police, the prosecutors, the courts and

legal aid, the correctional system, social welfare, the medical system, the

educational system, the organization of crime prevention, and public

information and research. Christie and Bruun (1985, pp. 181-189) cite a

Swedish committee report giving a conservative estimate for the

1981-1982 financial year of some 150 million US dollars.11 Ten years

10 Indeed, if we were to consider alcohol in the light of the principles outlined by

Feinberg, we could equally well justify criminalization of alcohol (ab)use. This was

largely the argument used by an appeals court judge in Liibeck at the end of February

1992, in ruling that keeping alcohol legal while banning such soft drugs as hashish and

marijuana violated the constitutional protection of equality, and thus overturning a

conviction for possession of 1.12 grams of hashish (International Herald Tribune, 5th

March 1992, p. 2).

11 About one half of this sum goes to criminal justice agencies and the customs. Christie

and Bruun do not note in this connection that the other half (largely medical and social

welfare costs) would still have to be paid (and might indeed be even larger) if drug

abuse were decriminalized.
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later, the US Department of Justice calculated that the total drug

control budget in the United States for 1992 is USD 11,654,900,000.

This includes the government budget for intelligence, interdiction and

criminal justice, research and development, regulatory agencies, and

drug abuse prevention and treatment (Sourcebook, 1991, table 1.12).

The self-image of the users. The image that is provided of drug users

may make some individu als identify themselves as hooked on drugs and

they therefore form subcultures; they become the losers in society.

Cost to the (suspected) offenders. Christie (1978 and 1981), of course,

is well-known for his emphasis of punishment as the `infliction of pain',

but even in comparison with the general sentences inflicted by the

courts, it is remarkable that sentences for narcotica offences are severe.

In some countries - both developing and developed - even possession of

narcotics can lead to life imprisonment or capital punishment. Even

where the sentence is `only' imprisonment, the control of narcotics in

prison has led to harsh measures, ranging from the frisking of visitors

and the inspection of incoming parcels to body cavity searches.

Environmental criminal law

The Chernobyl, Bhopal and Exxon Valdez disasters have led to a rapid

shift in perception regarding the seriousness of pollution. Within just

the past few years, the criminal law of a number of countries has been

amended to criminalize, or expand the scope of the criminalization of,

harm to the environment. This process has raised a number of problems

not only in draughtsmanship, but also in enforcement. Among the

problems are the following.

Infrastructure costs. Given the complexity of environmental issues (in

particular in connection with industrial pollution), the main difficulty

faced by those enforcing environmental criminal law is lack of suitably

trained personnel and equipment. Special expertise and technical tests

are often necessary to determine whether an offence can even be

suspected, let alone to determine its scope, or identify the offerader.

Furthermore, environmental issues can easily become so technical and

obtuse that they require considerable police, prosecutor and court time.

The reality of the present heavy workload of the courts and of the

severe time constraints calls for close cooperation between the

administration and the courts.

Costs to the effectave operation of the criminal justice system. Quite

apart from the demands that control places on the finances and time of

the police, the prosecutors and the court, expanding the degree to which

environmental criminal law is enforced may impair the ability of the

criminal justice system to function. The use of the discretion available
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to administrative agencies allows them to eliminate marginal and

difficult cases, and makes it possible to negotiate with offenders. Also, a

shift towards environmental criminal law may have a harmful effect on

cooperation between sectors of government. The loss of the

administrative monopoly over the regulation of conflicts may make the

administrative authorities responsible for the protection of the

environment more reluctant to cooperate with the police and the

prosecutors.

Cost to the (suspected) offenders. Both administrative supervision and

control under criminal law bring pressure to bear on the company

subjected to control. The company is required to restrict its activity or

undertake potentially expensive measures in order to prevent (further)

harm to the environment. Environmental control (and in particular

economie regulations) often weighs most heavily on the small and

medium-sized firms which, at the same time, are often considered the

most innovative of manufacturing enterprises.

Social costs. Research has demonstrated that systems of

environmental criminal law have a clear tendency to net the small fish,

while the major polluters are not sanctioned. The risk of apprehension

is small. If apprehended, polluters have little chance of incurring a

sanction. If a sanction is imposed, there is little risk that it will be heavy

(Albrecht, 1991, p. 15; Meinberg and Heine, 1990; Prabhu, 1989, pp.

49-54; see also the Nordic study, 1991). The fact that the offenders who

are actually sentenced (and would be sentenced, even should

implementation be made more effective) tend to be petty offenders, and

not the serious corporate offenders that make up the popular image of

polluters, may lead to a backlash effect: the criminal law is regarded as

ineffective.

Long-term imprisonment

Along with the gradual abolition of capital punishment in most

European countries, long-term or life imprisonment has now become

the most severe sentence in wide use in our criminal justice systems.12

Along with the use of imprisonment in general (Heinz, 1989), also

longer-term sentences are coming into greater use. Regardless of

whether this is a reflection of a general harshening of criminal policy

towards at least some serious offences, or a reflection of an actual

increase in the number of serious offenders being sentenced, a greater

use of long-term imprisonment adds to the costs of crime control (see,

12 Further increases in severity not dealt with here are solitary confinement and maximum

security confinement.
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e.g., Bottoms and Light, 1987).

Infrastructure costs. In France, the initial capital outlay for creating

one new prison bed has been estimated at about USD 76,000; the

annual cost of keeping a person in prison in England has been

estimated at USD 26,000, with a USD 40,000 price tag for juvenile

prisoners (Cost of Criminal Justice, 1991). Thus, for example sentencing

just one offender to a twenty-year sentence would cost the tax-payers

about half a million dollars.13

Cost to the offeraders. The literature on the psychological, social and

physical costs of imprisonment to prisoners has helped to show why the

use of imprisonment tends to increase the risk of recidivism, and make

released prisoners more dependant on social services (see, e.g.,

Bondeson, 1989; Sykes, 1974). Long-term sentences place offenders in a

crowded prison society largely dominated by a young and violent

population, where (illegal) alcohol and drug use is one way to alleviate

boredom. The result is often prisonization; in some cases, the result can

be suicide or eruptions of violence.

Social costs. Adherents of long-term imprisonment argue not only on

retributionist grounds, but allo on utilitarian grounds; the use (or

threat) of years in prison deters potential offeraders, thus preventing

(serious) crime, along with the personal, financial and social costs of

this crime, including the appreciable costs for investigation, prosecution

and adjudication. Althotigh research has not demonstrated such a

deterrent effect for capital punishment - an even more severe sanction

- this may be more the fault of the research than the hypotheses. As

Zvekic et al. (1986) note, the methodological difficulties involved are

such that the debate remains open.

However, the case can be made that a five-year sentence has much the

same deterrent effect as a twenty-year sentence, in particular given that

in practice few prisoners serve their full sentence. Allowing courts the

possibility to impose indeterminate sentences or life sentences may

anchor the entire penal scale on an unnecessarily high level; fixing an

absolute maximum sentence of imprisonment may allow a gradual

lowering along with evolving public attitudes.14

Another utilitarian argument advanced by adherents is incapacitation:

by placing high-risk offenders in prison for the duration of their

13 To this, we must add the colt of the investigation and the criminal proceedings.

14 However, `evolving attitudes' can go either way. Bohm et al. (1991, p. 361) suggest that

the increasingly punitive public opinion regarding capital punishment `might be used, at

least indirectly, byjustices of both state supreme courts and the United States Supreme

Court as a measure of "evolving standards of decency" regarding what constitutes

"cruel and unusual punishment" '.
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presumed criminal career, we can prevent the numerous offences that

they would otherwise commit while at liberty, with the same type of

savings as noted above. Again, the research is inconclusive. In the

United States, Zedlewski (1987) has calculated that one year's

imprisonment involves a total cost of USD 25,000 while the costs

averted through incapacitation alone total USD 430,000. His findings

have been questioned by Zimring and Hawkins (1988; but see Zedlewski

1989 and 1992). Andersson (1991, pp. 238 ff.), in turn, has taken a

different approach in calculating that Sweden would have to increase its

prison population by over three-fourths in order to decrease crime by

about 7% (see also Haapenan, 1990).

Coda: the limits on intervention

Any intervention requires an infrastructure: the necessary legislation,

training, procedures, personnel, facilities, equipment and time.

Intervention through the criminal justice system requires the services

not only of the police, the prosecutors, courts and corrections, bul also

of cooperating agencies (e.g. medical services, social welfare, education,

alcohol and drug control) and of private entities and individuals.

Although it is difficult to distinguish between costs associated with

crime prevention and control, and costs associated with other

activities,15 it is clear that the greater the intervention, the greater the

costs.

By definition, intervention places a burden on the individual against

whom the intervention is directed. This may involve direct or indirect

financial costs (the payment of fines, loss of wages while in custody),

pain and suffering, and psychological costs (punishment, labelling).

Intervention may also place a burden on other individuals connected

with the target individual, such as family and employers. Again, these

may be direct or indirect financial losses, and psychological costs.

Intervention involves social costs. To use Christie's terminology,

punishment requires the deliberate infliction of pain. It restricts the

freedom of the individual, the (alleged) offender, surely a social cost in

its own right. On the other hand, intervention prevents crime, and thus

provides a saving for potential victims and for society. It creates a host

of jobs (ranging from practitioners to researchers, journalists to

locksmiths). It also (à la Durkheim) fulfils important functions in

15 For example, the police and the courts also attend to non-criminal justice functions.

Social welfare and health care measures, in turn, can benefit crime prevention and

control, but this is not their primary purpose.
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society.

Each society has, generally in a very haphazard manner, determined

the level at which the marginal cost of further intervention is no Jonger

worth the marginal cost of the crime potentially prevented.

Traditionally libertarian societies such as the Nordic countries have in

practice accepted the view that increased well-being brings with it

increased crime, and have not bankrolled significant expansions of the

criminal justice system - although this may well be changing. The

former Eastern European societies took the opposite tack: the goal was

the eradication of crime, and the method used involved wide

criminalization, wide powers of enforcement and the possibility of

fundamental intervention. Although this was backed up by a relatively

monolithic official system of values, the result appeared to be wide-

spread cynicism and loss of popular support.

Today, some Western European countries appear to be following the

approach pioneered in the United States in declaring a war on crime.

All of these are pluralist countries, where there are serious conflicts

over many of the values underlying the criminal justice system. All of

them are faced with reduced resources and a rise in crime - or at least

the perception of a rise in crime. As a result, the danger is constantly

present that such countries will expand the scope of criminalized

behaviour, expand enforcement and increase the degree of intervention

without stopping to total up the financial, human and social costs. Since

none of these countries can afford significant expansion of the criminal

justice system, the various criminal justice agencies shall be forced to

develop an internal order of priority: the available resources and

capacity will be used in accordance with what the criminal justice system

itself regards as important.

When such a process of self-regulation occurs, the values applied are

no longer subject to democratic control. The police will focus on what

they regard as serious crime or on what they believe can be dealt with

using available resources - not necessarily the same thing. The same

applies to the prosecutors and the courts, despite their lesser degree of

discretion. On the macro level, problems that the criminal justice

system itself cannot deal with satisfactorily - young offenders, alcoholic

offenders, mentally ill offenders, drug users - will be shunted to

borstals, mental hospitals and treatment centres, to be dealt with by

different systems of social control.

Furthermore, as long as the budget is dependent on politically

responsible decision-makers, there is the danger that criminal justice

agencies will focus on high-visibility offences in an attempt to get more

resources. This raises the prospect of constantly recurring wars on

drugs, or on drunk driving, or on morals offences whatever appears to
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be the crime de jour.

The dynamics of society lead to a constant attempt to expand the

scope and degree of intervention, either directly through the criminal

justice system, or through parallel systems. These attempts will

generally be brought up short by simple lack of resources and

infrastructure. Should they continue, in time the personal and social

costs to the target, the community and society at large can become so

manifest that the attempts at expansion will be reined in - at least for

the duration. To prevent this fluctuation in the exercise of control, the

point of balance between pressures for expansion and limits to

expansion should be made manifest, and the various agents of the

criminal justice system should be kept accountable to the public.
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Changes in the family and their impact on

delinquency

Josine Junger-Tas'

Throughout the ages the family has been considered as the major causal

agent in the genesis of delinquency. One of the oldest inscriptions on a

Mesopotamian tablet complained that the world would degenerate

because' children did not obey their parents any more. In the 19th

century, the Philanthropists viewed life in the inner cities as socially

disorganized and corrupting the family, but parental neglect and lack of

care was seen as the major direct cause of youth crime (Platt, 1969).

The governing middle classes, although horrified about what they saw

around them attributed misery, vice, crime and corruption to the sins of

individuals: to the brutal father beating his child, to sloppiness and

drunkenness, to lack of discipline, lack of foresight and ignorance.

A recent survey in the Netherlands among the adult population

showed similar results: the family was viewed as the most important

factor in explaining the increase in juvenile delinquency in the second

half of this century (Junger-Tas and Terlouw, 1991). However, in our

times the complaints are not so much about material neglect as about

lack of supervision, lack of attention and an individualistic, even

egoistic attitude of parents. Striking in most of these allegations are the

strong moralistic overtones: parents do a bad job, they are careless,

their bringing-up is based on laissez-faire, they are unable to transmit

our western norms and values and they are ignorant of the harm they

inflict on their children.

In this article I want to examine the following questions. What are

the structural and cultural factors that have been changing the family

and family life in the course of this century? What family factors have

an impact on delinquency and to what extent? What effect has family

change had on the rising delinquency rates since the sixties and what

can we do about it? An important limitation of the discussion is that

only the western family will be taken into consideration. Family changes

that appear in third world countries or for example in Japan fall outside

the scope of this artiele.

1 Director Research and Documentation Centre, The Netherlands
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Family change in the 20th century

The first part of the article will be devoted to the question how changes

in the living conditions of western populations led to changes in the

family and in the conceptions of what family life, children and youth are

or should be.

Socio-economic change

At the end. of the 19th century industrialization and urbanization

considerably changed the way of life of families, which may be

summarized in the term `modernization'. First, technology penetrated in

every sphere of life: in agriculture, the factory, the office, in food

consumption and in clothing. Second, economic power was concentrated

in ever larger companies and cartels: at the end of the century more

than half of the labour force in Germany, Britain and Belgium was

employed in firms with more than twenty workers. Third, expanding

production and better distribution produced more wealth. Prices

dropped and wages increased. In Britain by 1900, only one third or less

of the population lived near subsistence; a century before two thirds had

done so (Stearns, 1975, p. 190). This meant improvement in the

standard of living: better food and better housing, better health and a

decline in infant mortality.

Modernization also includes a different attitude towards work and

time. Before industrialization people were task-oriented, working long

hours to finish a job and then spending days without working. Modern

man had to acquire a time discipline as work starts and finishes at

specific times. The new working discipline severely limited the free

organization of work and workers had to develop more self-restraint to

be able to adjust to factory life (De Regt, 1984). The position of

working class women changed. Before industrialization most of them

went into domestic service or the home industry. Bui at the beginning

of the 20th century women preferred the independente of factory work

or clerical work, especially as new machines made this work lighter and

more attractive. What did all this mean to the family?

The pre-modern family was essentially an independent production

unit and a place of socialization of the young under the absolute

authority of the father. The father not only transmitted social and

cultural norms to his children, he also taught a trade to his Bons and

supervised them while at work. A network of social controls based on

kinship and community ties maintained the traditional organization of

the working class family. Industrialization meant the disintegration of

this family structure. Analyzing the effects of the industrial revolution
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on the cotton industry in Lancaster, Smelser (1959) shows how

industrial change produced a process of structural differentiation within

the family. The increasing scale of factories made it impossible for

families to work together as production units. This led to greater

differentiation of economic roles, where the role of the father no longer

implied training and authority over his children. Moreover, despite the

prevalent values of independence, freedom, self-reliance and industry,

families were incapable of preserving the welfare of their children.

Legislation had to be enacted to ensure that welfare and to protect

women and children.

The family as a production unit and as a socializing unit providing

job-training, education and the transfer of religious, moral and cultural

values then came to an end. Church affiliated associations as well as the

state performed essential functions that earlier belonged to the family,

such as the creation of a formal education system, organized assistance

to the poor and the sick and public funded housing. In fact this was the

start of a slow decline of the father's absolute power over his children.

The pace of change vastly increased after World War II. Technological

change modified working conditions: large sections of the working class

moved into white collar jobs. Increased educational opportunities

produced more social mobility and improved incomes. Women in

particular took advantage of the increase in state civil service and

service jobs. Besides better nutrition and better clothing, the average

family was able to buy expensive consumer goods and to spend more

money on leisure and holidays. Paid vacations became a mass

phenomenon only after World War II (Stearns, 1975). In many

countries, such as France, England, Belgium and the Netherlands, plans

were made during the war to change the social structure in radical ways.

This was made possible by the economic boom after the war, which

created high levels of affluence.

The construction of the welfare state was based on a typical

European coalition of social-democrats and Christian-democrats. The

welfare state meant unprecedented security from risks and touched all

groups in society, hut most of all the working class and the middle class.

It also meant more interference and more control by the state. One of

its weaknesses is its dependence on full employment and economic

growth. Since about 1975 both are wanting, causing major difficulties in

its functioning. However, although some changes and adaptations will

be made, the basic principles of the welfare state seem to be based on a

general consensus and are very much entrenched in our - European -

cultural heritage. The consequence of these changes is that marriage

and the family as social institutions have become less important.

Although people continue to prefer to live together the emphasis has
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shifted from a stable and lasting union towards a union based on the

personal need fulfilment of each individual member.

Demographic change

One of the most important changes in family structure is what has been

called the `demographic transition', that is the change from the old

demographic pattern to the one we know now. The demographic

transition is related to processes of industrialization and urbanization,

although there is an ongoing discussion on what would be the causal

order. Did the industrial revolution and urbanization processes cause

demographic change or did a declining mortality stimulate a decline in

fertility, which in turn affected the economy?

The first fundamental demographic variable out of three - mortality,

nuptiality and fertility - to change, was mortality, in particular infant

mortality. The decrease in infant mortality is the consequente of socio-

economic change and is related to higher living standards. This resulted

in general improvement of public hygiene and housing, better standards

in nutrition and personal care and better knowledge of child care.

A second variable to change is nuptiality. Till the end of the 19th

century many persons did not marry: round 1900 in western Europe

about one sixth to one fifth of women aged 45 to 49 were not married.

In the 20th century marriage became more frequent and after World

War II marriage became a nearly universal institution. In the

Netherlands and France the frequency of marriage increased with the

generation born after 1875, that is the generation that reached

adulthood in a period of rising prosperity (Roussel, 1975; Van der

Woude, 1985). The growing popularity of marriage is also shown in the

declining age at marriage: the decline started in the 19th century and

continued in the 20th century although there were temporarily

disruptions caused by the great economic depression and two world

wars. However, after World War II more people at ever younger ages

contracted marriage.

This pattern came to an end in the sixties: around 1965 in Sweden,

1970 in England and 1975 in France and Italy, age at marriage began to

rise again. In 1990 the average age at first marriage in the Netherlands

is 28.2 for men and 25.9 for women. Moreover, a growing number of

adults of opposite sex form households without being married. Two

groups favour this form of union: young never-married persons and

older ones who have been previously married (Glick and Spanier, 1980).

Increased freedom, less pressure to marry and greater tolerance of

alternative lifestyles make people accept more easily alternatives to

marriage or temporary arrangements preceding marriage.
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Although most of these young couples will eventually marry when they

have children, the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics expects that in the

future 25% to 30% of the population will not marry at all. The data

suggest that marriage is no longer the only prevailing form of living

together for adults of opposite sex. In Holland's large cities the

proportion of one-person households has increased from 26% in 1979

to 36% in 1983; 8% were unmarried couples and 5% were one-parent,

female headed families (Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau, 1986). Only

about half of the city population is living in a family.

Despite this change most young people do not object to marriage:

they feel that the same norms apply to cohabitation as to marriage

(Stafford et al., 1977) and eventually they marry after some period of

living together or when there is a baby to come. Moreover, a study on

norms and values in Europe (Kerkhofs and Dobbelaere, 1992) found

that 81% of the respondents considered the family as extremely

important, ranking the family higher than employment, friends and

leisure (Walgrave, 1992). Research in Sweden - where cohabitation is

very popular - showed that such a union is not seen as an alternative to

marriage but rather as a variety of it (Lewin, 1982).

Contrary to the situation before the industrial revolution where the

family was part of the wider social structure of the local community,

now each family lives in its own separate world. Marriage essentially

depends on the relationship between two individuals. Due to the

character of this relationship - its monogamic nature, the high

expectations of the partners in terms of emotional need fulfilment - it

has become a very unstable relationship. Although marriage and the

family continue to fulfil very important functions for the individual, the

institution has come under growing pressure and is very vulnerable to

disruption. Estimates are that in the Netherlands, among those born

between 1943 and 1970, one marriage in three will end in divorce, while

in countries such as Sweden, Denmark, England and the United States

this would be 40%. Divorce rates have increased considerably since the

sixties and people divorce after ever shorter periods of marriage

(Roussel and Festy, 1979). Divorce rates have increased in all EC

member states but particularly in the western countries.

The consequence of the increase in divorce rates is the growing

number of one-parent families where the family head is generally the

mother. The proportion of one-parent families is smallest in the country

and in small cities, and highest in the deprived neighbourhoods of the

large urban centres. But although the number of female headed families

is growing, there is no way of knowing whether there are more families

without fathers now than in earlier times (Roussel and Festy, 1979).

Actually in Great Britain 1 in 5 families with dependent children are
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Table 1: Evolution of birthrates in some European countries

1820-29 1900-09 1920-29 1950-59 1989

Germany 38.3 33.6 21.1 16.2 11.2

Denmark 31.3 28.8 21.5 17.4 12.0

Sweden 34.7 26.0 18.4 15.0 13.3

England and Wales 39.4 27.6 19.3 15.7 13.6

Belgium 35.4 26.7 19.7 16.8 12.1

Netherlands 37.6 30.9 25.1 21.7 12.7

headed by a single parent compared with 1 in 7 in 1981 (Graham, 1992).

Women and children tend to suffer economically from divorce.

Weitzman (1985) studied the California situation comparing income to

needs. She found that divorced men experienced an average of 42%

increase in their standard of living while divorced women and their

children experienced a 73% decline. Divorce is increasingly seen as a

major cause of the feminization of poverty. The Department of Justice

of Canada undertook a broad evaluation of the new Divorce Act,

introduced in 1985. Half of the Canadian divorce cases involved

dependent children. Some 10% of the men were found to be below the

poverty line after paying support, bul 58% of the women had total

incomes below the poverty line, including employment, support and

other sources of income (Department of Justice, 1990).

One-parent families are among the first victims of the economic

recession. In the UK more than 1.5 million children live in one-parent

families: their weekly income is lens than half (46%) of that in families

with both parents. Moreover, according to the National Children's

Home (1988) 66% of homeless families have dependent children.

The third variable to show considerable change is the birthrate. Some

claim that the decline in fertility, which started at the turn of the century

is a simple mechanism of adaptation to social change. My own view is

that technical, economic and social change had far reaching

consequences for people's attitudes towards sex and fertility. This was

an unprecedented phenomenon in history and it changed fundamentally

the position of the family, of women and of children. Table 1 gives an

overview of the changes in birth rates in some of the European

countries (Van der Woude, 1985, p. 20). The birthrate started to drop

gradually from about 1875 on, but this process speeds up considerably

at the turn of the century. The parallel development and the similarity

in rates among the selected countries is indeed remarkable, showing the

universality of the phenomenon in the western world. The persistent
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reduction of the birthrate in western countries is due to the gradually

generalized use of contraceptives, which is part of the modern rational

attitudes and practices, where man does not want to leave such an

important aspect of his life to chance but wishes to control it.

Cultural change

Modernization means above all a rational approach of life and a

rational use of one's energy, time and money. Modern man values

independente and is strongly oriented to achievement (Smelser, 1959).

Shorter's thesis is that the capitalist market economy stimulated

individualism: the struggle for existence meant fighting for oneself

without consideration for the local community, norms of group loyalty

or obligations to the extended family. People want to be free and find

an independent identity (Shorter, 1975). Women particularly were for

the first time able to withdraw from traditional social controls and find

their own way. The Christian marriage and family ethic also lost

influence by laws permitting civil marriage and divorce. One might say

that for most of the western world religion is replaced by a `hedonistic

culture, a commitment to a range of individual choices about what

pleasures to leek when work is done' (Stearns, 1975, p. 274).

Marriage and the family continue to have important functions for the

individual by fulfilling personal needs of emotional security and

affection. Where children are no longer a fatality, they are greatly

valorized and the object of considerable emotional investment. This

increased considerably the power position of children, not only with

respect to their parents, but with respect to other adults in positions of

authority as well. The change in the balance of power is at the root of

the so-called emancipation of youth or the development of the `personal

paradigm' (Lee, 1982). In Lee's model the child acquires positive rights,

such as the right to follow a specific education course, to join a

sportsclub, to travel, to have sex. The central value is individual

fulfilment and the only criterium is the child's competence. Parental

authority has weakened, which led to a `negotiating household' instead

of an `authoritarian' one (De Swaan, 1979). Partners as well as parents

and children are involved in a continuing negotiating process regarding

each other's roles, duties and rights. That is why some have defined our

society as a `permissive society', where parents are incapable of

transmitting social values and norms.

It is true that there has been a considerable decline in informal social

controls. In an interesting study Felson and Gottfredson (1984) did

demonstrate these changes. They asked adult respondents questions

about different aspects of social control at the time they were seventeen
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years old. These included such questions as time spent with family

activities, at what time they had to be home after an outing, whether

they helped their parents with family chores. In a replication of this

study in the Netherlands we found very similar results (Junger-Tas and

Terlouw, 1991). Here 1960 seemed to be the breaking point. The

generation that was born before 1960 spent more Saturdays at home;

when they went out it was frequently in the company of an adult. This

situation changed considerably: people born after 1960 go out

practically every week-end and not with adults bul with their peers. The

older generation was generally home before midnight; most of the

younger ones come home after midnight and 30% even after two o'clock

in the morning. Moreover, their mobility has tremendously increased:

one third of the youngest generation spend Saturday nights in another

city rather than their home town, thereby creating a more anonymous

environment. Young people escape more and more from the control of

parents and other adults. They spend their time increasingly with peers

and in places where nobody keeps an eye on them. These results give a

taste of the profound changes that have occurred in the relationship

between young people and the adult world.

Family structure and delinquency

Important social and economic changes, such as the `baby boom' in the

sixties and seventies, the increase in prosperity, in goods and criminal

opportunities, may be more important in explaining the increase in

juvenile delinquency since the sixties, than family change. However, it is

clear that the family is the mediator between societal change and the

young and still plays the key role in socializing the new generations. In

that respect it is artificial to separate qualitative variables and

structural variables: the two are intimately related as is apparent in

most of the research. However, for clarity's sake 1 will make that

distinction and examine first some structural variables.

There are some obvious structural variables which have frequently

been associated with delinquency, such as large families and mother's

employment. 1 will not elaborate on these variables. Large and generally

poor families are to be found in economically deprived neighbourhoods,

and although reference will be made to the importance of the

socio-economic context later on, the focus of this article is on family

functioning and family structure. As for mother's employment, there is

little evidence that it is related to delinquency. The Gluecks, as early as

1950, found that mother's employment had no effect on delinquency as

long as the mother had arranged for adequate supervision for the
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children. Later research has confirmed this finding (Hirschi, 1969;

Junger-Tas, 1977 and 1988; Riley and Shaw, 1985). Considering the

structural changes in the western family in the last forty years two

factors seem especially important: the tendency in some countries of

increasing groups of adolescent girls to have babies at an early age and

the increase in family break-ups to an expected 40% to 50% of all

contracted marriages.

Age at first childbearing

In some countries, particularly the US, teenage pregnancies have been

increasing since 1960. In the US the number of poor mothers who have

to support their children has greatly increased for urban blacks

according to the US Bureau of the Census (1985), while over 50% of

black children are born to a single mother (Morash and Rucker, 1989).

In Great Britain by 1989, 78% of all births to 15 to 19-year-old women

were outside marriage. There are several ways in which young age at

childbearing could be related to the child's delinquency. For example,

unfavourable physical conditions, such as low birth weight, could

predispose the child to failure in school, which predicts delinquency; if

the mother remains single she has to raise her child without the support

of a father; single mothers generally have low incomes and live in

deprived neighbourhoods where delinquency rates are high.

Taking data from four longitudinal studies2 - one English study and

three American ones - Morash and Rucker (1989) examined these

hypotheses. The London Longitudinal Survey found that boys with early

childbearing mothers more often experienced a broken home and

separation from a parent before the age of ten. By the age of sixteen

significantly more live with a relative other than a parent. They also

experienced more physical neglect, poor supervision, erratic paternal

discipline, and neglectful maternal parenting. The mothers tended to

come from homes broken by death or desertion. The National

Longitudinal Survey of Youth showed for whites, Hispanics and blacks

that early childbearing women are more often in receipt of welfare

benefits, and have less education. Their children have more siblings, the

biological fathers tend to be absent, family income is low. Differences in

delinquency between children of younger and older childbearing

2 The London Longitudinal Study (West and Farrington, 1973), the Philadelphia Cohort

study, providing a large set of medical and delinquency data, the Youth sample for the

National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experiences, and the National Survey

of Children.
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mothers were significant only for whites: the children of younger

mothers were not only more delinquent but had also penetrated more

deeply in the juvenile justice system. The National Survey of Children

also found that youths with younger mothers are more likely to be poor,

to live apart from the biologica) father, to have a large number of

brothers and sisters and to have a punitive mother.

All in all the Tour studies did not point to a biological disadvantage

linked to early childbearing. What they indicate instead is that although

the families are characterized by low income, welfare dependence and

many children, these consistent differences are not strong predictors of

delinquency. The key factor appears to be the father's presence during

the child's adolescence. However, a number of other factors related to

delinquency characterize these families, such as harsh and neglectful

parenting, the presence of school problems and the Jack of adequate

monitoring of the child.

The conclusion from the different studies is that mother's early

childbearing is related to her children's delinquency essentially through

father absence and inadequate monitoring of the child, negative school

experiences and low educational attainment. Although the relation is

not very strong, it is persistent in the US samples as well as in the

British one. But it should be emphasized again that teenage mothers

frequently live in poor socio-economic conditions as well as in high

crime areas, factors which are known to be related to delinquency.

The brokenfamily

There stil) is in our society a strong belief in the family and particularly

in the positive impact of stable, intact families on the behaviour of their

children. Most of us adhere to the `stable and healthy family' ideology

and we expect family break-up to have deep and lasting negative effects

on the social behaviour of children. Research on the subject (Glueck

and Glueck, 1950; Nye, 1958; Gold, 1970; Hirschi, 1969; Junger-Tas,

1977; Canter, 1982), presents the broken family an `umbrella' concept,

encompassing in reality a number of different family types. All are

considered, however, as deviating from the norm and as major

determinants of delinquent behaviour.

The question is important because divorce rates have increased

considerably in the western world and continue to be high. If family

break-up is strongly related to delinquency then we must expect to have

a continuing rise in delinquency. Let us review some of the more recent

data. Canter (1982) examined sex differences in self-report delinquency,

related to family variables, among a national probability sample of

adolescents. Her data shows that youths from broken homes report
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significantly more delinquent behaviour than youths from intact homes.

She also found that the broken home has a greater effect on boys than

on girls.

Another self-report study among high school students in a small

midwestern town (Van Voorhis et al., 1988), confirmed earlier findings

about the effect of family structure on delinquency (Nye, 1958;

Wilkinson, 1980; Rankin, 1983): the broken home effect tends to be

observed for status offences rather than for criminal acts. Moreover, the

broken home and the single parent appeared to be related to a home

quality variable, namely supervision. The same was observed by Laub

and Sampson (1988) in a re-analysis of the Gluecks' data. Family

disruption and irregular employment of the (single) mother had a

significant negative effect on supervision.

Johnson (1986) used self-report measures (administering a

questionnaire to 734 high-school students in a large American city) to

examine the relationship between the broken home and delinquency.

The self-report method was preferred because the correlation between

official delinquency and the broken home might be partly caused by the

differential response of judicial authorities to children from intact and

broken homes, thereby inflating the results. In his study he measured

vandalism, theft and assault as well as `trouble' with authorities (school,

police, the court). He found that home type was not related to self-

reported delinquency, but moderately and significantly to self-reported

official `trouble'. The overall results were similar for males and females

and for all racial groups. Indeed the sexes had almost identical rates of

official `trouble' when controlled for the number of acts. Boys, and

especially girls, in homes without fathers reported rates of official

`trouble' that seemed too high relative to their reported delinquent

behaviour. The ratio of illegal acts per official `trouble' case declined in

single mother families, showing that children from mother only families

run higher risks to get into official `trouble' than children from intact

families.

Both the number of illegal acts and official `trouble' reported by boys

from families with mothers and stepfathers was significantly higher than

that of the other boys. This could indicate that it is the quality of the

home rather than its structure that is causally important. Johnson

concludes that his data support the claim that family structure is

moderately related to delinquency, although it is boys from mother/

stepfather families who are especially delinquent, in terms of frequency

and seriousness. This was also found by other researchers (Hirschi,

1969; Junger-Tas, 1977 and 1988; Morash and Rucker, 1989). Johnson

adds that family structure predicts official `trouble' better than it

predicts delinquency. Official authorities tend to intervene more readily
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in the Jives of girls from single-mother families than in the Jives of girls

from intact families.

A review of a number of studies based on the self-report method

(Wells and Rankin, 1985) revealed a consistent, positive association

between broken homes and general delinquency. But again the

relationship is rather modest and, as the authors add, `certainly smaller

than recent social policy arguments would suggest'. Contrary to the

findings of Gove and Crutchfield (1982) and Canter (1982), in most of

the studies reviewed the broken home had a moderately greater impact

on girls' delinquency than on boys. However, this may be due to the fact

that the broken home is essentially related to status offences, which are

more frequently committed by girls than other types of offences. The

authors found no signs of an association of delinquency with age at

separation, nor with ethnicity. They also found no difference in impact

on delinquency between families broken by death and those broken by

divorce. In addition they looked at studies differentiating between

mother absence and father absence, as well as to the possible effect of

father absence on boys and mother absence on girls. There were no

indications that these variables were predisposing to delinquent

behaviour. Their conclusion is that although there is a relationship

between family structure and delinquency, in the lense that children in

one-parent families or in families where both biological parents are

absent, commit significantly more delinquent acts than children in

families where both biological parents are present, the relationship is

very weak.

Five years later Wells and Rankin (1991) conducted a meta-analysis

covering 50 studies, completed during a 60 years period (1925 to 1985).

They noticed that in most of the reviewed studies, the family is

considered as a simple dichotomy: broken or not broken. The reality is

of course much more complex if one takes into account the nature of

the break-up, the reasons for it, the degree of conflict and disruption

accompanying the break, which parent is absent and the reconstitution

of the family by a stepparent. Using correlation coefficients to measure

effect size, the authors found a consistent and reliable association of the

broken home with delinquency, ranging between 0.05 and 0.15. In four

of the studies the percentage difference in effect on delinquency

between intact and broken families (measured by the phi-coefficient)

was 30%. But these were `clinical' studies with small, non-representative

samples and official delinquency measurement. Leaving these out, the

percentage difference in outcome was 13% to 15%. There is an inverse

monotonic relation between sample size and effect size: effect size

declines as samples become larger and more representative. Moreover,

use of official record or institutional data results in a higher (inflated)
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correlation between broken homes and delinquency, compared to self-

report measures.

The largest correlations with broken homes were for status offences

(truancy and running away) and drug use; the lowest was for violence.

There was no indication of differential effect size according to the

child's age at the time of the break-up, and only a slight - and non-

significant - stronger effect for families broken by divorce or separation

than by death of a parent. There are no consistent differences in impact

of the broken home between boys and girls and between white and black

youths. There is no consistent evidence of a negative impact of

stepparents on juvenile delinquency: as the authors observe `stepparents

do not make a problematic family situation worse, at least in terms of

controlling the children'. However, with respect to stepparents, there is

some conflicting evidence. The meta-analysis shows that during the

reviewed period there appeared to be no historical shift in effect of

family break-up on delinquency: the impact is not less now than sixty

years ago. Any impact appears to be stable.

The quality of family socialization

Again, for the sake of clarity, 1 will distinguish between family control

and family relationships, although of course the two dimensions of

family socialization are interrelated. A word of caution is warranted

with respect to the operationalization of the variables examined. Most

of the concepts used are extremely vague and can be operationalized in

various ways. For example `parental control' can be measured by such

items as the setting of family rules, different punishments, knowledge

about the child's whereabouts, or about his friends, attachment to

parents, and so on (Wells and Rankin, 1988). This makes the

comparison of studies that measure so many different family variables

rather hard.

Parental control

One of the variables that have attracted considerable research attention

is parental supervision. In fact lack of supervision appeared to be one of

the strongest predictors of delinquency (Hirschi, 1969; West and

Farrington, 1973; Rutter and Giller, 1983; Riley and Shaw, 1985;

Junger-Tas, 1988). For example, Farrington (1986) saw as major

explanations for delinquency `parental mishandling', defined by poor

supervision and poor parental child rearing behaviour and `family

criminality', defined by convicted parents and delinquent siblings. A
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third explanatory factor is economic deprivation, that is low social class,

poor housing and low income.

Wilson (1980 and 1987) examined the effect of supervision in relation

to different degrees of what she called `social handicaps', defined by

father's social economic status (SES), family size, school clothing

adequacy, school attendance and parental contact with school. The study

included interviews with the mothers of 10 to 11-year-old boys, teacher

ratings and self-report data on misbehaviour in school and in the

neighbourhood. The supervision items included such questions as

whether the boy was described as mainly outdoors, having independent

activities and allowed to roam the streets, and whether there were rules

about coming in at a set time.

Wilson found a strong relationship between social handicap and

supervision: lax supervision tends to increase with social handicap. Most

parents in deprived inner city areas considered the neighbourhood as

bad and unsuitable to bring up children, with criminal elements and

unruly juveniles. However, this did not necessarily lead to lax

supervision: to some parents it meant that they would have to exercise

strict supervision, while others saw the neighbourhood as explaining

their children's misbehaviour. Wilson emphasizes that the relation

between social handicap and delinquency is not a direct one bul is

indirect: both are correlated with parental supervision. She also noted

that delinquency - including recidivism - increases with increasing

parental laxness, social handicap and parental criminality. Parental

supervision had stronger effects than social handicaps on juvenile

behaviour in high offending areas. The author concludes that the

association of delinquency with lax parental supervision is confirmed,

irrespective of degree of social handicap and place of residence.

A Home Office study on parental supervision (Riley and Shaw, 1985),

based on a national survey of 14 and 15-year-olds, showed that girls are

subject to considerably more supervision than boys. Interestingly,

teenagers considered parents, who did not impose some sense of

discipline and structure on their life as not caring about them. However,

delinquent teenagers were less willing to accept parental control over

the way they spent their free time and had a more troubled relationship

with their fathers than non-delinquents. In fact boys who said they were

closer to their mother than to their father were almost three times as

likely to be delinquent. In that respect Junger-Tas noted (1977 and

1988) that delinquent boys seemed to have a more `emancipated'

attitude towards their parents: despite the parents efforts to control

their offsprings, the boys just did not leem to care, they did not listen

and did just as they liked. This essentially confirms the Home Office

findings that low supervision is related to children not telling how they
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spend their time with their friends, having often conflicts with parents

on this point and being unreliable about coming home at a time their

parents thought was reasonable.

An important finding was also that the prevalence of delinquency was

not higher among teenagers from one-parent families than from intact

homes, nor was there any differente among home types in factors known

to be related to delinquency. Finally, the study stressed that teenagers

who had a bad relationship with their parents were hard to supervise. A

good parent-child relationship was in fact a precondition for exercising

good parental control. The correlation between family variables and

delinquency (official and self-reported) was also examined in a small

sample of British teenage girls (Campbell, 1987). She showed that for

girls too the most consistent and strongest associations with

delinquency were supervision and disciplinary techniques. Lax discipline

was defined by the fact that neither parent was monitoring the girl's

whereabouts and peers, that parents did not think the girl was

performing well in school, and that they did not require her to be home

early on weekday nights.

An interesting Tinding is that father's physical and verbal punishment

was related to increased delinquency. Furthermore, the data suggest

that fathers tend to exercise control by disciplinary techniques and

mothers by supervision and joint activities. Delinquent girls do spend

less time with their mothers in home-related activities than non-

delinquent girls. Factor analysis produced a structure in which the roles

of father and mother were distinguished and it was the maternal factor

that came out as the strongest predictor of the daughter's delinquency.

This result seems in line with the finding in other studies that in the

case of boys' delinquency it is the father who tends to have the most

important role (Junger-Tas, 1977; Johnson, 1987).

In a multivariate analysis of the comparative effects on self-report

delinquency of family structure and measures of family quality, such as

supervision, affection, conflict and general home quality, Van Voorhis

et al. (1988) tried to answer the question which of these factors affect

delinquency. They found that broken home and single-parent factors

were not related to overall home quality and only weakly to supervision.

Interestingly a weak, significant relationship was found between gender

and the perception of supervision, showing boys to report more

frequently than girls a lack of parental supervision.

The re-analysis of the Gluecks' data by Laub and Sampson (1988)

included measurement of the way in which parents use inconsistent,

disciplinary methods, combined with harsh, physical punishment and

scolding, threatening behaviour, as well as a measure of mother's

supervision. Moreover, the Gluecks' data also included some important
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Figure 1: Causal model of structural background variables, family process and

delinquency in the Gluecks' data
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• Because of the Gluecks' matching design, age, race/ethnicity, neighbourhood SES, and IQ

are controlled. Also, gender is controlled in that the study involved only males.

------ Broken line indicates hypothesized weak or insignificant relationship.

Solid line indicates hypothesized strong effect.

Source: Laub and Sampson (1988)

structural background factors, which led to a causal model that is

relevant for our purpose. The model states that structural background

factors have only a weak direct effect on delinquency, bul operate

largely through family process (figure 1).

The analysis indicates that household crowding, economic

dependence and foreign-born status have significant (p) effects on

father's erratic use of discipline and punishment. Although alcoholic

and criminal fathers are much more likely to use force and inconsistent

discipline on their sons than fathers without such a history. Mother's

drinking and criminality has the largest effect on supervision. The

authors also found that irregular employment by mothers and family

disruption both had a negative effect on supervision. All of the family

process variables are strongly related to delinquency with mother's

supervision having the largest effect. Moreover, both father's and

mother's erratic discipline have similar bul independent effects on

delinquency. All structural background variables have significant effects

on delinquency, but only residential mobility has a significant, direct

effect when the family process variables are controlled. In fact most of

the total effect of structural background variables, that is 79%, is

mediated by family process.

Patterson's coercion model has essentially the same features, in that

discipline

mother's lack of supervision

perental rejection/hostility
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it claims that SES does have an indirect effect on early delinquency,

through its effect on how adequately parents monitor their children.

Less skilled parents not only reinforce their children's deviant

behaviour, but also fail to provide effective punishment when they

transgress the norms (Larzele and Patterson, 1990). In their study on

delinquency of 13-year-old boys (measured by self-reports and police

charges), and based on extensive measurement of parental management

skills (including observations, parents and child interviews and observer

impressions). Discipline items included parents backing up their threats,

controlling their anger, being consistent, firm and using reasoning;

monitoring included adequate parental supervision, accountability of

the son to his parents and time spent together. Larzele and Patterson

showed that the effect of SES on delinquency was entirely mediated by

parental management, consisting of correlated aspects of discipline and

monitoring.

Wells and Rankin (1988), criticizing the lack of clarity of most

definitions of family control, made a clear distinction between direct

controls and indirect controls. Indirect controls are formed by

attachments and essentially refer to family relationships. Direct controls

include `normative regulation' or `laying down the family rules',

`monitoring' the child's behaviour which involves supervision, and

`discipline or punishment', where the Jatter involves such different

aspects as severity, contingency, consistency and fairness. In their study

they analyzed self-report data of a nationwide sample of 15 to 17-year-

old boys. The association of perceived strictness of parents with

delinquency appeared to be nonlinear, that is low as well as high

strictness result in higher levels of delinquency, with medium strictness

showing the lowest delinquency involvement.

Figure 2 (page 44) presents the association of the four control

variables with one delinquency item (theft/vandalism). However, the

relation of strictness to delinquency is not statistically significant. More

regulation and restrictions on the boy's behaviour are related to less

delinquency, although strong parental control is slightly positively

related to `trouble with parents' (mainly running away) and

`assault/threats'. The authors suggest that this finding reflects a

rebellious and hostile response of sons to what they consider as

excessive regulation or interference by parents. Punishment contingency

is negatively related to delinquency as expected, but punitiveness is

positively related to delinquency. More frequent or severe punishment

is associated with higher levels of delinquency, even when prior levels of

delinquency are controlled. All control variables, except strictness, are

significantly but moderately associated with delinquency (measured by

Pearson's r). Of the four measures, punitiveness is the most strongly
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Figure 2: The relationship between four variables and theft/vandalism
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related to delinquency. The study shows that different aspects of control

operate in different, sometimes opposite, ways. Either too much strict

control or too little may lead to more delinquency, while too severe or

harsh punishment appears even to stimulate delinquency.

Family relationships

A number of scholars have examined the impact of family relationships

on delinquency, in most cases through the relationship with parents,

that is `attachment' as defined by Hirschi (1969). For example Gove and

Crutchfield (1982), who interviewed 600 parents, white and black,

suggest that parents who do not get along with their children, are less

able to exercise adequate supervision over their children's behaviour.

They also found that the parents feeling toward the child was a very

powerful predictor of delinquency among both girls and boys. (Although

much more prevalent in girls than in boys.) Lack of knowledge of

friends, physical punishment and poor marital interaction were also

fairly strong predictors of delinquency. Johnson (1987) differentiated
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between mother's and father's role in causing delinquency. In interviews

with 734 high-school students he measured the youths' perceptions of

trust in, respect for, approval of and disapproval of the adolescent by

either parent.

He also measured attachment of the juvenile to his parents. He found

no sex differente in the attachment to mother and father. Both boys and

girls were more closely attached to their mother than to their father.

This does not mean, however, that the mother-child bond is more

important than the father-child bond in causing delinquency. In his

study the father-child bond is a stronger predictor of delinquency than

the mother-child bond and this is even more so for boys than for girls

(the associations are consistently higher for boys). Strong negative

feelings of the child towards a parent is also related to delinquency.

These findings suggest two things. First, emotional relationships do

appear to play a role in the causation of delinquency and second, over

and above the emotional ties, the father's role seems to include certain

elements of norm setting, discipline and control that are operative with

respect to the (delinquent) behaviour of the child.

In a very detailed study, interviewing 824 juveniles, Cernkovich and

Giordano (1987) have defined attachment to parents by seven

dimensions: control and supervision, identity support (acceptance and

respect), caring and trust, intimate communication (sharing of thoughts

and feelings), instrumental communication (on concrete problems),

parental disapproval of peers and conflict. None of these family factors

are related to home status, but all (except intimate communication) are

related to delinquency. The strongest predictors in this study are

identity support and conflict.

The authors noted important sex differences: girls are subjected to

considerably more control and supervision than boys and this is true for

intact homes, broken homes and mother/stepfather homes. Looking

carefully at possible differences according to family type, the authors

did not find any. They conclude that similar processes appear to operate

in different family structures. Studying the interaction among the

variables they found that a combination of high intimate communication

and high instrumental communication, that is strong attachment, had a

delinquency inhibiting effect. In fact, the authors conclude that internal

family dynamics are considerably more important than family structure

in affecting delinquency: they (and others) did not Eind a broken home

effect, but they found a clear impact of family relationships on

delinquency. These findings are confirmed by others. Van Voorhis et al.

(1988) showed that affection, supervision and overall quality of

homelife were the family factors most strongly related to delinquency.

Laub and Sampson (1988) found that parental rejection of the child
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had a direct effect on delinquency and that a boy's attachment to his

parents was negatively related to delinquency. Indeed, irrespective of

background factors and control factors, the emotional bond between

parents and child distinguished serious, persistent delinquents from

non-delinquents.

Some conclusions

Summarizing what has been found so far, it appears that family structure

is not the important causal variable we might have thought. Research

has shown the broken family to be significantly related only to status

offences, that is to behaviour that in many countries is not considered

to be delinquent. Moreover, there has not been any change in the

association over the last sixty years. In view of these consistent research

results, the conclusion seems warranted that the rise in delinquency can

hardly be explained by the increase in divorce rates since World War II.

It might be that the effect on delinquency of the broken home is

stronger in cultural settings where very high value is placed on the

family as a stable unit and where there is low tolerante for divorce, that

is in a traditional context where mobility is low and where the family is

the basic unit of community organization (Wilkinson, 1980). But it is

clear that for quite some time now we don't live in such a society.

Of course the family, as a socio-economic unit, has considerable

impact on the child's educational, leisure and occupational

opportunities. The break-up of the family or early child bearing are very

often associated with economic hardship, and in that combination they

diminish a child's life chances. However, all research points to the

conclusion that internal family dynamics are considerably more

important than family structure in affecting delinquency. Structural

factors, such as family disruption, economic dependence, residential

mobility and irregular employment of the mother have only a weak

direct effect. They have mainly an indirect effect and are mediated by

family process variables, such as family control mechanisms and parent-

child relationships. As Rutter and Giller stated `serious socio-economic

disadvantage has an adverse effect on the parents, such that parental

disorders and difficulties are more likely to develop and good parenting

is impeded' (1983, p. 185).

There is overwhelming evidence of the strong impact of family

control variables on delinquency. The evidente supports the model of

effective parenting proposed by Gottfredson and Hirschi stating that it

entails: monitoring the child's behaviour; recognizing deviant behaviour

when it occurs; punishing such behaviour (Gottfredson and Hirschi,
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1990, p. 97). In Patterson's fairly similar coercion model (1980) parental

skills include: noticing the child's behaviour, monitoring it over long

periods, stating clear rules that are consistently enforced and

negotiating disagreements so that conflicts and crises do not escalate.

While family control mechanisms are very strong predictors of

delinquency, family relationships, such as identity support, caring and

trust, communication and conflict have also proved to be operative. In

fact both control and emotional attachment are the key-words when the

impact of the family on delinquency is concerned.

Trying to explain now what part the changing family plays in the rise

in delinquency since the sixties, it seems useful to distinguish between

what have been called `early starters' and `late starters' (Larzele and

Patterson, 1990). Early starters are often serious and chronic

delinquents, while late starters are in most cases also early drop-outs.

The huge increase in delinquency is essentially due to the latter group.

They commit a great number of essentially non-serious offences,

frequently in the company of peers. My thesis is that this increase is

partly due to the increasing difficulty the post-modern family has in

exercising adequate social control on its children.

In the first part of this article some indications have been given of

the gradual decline of parental control. Great improvements in living

conditions, more mobility, more freedom, a great valorization of

children, growing individualization with an emphasis on autonomy,

rapid social change creating insecurity, instability and lack of confidence

in parent's own parenting skills, all have contributed to what has been

called `a permissive society'. This problem, which is best expressed in

the growing number of hours that adolescents spend without any adult

supervision, is now gradually recognized. 1 expect that this will lead to

increasing efforts of all kinds of monitoring adults, from parents to

teachers to youthworkers, to exercise more control over the behaviour

of adolescents. 1 also expect that this may lead to some decline in

delinquency although it must be realized that the family is hut one of

the determinants of delinquency.

So my position is that today's parents do not have less affection or

time for their children than they had in the fifties, on the contrary they

might even have more. Parents are not less concerned now than before

about the behaviour of their children or the transfer of values and

norms. But they have certainly lost some of their ability to sustain long

lasting monitoring and correcting their children's behaviour. It is in this

area that improvements have to be made in our society.

As for the small group of serious, chronic and often early delinquents,

they live in families with many more problematic features. Family

relationships are seriously disturbed; discipline is inconsistent and often
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harsh and brutal. These are families that frequently live in situations of

severe social and economic deprivation. In this case the prospects are

not very good, for the number of these families is increasing in many of

the western countries. There are signs that an underclass is forming

itself, consisting essentially of very low educated, unemployed whites

and ethnic minorities. The question is what can be done to support

families in the better performance of their difficult task.

It should be realized that we cannot return to old times, where the

mother stayed home to take care of the children. More mothers will join

the work force, some because they want to play a social and economic

role, but most out of sheer necessity. This means that there is a pressing

need for more creches and day-care centres to assist young mothers and

children. Moreover, possibilities must be created for children to remain

in school after school-hours until the parent's end of the workday,

providing for recreational, cultural and sports activities.

Parent training courses should be stimulated: parents should be made

aware that continual monitoring and control are two of the necessary

ingredients to raising children. On the other hand, parental control over

teenagers in a society where adolescents have more autonomy than ever

before, is increasingly difficult. Control now requires negotiating skills

in order to avoid escalating conflict and reach a reasonable compromise.

In this respect it might also help to teach adolescents in school or via

the media what the implications are of marriage and a family and what

problems they might meet when they start a family.

Support systems must also exist for problem families, on the grounds

that social handicaps and poor parenting are strongly related. Good

results have been achieved through parenting training (for example in

the Oregon Social Learning Centre) and family home training

programmes. Pre-school programmes such as Head Start (McKey et al.,

1985) and the Perry Pre-school Project, where 3 and 4-year-old children

from disadvantaged families received daily educational training and the

parents were visited every week. The children were followed up at ages

15 and 19. Compared to their controls they showed improvements in

educational achievement, school behaviour and offence rates (Zigler

and Hall, 1987, in Graham, 1989).

There is no knowing whether yesterday's families did a better job in

raising their children than present day families. All we know is that this

task seems a lot harder today than it was yesterday. There is an urgent

need for reflection and experimental intervention if we want to preserve

the family as a fundamental socialization unit.
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Ghettoization in Europe?

Paul Wiles'

The word `ghetto', of course, was originally used to refer to those parts

of European cities within which Jewish communities were restricted,

controlled and often persecuted. The word now, however, has taken on

a broader meaning to describe not only those parts of a city where any

definite social group or groups live, hut also that such groups exist in

poverty, in an area of sub-standard housing and with a high crime rate.

The transition from one meaning to another not only signifies semantic

history but parallels the development of the modern city and especially

the place of crime within it.

The rise of industrial cities

With the rise of the cities of European industrialization a historically

new social phenomenon emerged. The new cities were so large that

geographical segregation of groups became, and has remained, a general

aspect of modernity. What was new about this segregation was first its

scale and secondly that areas of the city became informally designated as

residential neighbourhoods for particular social groups. However, this

new segregation was not, at least initially, the result of social policy or

any single conscious decision. Instead it was the unintended result of a

whole series of factors. Such unintended consequences of

industrialization were widely remarked upon by contemporary

commentators and indeed feared by many as showing that the new social

world was becoming as machine-like and inhuman as the new

manufactories.2 This led the early political economists to coin phrases

such as `the hidden hand of the market', or `market forces', to

encompass such general processes.

One such process - the emergence of the new industrial towns - led

to fears that they would be the breeding ground for crime. The fear was

1 Professor of Criminology and Dean of the Faculty of Law, University of Sheffield, England

2 Such comments were as common, in Britain, from writers of the political right, for

example Carlyle (Past and Present) as from those of the political left, for example

Frederick Engels (The Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844).
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that whilst pre-industrial society had a stability of community in its

villages and commercial towns which controlled crime, the new

industrial towns, because of their social segregation, did not have such a

communality and this would reduce the constraints on criminal activity.

Adam Smith, that acute observer of industrialization, had already noted

the point when contemplating some of the earliest examples of this

process in Britain: `A man of rank and fortune is the distinguished

member of a great society who attend to every part of his conduct, and

thereby oblige him to attend to every part of it himself (...) A man of

low condition, on the contrary, is far from being the distinguished

member of any great society. Whilst he remains in a country village his

conduct may be attended to, and he may be obliged to attend to it

himself. In this situation, and in this situation only, he may have what is

called a character to lose. But as soon as he comes into a great city he is

sunk in obscurity and darkness (...) and he is very likely to (...) abandon

himself to every sort of low profligacy and vice' (quoted in Morrison,

1896).

Adam Smith was here expressing a thought which was to become

common-place in thinking about the social nature of modernity: that

urbanization destroyed small-scale hierarchically organized communities

on which social order had depended. Most of the classic European texts

of nineteenth century social thought were concerned with whether social

order was possible in modern societies and to this day it is a common

assumption that societies which undergo industrialization will also have

greatly increased crime. In Britain then there was a general fear that

urbanization would destroy the existing structure of small scale

communities which had been the prime mechanism of social control.

Some of the earliest criminological studies did demonstrate that there

was a relationship between population density and the rate of offending

and this was taken as evidence for the decline of community thesis.

However, it soon became apparent that population density alone did

not produce high crime rates since only certain areas of the new towns

disproportionately produced high offender rates.

What worried ruling groups in the new industrial Europe, however,

was not the mere facts of increased geographical segregation, or

increased crime, but that these together were producing areas of cities

in which were concentrated social groups who were especially crime

prone. Parts of the city were unsafe for respectable citizens to enter and

from such areas criminal gangs emerged to victimize the rest of the city.

In England the Victorians called such areas `rookeries' and their nature

was widely documented by novelists, such as Dickens, and byjournalists
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and social commentators, such as Mayhew.3 The anonymity of the new

towns, it was believed, had multiplied the opportunities for crime,

reduced the community mechanisms of social control of the lower

orders and then concentrated those people in certain parts of the city.

However, what excited the Victorian legislators about the `rookeries'

was not that they had high population density and lacked a sense of

community, but rather the fear that they had developed a sense of

community that was deviant. The worry for the ruling class was the

possibility that such areas would breed not just crime but also political

insurrection and the example of the French revolutionary mob was held

up as a harbinger. In England the `rookeries' were conceived as housing

that new European-wide phenomenon the `dangerous classes'. The

response to this threat, in Britain, was a radical overhaul of the system

of social control and criminal justice. The perceived loss of largely

informal mechanisms of community control was replaced by creating

increasingly formalized mechanisms, especially of course the modern

police.

In Britain the idea of the dangerous classes being politically

dangerous faded, at least in the lense of the urban proletariat being a

revolutionary class. However, the idea that the slums of modern cities

may hold groups who are socially dangerous has been a continuing

theme of British social and political history and spasmodically the fear

of political threat re-emerges. The former British Prime Minister's

statement, immediately after her last election victory, that `something

must be done about the inner cities' was just one recent example. In this

respect Britain has been little different from the other countries of

western Europe or north America. Indeed, the geographical segregation

and concentration of social problems and social and political threat is

frequently seen as a sine qua non of capitalist modernity.

Immigrants, ghettos and America

Social and political concern about the consequences of geographical

segregation of sub-groups of the population has also frequently gone

together with concern about immigrant (and subsequent minority)

groups. In Britain this was already the case with the first industrial

cities when such concern focused on the position of the Irish. However,

other than the horrors of European fascism (which had a different

history) this linking of ghettos with immigrants has been most common,

3 Especially, of course, in Dickens' Oliver Twist and in Mayhew's London Life and the

London Poor. Generally see Chesney (1970).
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and most closely studied, in the United Sates of America. Indeed, the

history of this process in one American city - Chicago - has been so

closely and extensively studied that a whole school of sociology/

criminology / urban geography has become associated with it.

In the 1920's the Chicago school developed an ecological theory of

the natural development of the city and later Shaw and McKay (1942),

in particular, linked this to area differences in crime rates. Added to the

common Chicago school theme of the concentric ring pattern of city

development Shaw and McKay demonstrated that offender rates

declined as one moved outwards from the city centre. This link between

areas and crime was clear and the differences were great. They

emphasized that they were not claiming that criminality was caused by

what they referred to as `the simple external fact of location', nor did

they necessarily believe that the same radial pattern of city development

would be found elsewhere, but they did believe that the same areal

concentration of offender rates would be found elsewhere.

Their prediction was all too correct for Chicago. A few years ago I

visited that city and although 1 am used to the poor, run-down and

crime ridden areas of British cities that familiarity had not prepared me

for Chicago's ghettos. Most of the aspects were familiar but the scale

and the intensity of them was not. The lense of threat was tangible and

the fear of the ghettos by those who lived outside was real and all

pervasive. 1 was continually warned that it was too dangerous to even

drive through the ghettos let alone walk through them. I could not help

being reminded of those accounts that I had read of the Victorian

`rookeries'. Some elements were, of course, different. Chicagoans speak

of the ghettos almost entirely in the language of race, although even

here Victorian accounts of the problem of Irish immigrants have some

parallels. What was strikingly similar was the fear that lurking in the

heart of a great city was a different people who did not subscribe to the

dominant normative order and that at any moment they might break out

of their areas and threaten that order.

By English standards crime levels in the black neighbourhoods of

Chicago are simply horrifying. Al] the evidence shows that crime levels

in the black ghettos of Chicago are higher than elsewhere in the city

and much higher than in the suburbs. The heavily segregated nature of

Chicago and its suburbs means that most whites avoid these crime risks.

The result, however, is that Chicago is, as it were, composed of a

number of `ghettos': white security from high crime levels has been

bought by ghettoising their own neighbourhoods. The result is a ghetto

mentality: neighbourhoods afraid of each other and whole areas of the

city regarded as unsafe and dangerous. White Chicagoans simply do not

go into black neighbourhoods.
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This ghettoization is, at one level, a successful crime prevention

strategy: the rate of interracial violent crime, for example, is very low.

Racial segregation and its link to crime prevention are sometimes

openly on display when, for example, white neighbourhoods resist the

building of public housing in their area because they know it will be

inhabited by black residents and they argue that this will introduce

crime, or when white neighbourhoods employ private police to exclude

strangers, especially black strangers.

However, segregation as a crime prevention strategy takes much more

subtle forms than that. Shopping developments in the new downtown

area of Chicago, for example, have deliberately blurred the design

distinction between public and private space in such a way as to deter

minorities and the less affluent from entering. The geography of the city

and the design of the built urban environment reinforces segregation

and control. Although much more subtle than simple exclusion enforced

by guards, it is all the more effective because it relies on the self-

imposed restrictions of cultural belief about the appropriateness of

place.

Crime prevention by the use of physical segregation is, however, a

dangerous strategy quite apart from the moral questions it raises about

the nature of civil society. White Chicago is constantly afraid that the

segregation strategy may collapse. The press in Chicago regularly carries

moral panic stories about black offenders committing crime in white

neighbourhoods and white fear of crime disproportionately focuses on

black offenders. This Spring (1992) the American nightmare of

ghettoization welled to the surface once again: ghettoization as crime

prevention began to break down in Los Angeles and the ghetto as a

political threat re-emerged yet again.

What 1 have referred to as `ghettoization' in America can, of course,

be alternatively discussed in the context of the problems of race

relations in America. Indeed, that is how most American commentators

do address the problem. 1 have no quarrel with such an approach:

clearly the problem of geographical concentration can be studied as a

process of racial segregation where that is the case (for example Eyles,

1990), However, geographical concentration is not necessarily related to

race and 1 want to address the processen and mechanisms involved

whether racial segregation is involved or not. Such a focus is arbitrary

(in the sense that value choices as to research foci are ultimately

arbitrary) but 1 wish to use it because it provides a broader and more

inclusive framework from which to examine the possibility of

ghettoization in contemporary Europe and also because it happens to

relate more to some of my own recent research interests. My concern

(together with my co-researcher A.E. Bottoms) has been with the social
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mechanisms that produce geographical segregation, and then high crime

levels, in certain areas of a city. The question of what kinds of people

become segregated into such areas is, at least analytically, a separate if

related question. American work has mainly concentrated on this later

question for quite understandable political reasons.

English high crime neighbourhoods

The Chicago school's observation, that offender rates would be

differentially distributed across residential areas of a city, has proved

correct not just for Chicago but generally.4 When the study of

criminology was established in the University of Sheffield one of the

first major pieces of research which my predecessor, Professor Tony

Bottoms, set up was designed to examine the distribution of crime in

the city. The research was begun about seventeen years ago and what

Bottoms and his fellow researchers did was to map all offences

committed, and all offenders found guilty, in a one year period for the

city. The results mirrored Shaw and McKay's findings in that there were

very distinct differences in areal crime rates across the city, although

Sheffield did not fit the concentric ring pattern so beloved of the

Chicago school.

The study was then intensified by examining in great detail twenty

four of the city's housing estates. What especially came out of this

phase of the research was that there was a clear relationship between

offender rates in residential areas and an area's predominant tenure

type. Put very simply what was found was that owner occupied areas had

generally low crime rates whilst private rental and public authority

rental areas had relatively higher crime rates, but that there was very

great variation in the crime rates of rental areas so that some had rates

little different from owner occupied areas whilst other were very much

higher.

This finding was not, of course, entirely surprising - it fitted many

other criminological findings at the time. Furthermore, there were

standard explanations available to account for all of this. It had long

been known that offending was related to social class (as was type of

housing) and people had tried to explain this either in terms of working

class criminality, or class bias in the framing of laws or in the

4 Prof. Martin Killias, in his most helpful commentary on the paper at the Third

European Colloquium, drew my attention to two European studies which appear not to

have found geographical concentration of crime other than in the city centres. See:

Schwind et al. (1989) and Riva (1988).
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enforcement of laws. However, even if these explanations were true they

did not seem to account for the distribution of crime rates found in

Sheffield. If crime rates were related to social clans, for whatever

reason, then why was there so much variation between rental areas

when they appeared to be of the same social clans composition? The

only other explanation available at that time was that `problem' tenants

had been dumped, as a matter of policy, in certain areas: a policy which

researchers elsewhere had related to high crime areas. But we knew that

was not the official policy of Sheffield City Council, and nor was there

much evidence that it was an unofficial policy either.

In order to try and answer this problem, therefore, the next stage of

the research studied in great detail just eight areas of Sheffield. They

were all quite small (just over 2,000 inhabitants), were more or less

natural areas and were made up of four pairs. The first was a pair of

owner occupied areas; the second a pair of private rental areas; the

third a pair of public authority housing estates and the fourth a pair of

public authority blocks of flats. In each case the pairs consisted of two

areas that were very similar demographically - that is they did not differ

significantly in terms of social class, rate of unemployment, age

structure, etcetera. However, with the exception of the owner occupied

areas they did differ very significantly in their crime rates. For example,

in the case of the pair of public authority housing estates both the

offence and offender rates varied by a factor of three on police-recorded

data. So for these pairs of areas variables such as social class could not

be the explanation of the very different crime rates.

The research then used a number of different measures of crime to

see whether these apparent area differences in crime were in fact real.

The police-recorded offence and offender rates for all the areas were

examined, and these were checked against an area crime rate based on a

victim survey to see if the area differences remained on this alternative

measurement base. An analysis was carried out of how offences came to

police attention and how offeraders were detected, to see whether

systematic differences between the areas could be discovered. Data for

offences controlled by agencies other than the police, such as telephone

box vandalism and television licence evasion, was examined to see if

area differences were an artefact of police enforcement practice. Finally

a small self-report crime and victimization study was carried out among

juveniles. Although this research produced a more complex picture

none of these measures suggested that the rank ordering of area offence

and offender rates were any different from those revealed by police-

recorded data. Furthermore offending rates by residents, and offence

rates against residents in the areas were all positively correlated.

The area differences then were real and the main task of the research
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became to explain how these differences occurred. Three main types of

data were collected. First, in conjunction with the victim survey

residents were asked about their experience of living in the areas, their

perceptions of the areas and of their housing choices. Second, a detailed

study was carried out of the housing markets of each of the areas and

especially of the city's Housing Department records of allocations and

quittings. Third, participant observation studies, of various kinds, were

carried out in the areas.

That was sixteen years ago. The results of that research were

published - although without identifying the actual areas.5 Three years

ago we went back to six of the areas and repeated the main aspects of

the research again so that we could look at changes over time or - as we

put it - so that we could examine community crime careers, since

communities, like individuals, can have careers involving crime that

change with circumstances. As you can gather, this has been a very large

research project going on, intermittently, over a long period. The

research explored a whole range of issues not all of which are central to

the theme of this article. Therefore I will just highlight a few of the

relevant issues.

Let me begin with that central question about area crime differences

and start by saying that, although it is currently fashionable, these

differences cannot be explained solely by differences in the design of the

housing or other situational variables. Rather than design we came to

the conclusion that the operation of the housing market, or more

precisely the housing markets in Britain have different forms of

allocation for different types of housing tenure. This could explain both

a significant amount of the variation in crime rates and changes in those

rates (Bottoms et al., 1992).

The most obvious effect of housing markets is their initial allocative

effect since it is choices made within housing markets that determines

who Jives in particular residential areas. These choices can have a direct

effect on area offender rates if they concentrate offending-prone groups.

However, our claim as to the effect of housing markets is not restricted

to the immediate allocative effects. Once an area has been populated, it

develops a social life of its own because of the'mix of people within an

area and the social life they create. The interactive effects witpin and

between groups, the development of particular cultural patterns, or

both, may be more criminogenically important than any initial

propensity of the residents to offend. Furthermore, once the population

5 See, for example: Baldwin and Bottoms (1976); Bottoms and Xanthos (1981); Bottoms

and Wiles (1986); Bottoms et al. (1987), and the references to other reports on the

research contained therein.
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of an area is allocated and its community crime profile established, this

will be further influenced by the response of the wider society to that

community. The behaviour of individuals from a community and

therefore the community as a whole will be affected by the responses of

significant others.

Allocation policies at one time, therefore, have many indirect and

longer term effects. We are not saying that the housing market allocates

all the criminals to a few areas - 1 do not believe that people are

naturally and inevitably criminal as such an explanation would suggest.

Rather we are saying that systems of allocation can unintentionally

create a mix of people and an environment in an area that can then set

in train social processes that are likely to generate crime - it may be

something as simple as allocating to a new estate all families with lots

of children and this may then produce a relatively high vandalism rate,

for example. If this happens then this may give an area a poor

reputation which in turn will affect future allocation to the area and the

response of the wider society to the area and, if nothing is done to stop

it, a spiral of decline may set in (for a fuller discussion of these ideas

see Bottoms and Wiles, 1992).

In this way, quite unintentionally, any of the housing markets can

create high crime areas. The process involved in such events can be very

complex and furthermore, although we can generalize about the

processes involved, each area has its own unique community crime

career. Even quite small and apparently insignificant events can act as

the trigger to a process of community decline. In one of our areas, for

example, the allocation of a couple of Gypsy families not only produced

an unfortunate xenophobic reaction, and a belief that they were

criminogenic, but also was interpreted by the residents to mean that the

City's housing department had decided that theirs was an area which

would be allowed to decline. Now, of course, I know that these

interpretations were untrue hut they nonetheless could be real in their

consequences for that community by affecting current and prospective

tenant's beliefs about what kind of area it was and in what direction its

community crime•career was moving. Public authority tenants in

particular are highly sensitive to apparent signals coming from their

landlords because historically public authority control has been so

heavily bureaucratic and paternalistic.

We know that these effects of housing markets in influencing

community crime careers are not unique to public authority housing

markets, nor to Sheffield, nor even to Britain. Recent research by Taub

et al. (1984) has shown very similar processes at work in the housing

markets of Chicago in spite of the somewhat different nature of the

markets and the different political context. Similarly, research by
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Elsinga and Wassenberg (1991) in the Netherlands and by Wikstróm

(1990) in Sweden show similar mechanisms at work. In the most

extreme cases such processes, if unchecked, could lead to the creation of

ghetto s.

The Sheffield research demonstrated how public authority allocation

mechanisms had, unintentionally, produced these variations in crime

rates between public authority housing areas of the city over time.

However, it is important to stress that generally speaking the intention

of public authority allocation systems in Britain had been to try and

prevent the creation of such problem areas. Except where public

authorities consciously adopted a `dumping' policy most tried to

develop an allocation system that, by paying attention to such criteria as

`need' allocated putative tenants across the whole housing stock.

Tenants with potential problems were hence spread throughout the

housing stock and this generally mitigated against creating those

situations of concentrated problems that were likely to set in train those

processes which could eventually produce high crime areas, and

especially ghettos.

In this sense public authority bureaucratic allocation mechanisms

have had a potentially benign effect in preventing the emergence of high

crime areas in Britain. Of course, the reality was not as simple as that

and in practice public authority allocation often did, unintentionally,

produce some problem areas - if by that one means residential areas

with relatively high crime rates and relatively high rates of what are

generally regarded as other social problems. Residential areas became

problems, in this sense, if within the totality of a public authority's

housing stock there were some areas that, whether because of design or

location, were especially unpopular among future tenants or for a

variety of highly complex reasons an estate gained a very poor

reputation among future tenants, whether deserved or not.

The result was to create a hierarchy of estates in terms of local

reputations, waiting time for allocation, etcetera, which in the end could

trigger a social process that produced areas with high crime rates and

sometimes created criminal subcultures. Whether in a particular city

this was the result depended on the `steepness' of the public authority

housing market area hierarchy that was created (what economists would

refer to, 1 believe, as the relational elasticity of demand for the various

estates): if just one or two areas were firmly at the bottom of this

hierarchy then such problem areas were a likely consequence. In most

large British cities one can find such areas and these historically were

the nearest British equivalent to Chicago's ghettos.

However, `ghetto' is a highly emotive word and compared to the

problems of such areas in Chicago very, very few residential areas in
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Britain would have qualified for that epithet. The reasons for this

difference of magnitude are complex: the major impact of racial

prejudice and successive waves of immigration in Chicago are either

absent or on a much smaller scale in Britain and a different structure of

welfare support has prevented such extremer of poverty emerging, but

also the nature of the post-war British housing market must not be

forgotten. In most British cities a significant portion of the housing

market was under public authority control (in Sheffield about 40%) and

although their allocation procedures could not entirely prevent lome

concentration of problems they undoubtedly did mitigate its effects.

Similar mitigating factors also seem to have been present in the

reported research from The Netherlands and Sweden (Elsinga and

Wassenberg, 1991; WikstrSm, 1990). By contrast in Chicago public

housing accounts for less than 5% of the housing stock and both its

allocation and continued occupation depends on the most stringent

criteria of need. Only thé most desperate end up in public housing in

Chicago and the result is that, with the exception of some sheltered old

people's housing, all public housing is occupied by black, single-parent

households and is in high crime ghetto areas.

Crime prevention and ghettoization

Recent housing policy in Britain is designed to change the balance of

tenure types in the housing stock. In some cases this will change

previously public authority rental areas into owner occupied areas. As

already pointed out owner occupied areas have historically had lower

crime rates than public authority rental areas. Does this then mean that

changing an area's tenure type will reduce its crime rate? Such a

possibility is not entirely implausible. First, those areas that become

owner occupied are most likely to be the public authority estates that

had the best reputations and the lowest crime rates. If such areas

change tenure then the price market is likely to be much more

segregationist than public authority allocation mechanisms and so more

likely to protect an area from the possible causes of future decline.

Over time this may well lead to an improvement in such a community's

crime career from an already relatively good level. This is simply the

reverse process to that already identified as worsening a community's

crime career.

Second, because owner occupation gives residents more control over

their housing, this may encourage and make easier community responses

that reduce crime. If a significant proportion of the housing stock in a

city were to change tenure in this way then, if the foregoing points are
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correct, this could lead to an overall reduction in a city's crime rate. If

all of this is correct then it is good news for crime levels. However,

there is another side to this line of reasoning.

As the number of owner occupied areas in a city increases then there

is a danger that the remaining public housing areas become residual in

the sense that they are left to house those whom the price market

cannot provide for. The more residual public housing becomes the more

its allocation will have to be guided by urgency of need and the more its

continued occupation will have to depend on ongoing need just as

happens in Chicago. Even if public authorities sell off their remaining

housing to a housing association, as some are currently doing, this will

not in itself mitigate against residualization. What prevented this in the

past was the fact that public authority housing was a significant

proportion of the total housing stock. It seems unlikely at present that

housing associations can achieve such a market position.

Individual housing associations could avoid the problem of areal

decline by using carefully selective allocation policies but this would

only increase the residualization problem elsewhere in the market:

perhaps in private rental areas with multiple occupation of buildings

serving the needs of the most marginal of tenants and providing

accommodation for homeless persons whom the public authorities, at

least currently, still have a duty to house. There is a danger that such a

process could move us in the direction of the ghettoization of the

geography of crime in British cities. Attempts to prevent such a

ghettoization effect by trying to create mixed tenure areas, as is being

tried in some British cities, may mitigate against such a possibility but

market forces will tend towards segregation since unless interfered with

price markets will not easily allow for goals other than simple economic

efficiency.

The overall effect of increasing the proportion of owner occupied

areas, therefore, may be to reduce crime levels in some areas, and

perhaps overall, but to increase crime levels in residual areas. If a few

very high crime areas, of perhaps but not necessarily public housing,

were to result then they may display some of the same characteristics as

Chicago's ghettos although not necessarily with the overwhelming racial

features nor with the same overall crime levels. This is especially likely

when these changes in the housing market go together with increased

unemployment, especially of the unskilled, and a reduction in welfare

benefits and support mechanisms.

It is worth noting that some of the features of American ghettos that

have been the focus of much academic and political dispute - such as

the high proportion of single-parent families; the high rate of welfare

dependency; the rise of a ghetto subterranean economy and the role of
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illicit drugs and services in that economy, have all recently emerged as

political issues in British debates about the problems of the `inner city'.

Furthermore, the last few years have seen a series of riots, and

confrontations between police and youths, in a number of public

housing estates in urban areas throughout Britain. If ghettos do emerge

in this way in Britain then we might be tempted to adopt a crime

control strategy that looked like the ghettoization strategy of Chicago,

with all the same problems.

The question has to be asked as to how far the general philosophy of

current British crime policy might lead in such a direction? Until very

recently my answer to such a question would have been in the

affirmative. As far as offender policy was concerned we had abandoned,

probably correctly, the idea of treatment bul had substituted little else

bul a simple model of deterrence and punishment. Crime prevention

policy had abandoned social crime prevention and become fixated on

situational measures and a crude opportunity theory of criminal action.

Policing, although it paid lip service to the idea of `community policing',

has got caught in a technological fix where new technology and

organizational forms provide greater instrumental efficiency bul at the

expense of greater isolation of the police from public needs. The

underlying philosophy behind these trends could easily have fitted in

with what 1 have called a ghettoization crime prevention strategy.

Fortunately there are some, even if limited, signs that this underlying

philosophy is under attack for a variety of reasons. The British

government has realized the inadequacy of just pursuing situational

crime prevention and is again interested in social crime prevention

(quoting the French experience as an example of successful social crime

prevention). The inadequacies of modern policing are being widely

debated even by the police themselves. Offender policy has not yet

moved very far but there are powerful economic pressures at work

encouraging new thinking. However, set against this are developments

outwith official policy which may push towards a ghettoization solution.

The use of both technology and private police to demarcate and control

who has access to different spaces is growing in commercial, retail and

residential areas and I would not be surprised if we see Boon lome

neighbourhoods patrolled by private police.

European ghettoization

1 have outlined how the housing market(s) in Britain can create the

geographical concentration of social problems that could eventually

lead to ghettos and have also indicated how the current housing policies
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being pursued by the British government could exacerbate these

processes. We know that housing markets play a similar role in the USA

and that they are capable of doing so in at least some western European

countries, if not all. However, the precise way, and the extent to which,

housing markets can provide the conditions for geographical

concentration of crime, and ultimately ghettoization, depends on the

nature of those markets.

In Britain, for example, it seems that for most of the post-war period

a large public housing sector, allocating its stock on a general need and

queuing basis, helped prevent the emergence of ghettos whilst more

recent housing policy may not be able to do so. The reports of the

rental sectors in both Sweden and the Netherlands suggest markets

similar to those which existed in Britain prior to the recent changes,

although recent debates in the Netherlands have focused on whether the

traditional criteria of allocation ought to be changed. 1 would expect,

therefore, the possibility of the housing market(s) creating the

conditions for the emergence of ghettos in Europe to vary according to

the nature of different countries' markets.

Historically the effects of such market mechanisms in creating ghettos

were usually unintended and largely not understood. However, some

contemporary housing policies that have this effect have clear intent:

for example, policies of `dumping' problem tenants in one area of public

housing. In such cases responsibility for the outcomes cannot be denied.

More generally we now know enough about the operation of housing

markets so that it is not easy to accept denials of responsibility even

where policies did not state segregationist goals overtly.

1 have concentrated throughout this paper on the mechanisme of

geographical concentration, leaving aside the question of which groups

become segregated out. However, candidates for such segregation are

not hard to find in modern Europe. Most western European countries

have established minority groups who can all too easily become

geographically segregated and the break-up of eastern Europe is

demonstrating just how unstable relationships between different social

groups can be once authoritarian social control collapses. Integration of

established populations in the countries of Europe is difficult enough

but the changes in the nature of the European Community will increase

the problem. The creation of a single but very unevenly developed

European market, without restrictions on population movement, is

bound to produce new immigrants at least within the community.

Especially in the richer countries such immigrants could easily become

prey to ghettoization if policies are not taken to guard against it.

A recent feature of American debates about ghettoization has been

the use of the concept of the `under class' to describe the inhabitants of
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the ghettos. Without wishing to get embroiled in the political debates

that have surrounded the use of the concept in America it at least draws

our attention to the danger of the marginalization of the unskilled and

the poor in advanced industrial economies. As Europe becomes more

technically advanced and affluent there is a danger that groups will be

left outside the labour market and, unless we plan to the contrary, will

be left outside the social mechanisms of reward distribution. That areas

of Europe could be so disadvantaged is already recognized in EC policy.

The impact of ghettoization

It is then not at all difficult to find social groups in modern Europe who

could easily become candidates for geographical segregation and our

housing markets are capable of providing the necessary mechanisms,

even if at present they do not do so or significantly mitigate the effects.

However, markets of all kinds segregate and the sceptic may ask

whether it is desirable or even possible to interfere in such markets, and

whether words such as `segregation' and `ghetto' are not being used to

deprecate what are normal market mechanisms of geographical

allocation? `Segregation', of course, can indicate racial separation bul 1

have indicated above that whilst in some cases such separation may be

involved it does not seem to me to be an essential feature of

ghettoization. There is a danger in using the word `ghetto' too easily

and 1 have suggested above that whilst post-war housing policy in

Britain made possible the geographical concentration of crime and

other social problems it is only recently that this ran the risk of creating

ghettos. So what can the word `ghetto' usefully signify that is different

from simple geographical concentration of crime and other problems?

To answer this question let us return to the `rookeries' of Victorian

London and the ghettos of modern Chicago. It seems to me that they

have a number of features in common.

First, crime rates, compared to other areas of the city, are relatively

very high both in terms of offender rates and offence rates. In other

words, ghettos are areas where for those who live in them there is a very

high risk of victimization as well as offending. Although the people of

the ghetto would like protection against victimization they have little

political influence and social control and policing tends to be aimed at

their deviance and offending rather than their victimization.

Second, housing in the ghetto is residualized in the market: it is a

small part of the total housing stock and only those who have no other

effective market choices live there. This small residual sector is clearly

identifiable to all other actors in the market so that ghetto residence
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carries overt social stigma.

Third, the result is that those who live in the ghetto are likely to be

trapped since only those with no power in the market will end up there.

Of course some will escape by using either legitimate or illegitimate

means to improve their market position, but the long-term ghetto

residents will be those most powerless in the society. The result will be

that the ghetto will house those with multiple social problems whose

dependence on state welfare further negates their political power.

Fourth, the clear public identification of the ghetto, its inhabitants

and its high crime rates, will mean that other citizens will reduce their

risk of victimization by not entering the area and by attempting to

exclude the inhabitants of the ghetto from the rest of the city. This

begins a process whereby the residents of the ghetto are excluded or

marginalized in other markets, such as those for financial services,

consumer goods, leisure, etcetera.

Fifth, this isolation of the ghetto and its inhabitants effectively

removes them from civic society and can increase fear of the ghetto as it

becomes an unknown element outwith the existing normative order.

Once this happens then a dangerous spiral can develop where fear of

the ghetto leads to ever greater attempts to segregate and isolate the

danger it represents.

Sixth, the segregation of the ghetto then begins to replicate itself

across the city as a strategy of safety and crime control. With time this

segregation will become built in to both the physical and social fabric of

the city: previously public areas will be designed or managed in such a

way as to become the private preserves of only certain groups.

Seventh, the result of these processes will be a ghettoization of

everyday life. The existence of the ghetto and the danger it poses will

become a dominant theme of social existence in the city. Attempts to

escape this domination, by moving out of the city and so extending the

suburbs, will gradually spread the domination.

Finally, whilst the ghettoization of everyday life will offer a degree of

immediate protection and for that reason will be supported and

re-enforced, yet it will be obvious that the protestion offered is very

fragile. The very fragility, however, re-enforces the fear of the ghetto

and its inhabitants. The result is a vicious circularity of fear which

drives ghettoization forward even as it becomes more fragile.

The differente between a city having high crime areas and ghettos lies

not so much in crime levels or other social attributes of the areas,

although in the end there will be a difference of degree since

ghettoization will push up crime rates and other problems in the

ghettos. The difference rather lies in the degree of market

residualization of high crime areas and the response of the city to them.

67
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It is the processen of ghettoization across the city that define the ghetto.

The problem of ghettos is not just the problem of high crime areas,

even though that is where the problem begins, bul rather a response to

that problem which, because it is based on segregation, undermines the

nature of civic society. Civic society depends on a degree of

participation in a public realm to which all have access.

Ghettoization attempts to provide protection against crime by

effectively segregating a sub-group, and a part of the city, from such

participation and by reducing the domain of the public realm by

designating space as private, or controlling access to it. Ghettoization as

a crime prevention strategy is fragile and will fail precisely because it

undermines civic society on which social order depends. The ghetto will

inevitably present a political as well as a crime threat to the existing

social order since the strategy of ghettoization excludes the ghetto from

that order. The political threat of the ghetto will hence emerge

historically during periods when the nature of the housing market(s)

produces residualized high crime areas which are then responded to

with a crime prevention strategy of ghettoization.

1 started by pointing out that ghettos were originally created as a

deliberate act of policy in relation to European Jewish communities.

Contemporary ghettos however do not emerge in such a deliberate

fashion. Instead ghettos are always one possible unintended (although

not necessarily unforeseeable) outcome of the segregation process

which markets create. Such an outcome is not inevitable bul its

prevention does require a commitment to the preservation of a civic

society within which citizenship can not be effectively withdrawn even in

the name of crime prevention.
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Reparative justice

Towards a victim oriented system

Elmar Weitekamp1

Quite unlike laws found in today's societies, the laws of more primitive

societies contained monetary evaluations for most offences as

compensation to the victims, not punishment of the criminal. Although

this approach had nearly disappeared, restitution, victim-offender

reconciliation, mediation between victims and offenders, and reparation

schemes were rediscovered in the early 1970's. The commonly accepted

definition of restitution/reparation is payment to victims of crime by an

offender to cover losses incurred from the crime. Payment can take the

form of money and/or services to the victim or the state. According to

Black's Law Dictionary (1968, p. 1477), restitution/reparation is an `Act

of restoring; restoring to its rightful owner; the act of making good or

giving equivalent for any loss, damage or injury; and indemnification'.

The terms in contemporary literature about reparative justice are

restitution, reparative schemes, victim-offender reconciliation, redress,

mediation programmes, community service, atonement, indemnification,

compensation and are used interchangeably, meaning basically the same

or having at least the same intentions: repairing the damage done by the

offender, getting the victim involved, reconciliation between the victim

and the offender, creating an alternative to imprisonment and current

criminal justice sanctions and making society at large more humane.

Historically that approach was much more common than the more

recent forms of punishment and retribution. Even though reparative

justice almost disappeared completely, some legal scholars, e.g. Sir

Thomas Moore, Wilson, Beccaria, Garofalo, Bentham, Ferri, Bonnville

de Marsangry, Prins, Tallack, Del Vecchio, Christie, Barnett,

Braithwaite, and Marshall, always strongly advocated this approach, but

failed to convince criminal justice systems to reintegrate reparative

justice. Despite the practical advantages of reparative justice, the public

acceptance of and willingness to use reparative justice, and the

tremendous efforts in the 1970's and 1980's to implement such

programmes, evaluations of the various reparative movements are

rather disappointing and indicate that the reparative justice movement

could, once again, end in a failure.

1 Institute of Criminology, University of Tubingen, Germany
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Historical background

According to Michalowski (1985, p. 45), human societies can be broken

into two broad categories: acephalous (non-state) and state societies.

Acephalous societies, the earliest type, did not have rulers and were the

only type of human community for some 30,000 years.

These societies were small, economically cooperative and relatively

egalitarian with simple technology. Tónnies' concept of Gemeinschaft

comes to mind in this regard. That these societal forms were very basic

and stable did not preclude instances of deviance or trouble. As

Michalowski (1985, pp. 52-55) pointed out, because of acephalous

society's diffuse structure, kin-based social organization, and concept of

collective responsibility, individuals were bound very strongly to the

group, thus reducing the likelihood of egoistic interests.

These characteristics also minimized the potential deviant. If trouble

did occur, the acephalous society resolved it without a formal legal

system. After evaluating the harm, the society had to regain its lost

balance by doing something either for the victim or the offerader. A

state of unrest remained until the victim was satisfied; and'because

collective responsibility was combined with important social and

economic ties between the offender's group and the victim, a resolution

was important for facilitating a quick return to daily life. Resolutions

were usually achieved through blood revenge, retribution, ritual

satisfaction, or restitution.

As Michalowski (1985, pp. 58-59) pointed out blood revenge and

retribution had serious drawbacks in acephalous societies. These small,

interdependent, and economically cooperative communities could not

afford to kill, expel, or, in any other form, render unproductive those

who caused trouble because every member was valuable and often

needed to guarantee the clan's survival. Furthermore, the community

had to find a way to absorb that person back into the community

quickly and harmoniously. Thus ritual satisfaction and restitution

became the favoured forms of resolving criminal behaviour in

acephalous societies.

Restitution / reparative justice was probably the most common form

of resolving a conflict in acephalous societies because it also allowed

the disputing clans to resume normal relations expeditiously. Because

both the offender's clan and the victim's clan were involved in the

restitution negotiations, both were, to a certain degree, in control of the

negotiations and their outcome, thus allowing a compromise that

satisfied both parties. According to Nader and Combs-Schilling (1977,

pp. 34-35), the restitution process in acephalous societies had six

purposes and functions:
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- to prevent further, more serious conflicts, particularly to avoid a feud;

-to rehabilitate the offender back into society as quickly as possible

and to avoid a negative stigma;

- to provide for the victim's needs;

- to restate the values of the society by addressing the needs of both

the victim and the offender, thus indicating that the society desired

some type of justice for all its members;

-to socialize the members about its norms and values;

-to provide regulation as well as deterrence for its members.

These functions clearly indicate that restitution / reparative justice as a

form of sanction had multiple purposes in these societies.

The negotiated restitution culminating in some form of payment to

the victim was an important mechanism for resolving criminal behaviour

in acephalous societies; there was no need for either supra-familial

authority or state control. The historica) origin of restitution /

reparative justice has existed since humans began forming communities.

It is easy to assume from the literature that punishment is the most

universal way of responding to norm violators. However, by expanding

the analysis to acephalous societies, we find that restitution to the

victim and his kin frequently took precedence over action against the

offender. While restitution takes something away from the offender, it is

different in form, purpose and consequences from punishment in the

form of retribution or revenge.

The abundant literature on primitive and' acephalous societies reflect

the wide extent of restitution / reparative justice in some form and

indicate that `punishment' - in today's sense - was the exception rather

than the norm. It is no surprise that Fry (1951, p. 124) asked: `Have we

not over-neglected much of the customs of our early ancestors in the

matter of restitution? We have seen that in primitive societies this idea

of making up for a wrong done has wide currency. Let us once more

look into ways of earlier men, which may stil) hold some wisdom for us.'

Tallack (1900, p. 7) argued similarly by comparing ancient forms with

more modern forms of punishment: `For injuries both to person or

property, it enacted restitution, or reparation, in some form, as the

chief, and often as the whole, element of punishment. And this was

wiser in principle, more reformatory in its influence, more deterrent in

its tendency and more economic to the community.' And Barnes and

Teeters (1959, p. 401) suggested: `It is perhaps worth noting that our

barbarian ancestors were wiser and more just than we are today, for

they adopted the theory of restitution to the injured, whereas we have

abandoned this practice, to the detriment of all concerned'.

In examining the early literature on restitution / reparative justice, we
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find that the scholars usually began with state societies rather then

acephalous societies (Schafer, 1970a; Sutherland and Cressey, 1960),

thus taking for granted the existence of politica) power and state law.

This might explain why, according to Schafer (1970a, p. 3), many

scholars have placed the historica) origin of restitution / reparative

justice in the Middle Ages. Schafer also pointed out that earlier sources

did not offer clear information; and thus found only sporadic reference

to restitution / reparative justice. As in acephalous societies, the norms

and laws of early Western cultures provided forms of restitution /

reparative justice for the parties involved in a dispute. The Code of

Hammurabi (2380 BC) espoused the practice of individual

compensation, which, according to Gillin (1935, p. 198), was related

primarily to property offences and in genera) did not apply to personal

injuries; however, in one case it served as an alternative to the death

penalty. The code of Hammurabi is the only source in the historical

literature on reparative justice where we found the concept of

reparative justice restricted to property crimes. In all other sources this

concept was applied to both property and crimes against the persons.

Therefore, we have been unable to determine why the concept of

restitution in today's literature is almost always limited to property

offences.

Restitution and type of crime

It is interesting to note that all the contemporary authors have focused

on restitution and reparative justice as a concept for property offences

without providing a reasonable explanation for the exclusion of crimes

against the person. They simply take for granted the exclusion of crimes

against the person even though an examination of the history of

reparative justice clearly emphasizes the applicability of reparative

justice for personal crimes. One reasonable explanation is that these

authors have written about contemporary programmes and how they

function. Since most existing programmes deal only with property

offenders, these authors might assume that reparative justice is

applicable only for those offenders. However, as they have given no

reason whatsoever for this limitation, we think it reasonable to argue

that their writings simultaneously contribute to a very conservative

approach towards reparative justice, limit the implementation of some

of the more creative reparative justice programmes, and exclude an

offender population that might be very well suited for such programmes.

Having established this connection, we are not surprised to find that

evaluations of reparative justice programmes and alternatives to
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incarceration reveal that reparative justice programmes are not working

and have not been used as alternatives to incarceration (Austin and

Krisberg, 1982; Weitekamp, 1989). Despite the wealth of historical

examples the contemporary literature has abandoned the concept of

reparative justice as a viable penal sanction for crimes against persons.

The contemporary writers usually contradict themselves by first praising

in theory the concept of reparative justice as a viable penal sanction and

then limiting it in practice to property offenders with no explanation.

Let us have another look in history.

The early Hebrews also used restitution / reparative justice for

personal crimes. Gillin (1935, p. 198) described the case of two men

involved in a fight which resulted in non-fatal injuries to one of the

men. The one who inflicted the injury was required to pay for the

employment time the other men lost due to the healing process.

Similarly, if an ox was known to be dangerous but the owner did not

take proper precautions and the ox gored a person to death, both the ox

and its owner were to be killed unless the victim's family was willing to

accept a reparation instead. Tyler (1889, p. 416; cited in Gillin, 1935, p.

198) reported that the transition from blood vengeance to compensation

could be observed in Arabia. While the nomad tribe outside the cities

continued to enforce the blood feud rather strictly, the people living in

the cities found it necessary to resolve violent conflicts through

compensation to avoid the blood feud's devastating effects.

Homer, in the Ninth Book of the Iliad, referred to the case of Ajax,

who approached Achilles for not accepting Agamemnon's offer to

reparation. Ajax reminded Achilles that even a brother's death may be

compensated by the payment of money so that the murderer, having

paid restitution, may remain free among his people. Similarly Tacitus

reported that among the ancient Germans homicide is atoned by a

certain fine in cattle and sheep; and the whole family accepts the

satisfaction to the advantage of the public weal, since the quarrels are

most dangerous in a free state.

Diamond's research on sanctions imposed for homicide confirmed

that monetary restitution was an accepted form throughout the western

world: `Of fifty to one hundred scattered tribal communities as to which

the information available is of undoubted reliability 73 percent called

for a pecuniary sanction versus 14 percent called for a certain number

of persons to be handed over to the family of the victim as a sanction.

This too is actually a fine, though not a monetary one. One hundred

percent of the Early and Early Middle Codes, beginning with the Salic

code (around 500-600 AD) and lasting through the Anglo-Saxon laws

(900-1100 AD), called for pecuniary sanctions for homicide. It was not

until the Middle and Late Codes that death was established as the
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exclusive sanction for intentional homicide.' (1935, p. 148; cited in

Barnett 1977, p. 352)

Schafer (1970a, pp. 3-7) noted that among Semitic nations the death

fine was used and continued to prevail under the Turkish Empire. He

allo described the use of restitution and atonement among Indian

Hindus under the theme of `he who atones is forgiven', where the

offender was obliged to pay compensation to the king, the relatives of

the deceased, or both.

While each tribe had its own set of laws, the contents of these laws

were quite similar. The first written laws were the Salic Law of the

Franks (about 500 AD) and the Laws of Ethelbert of Kent (about 600

AD), whose main concern was to avoid the blood feud. Every crime was

a crime against the family or clan; and the offender's clan was held

responsible for crimes committed by its members. The Laws of

Ethelbert invented a system of compensation involving the wergild,

wite, and bot. The wergild was money paid to a family for the death of

one of its members; the bot was money paid for injuries not leading to

the death of a family member; and the wite was money paid to a

mediator to cover the costs of overseeing the compensation plan. Gillin

(1935, p. 198) reported similarly under the early Saxon Laws that the

Saxons had an elaborate catalogue for almost all types of injuries.

Similar provisions can be found in the Salic Laws of the Franks where

compensation rates were provided in detail for all types of crime.

As these brief examples of early state societies demonstrate,

restitution or reparative justice was an important tool for resolving

conflicts. As in acephalous societies, the main reason was to avoid the

devastating effects of the blood feud. The reported systems of

compensation and restitution were applied mostly for crimes against the

person rather than property offences. As centralized rulers emerged and

took an increasingly interested and active role in the resolution of

trouble, the needs of the victims, as Schafer noted (1968, pp. 21-33),

were replaced progressively by the interests of the state as the basis for

settling conflicts. This decline in the victim's role in settling disputes

signified an important change in the nature of social control. As the

leader or the state became a central leader for settling disputes, he or it

took this role away from the clans or kinships; responsibility became

increasingly individualized rather than collective, thus making more

abstract the obligation to conform to social rules. As historian Maine

(1905; cited in Michalowski, 1985, p. 71) observed, with the coming of

the state power `the individual is steadily substituted for the family as

the unit of which civil laws take account'. Or as Christie (1977) noted:

`Individuals become less beautifully tied into a web of social relations

where an unexpected move results in a magnitude of subtle counter-
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moves and where deviant behaviour is not necessarily seen as deviance

or called deviance, but is kept under control through daily incarceration

with a number of other persons who are of great importance.'

The major change occurred in the ninth century under the Frankish

Empire where restitution / reparative justice was replaced by a fine,

assessed against offenders by a tribunal, which went to the state rather

than to the victim (Gillin, 1935, p. 198). This change marked the

beginning of the state's monopoly on criminal punishment; and by the

end of the twelfth century the erosion of reparative justice was complete

(Schafer, 1970a, p. 8). Despite this erosion of restitution and the

diminished role of the victim, the concept of reparative justice has

remained alive and well through the centuries.

The rediscovery of the victim

Despite the increasing interest in reforming the offender, which was

matched by decreasing care for the victim, some legal philosophers and

reformers reiterated the importance of reparative justice over and over

again. Between 1878 and 1900 legal reformers discussed various forms

of restitution and compensation at prison and penal congresses

throughout Europe. At the International Prison Congress in Paris in

1895, the rnembers agreed on a favourable resolution for restitution and

compensation and recommended that further study of this topic

continue until the next meeting in Brussels in 1900, at which time they

failed to agree on a specific reparation proposal and, according to Geis

(1967, p. 176), `effectively managed to bury the subject of compensation

(reparative justice) as a significant agenda topic at international

penological gatherings from thence to the present time'.

Fry (1951) and Schafer (1970ab, 1974 and 1975ab) were most

responsible for the revival of restitution and compensation in the

current context. Fry, a British reformer, feit that victims were being

ignored by the criminal justice process and proposed a formal use of

restitution. Schafer, who saw restitution as a auxiliary tool for

punishment, offered the same proposal.

In their literature review on restitution, Hudson et al. (1980) found

that 85 percent of the 336 articles, books, and reports they identified

had been published since 1970. They further pointed out that the

literature prior to 1970 focused mainly on the role of restitution in

criminal law and theory, whereas since 1970 the literature has dealt

more often with programme development, implementation of restitution

programmes, and research on these programmes.

There are several rationals behind the rediscovery of restitution /
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reparative justice as a penal sanction. The first one is the rediscovery of

the victim in the criminal justice system. Viano (1978), amongst others,

pointed out that promoting restitution / reparative justice as a

programme to help crime victims is popular but questionable. No doubt

the victim, in the case where an offender is apprehended and convicted

for the crime, can benefit from compensation for the losses suffered;

but, as Edelhertz (1977) noted, in its historical connotation restitution

was designed to benefit the offender and his kin group by avoiding more

sevére sanctions by the victims kin group.

A second purpose of restitution is to provide less severe and more

humane sanctions for the offender. In its current context it is

considered to be a viable alternative to incarceration. Not only does the

offender in particular benefit from this approach, hut society benefits in

general. As Berrini (1921, p. 42) wrote: `The State spends enormous

sums of money and the intensive breeding of dangerousness and

criminality of offenders: and thereafter restores to society offenders

more fearful than before.' Furthermore, the family of an offender, who

may actually be innocent, does not suffer from the imprisonment; and

the offender, in order to make his/her restitution payments, has to work,

which means that taxes will be payed or community service will be

delivered, which is beneficial to society but would not be the case if we

imprison the offender. Especially today, as correctional administrators

struggle with the dilemmas of overcrowded prisons and record

incarceration rates, restitution seems to be a viable way to ease some of

today's correctional system problems in the United States of America.

Just to illustrate the dilemma of the correctional crisis in the United

States: as Huang (1989) pointed out, the growth of the prison

populations in the United States has remained stable, with only minor

fluctuations until about the mid-1970's. Then incarceration increased

from 94 per 100,000 in 1968 to 132 and 426 per 100,000 for the years of

1978 and 1989 (Huang, 1989). Between 1980 and 1988 alone, the prison

population increased 90.2 percent, meaning this population doubled in

eight years. The United States of America, having now 1,057,875 person

behind bars, has the highest incarceration rate in the world: 426 per

100,000 followed by South Africa with 333 and the Soviet Union with

268 per 100,000. If one thinks that in South Africa the black Africans

are treated badly, a look at the incarceration rates reveals that the

incarceration rate for black Africans in South Africa is 729 per 100,000

and in the United States of America 3,109 per 100,000 for Afro

Americans according to the report by The Sentencing Project (1991).

Third, a conceptionally distinct purpose for restitution / reparative

justice is the rehabilitation of the offender. As Tallack (1900), Cohen

(1942), Eglash (1958ab, 1959), Schafer (1970ab, 1974 and 1975ab), Del
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Vecchio (1975), Galaway and Hudson (1975ab) and Spencer (1975)

pointed out, restitution might be more rehabilitative than other

correctional measures because it is related rationally to the amount of

damages done and might be perceived as more just by the offender.

Furthermore, the offender is an active participant in the treatment

programme: i.e., the programme puts the burden almost totally on him

and much less on society. In addition, it provides the offender with a

concrete way to express guilt; and the stigma for the offender who

makes restitution is far less than for the offender who is sent to prison.

Fourth, restitution / reparative justice also offers a fairly easy-to-

administer sanction for the criminal justice system. Restitution

programmes can be administered at the pre-trial stage in the

prosecutor's office and community correctional facilities and as part of

probation and parole centences. Galaway (1977ab) suggested it as part

of diversion; and Cohen (1942) thought the right place for restitution

was the probation department. Regardless of which form one prefers,

we know that there are many established organizations in the criminal

justice system where restitution programmes could be easily added.

Their main goal would be a reduction of either offenders who would not

have processed through the complicated and expensive court system or

incarcerated offenders who are the most costly for society.

Fifth, the last advantage of restitution / reparative justice

programmes is that society at large would benefit from a more humane

approach that would lead to a reduced need for vengeance and

retribution. If society sees that the offender takes an active step to undo

the harm he has done and that the victim is involved in the criminal

justice process, people might develop different attitudes towards,

offenders.

Restitution in practice

These five possibilities are not mutually exclusive and may not be

complete. Those possibilities are, in practice, defined more definitely by

specific restitution / reparative justice programmes. Over the past

twenty years we have experienced a booming business in the creation

and operation of these programmes. While restitution / reparative

justice and victim-offender reconciliation sounds very promising in

theory, it is plagued by shortcomings in practice.

First, despite a tremendous amount of legislative decisions with

regard to the implementation of restitution / reparative justice and

victim-offender reconciliation programmes, they are applied in a very

unsystematic manner at the discretion and initiative of criminal justice
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administrators who support such programmes at very different levels.

According to Waller (1990) legislation in the USA and Canada created

over the past fifteen years over 2,000 new laws and procedures to

improve the situation of victims of crimes and to implement various

forms of restitution and victim-offender reconciliation programmes.

Unfortunately these laws and procedures were passed in a very

unsystematic manner, thus leading to quite different applications

depending on the jurisdiction one looks at. Furthermore, according to

Hudson and Galaway (1989) and Shapiro (1990), these laws and

procedures are mostly applicable at the discretion of the police, the

prosecutors office, and the courts and are not mandatory, thus leading

to confusion or to the fact that the laws and provisions provided by

legislation are not used by practitioners (Robinson, 1990).

Second, almost all restitution / reparative justice and victim-offender

reconciliation programmes use restitution or mediation only for

property offences and/or first-time offenders. There is no reason why

these programmes are restricted to this clientele; and one looks in vain

to find a theoretical explanation. We were unable to find in the

restitution/ mediation literature evidence suggesting such limitations,

although in the more practice-oriented literature of the 1970's and

1980's these limitations are taken for granted without a reasonable

explanation.

Third, having found such a limitation, we are not surprised that

restitution / reparative justice and mediation as an alternative to

incarceration, although heavily advocated by proponents of restitution/

mediation, is almost non-existent. Hudson and Chesney (1978) found

that restitution is commonly added to probation and parole

requirements and, as Austin and Krisberg (1982) found, expands rather

than reduces control over the offender. Harland's (198lab) reviews of

community service statutes revealed that community service is not

intended as an alternative to incarceration, although it is claimed as

such in the literature. The national surveys on victim-offender

reconciliation programmes (Daniels, 1988; Coates, 1990; Gehm, 1990;

Umbreit, 1986) clearly show that these programmes do not serve as an

alternative to incarceration because they serve an offender population

charged with minor offences who would not receive a prison sentence in

the first place. Weitekamp (1989) found the same patterns to be true

for restitution programmes. At the Advanced NATO Workshop on

Conflict, Crime and Reconciliation in April of 1991 in II Ciocco, the

participants agreed that this shortcoming is life-threatening for the

restitution/mediation movement. If restitution/mediation programmes

cannot turn the wheel around and provide a viable alternative to

incarceration the impact of such programmes will be mediocre at the
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most and a complete failure at the worst.

Fourth, Hudson and Galaway (1980) reported that restitution

programmes in Pima County, Arizona, British Columbia, and Minnesota

admit only a disproportionately small number of minorities, indicating

that programmes indeed select very carefully whom they admit into

their programmes. Similar results were obtained by Umbreit (1986),

Daniels (1988), Coates (1990), Gehm (1990), and Marshall (1991) for

mediation programmes as well as by Weitekamp (1989) for restitution

programmes. The only exception seems to be the restitution programme

in Philadelphia where 73.1 percent of the restitution group belonged to

minority groups (Weitekamp, 1989).

Fifth, the majority of restitution / reparative justice programmes are

applied to juveniles more often than to adult offenders. In addition the

majority of the clientele comes from a white, middle class background.

Again, juveniles probably constitute a lower risk group for which

criminal justice officials might be more willing to use this penal

sanction.

Sixth, another important aspect would be whether restitution /

reparative justice and mediation in their various forms have reduced the

recidivism rate. Hudson and Chesney (1978), in a study in Minnesota,

reported that 6 percent of the experimental group (released from prison

to a restitution centre), versus 24 percent of the control group (served

their prison sentence and were released on parole), were returned to

prison because they were convicted of a new crime. However, only ten

percent of the control group were returned because of technical

violations, whereas 40 percent of the experimental group were returned.

In general, 46 percent of the experimental group versus 34 percent of

the controls were returned to prison, indicating that the experimental

group were under much tighter control and that this control was

responsible for their higher recidivism rate.

Finally, a major problem of reparative justice programmes is the

planning, implementation and evaluation of such programmes.

According to Hudson and Galaway (1989), Shapiro (1990), and the

Participants of the Advanced NATO Workshop on Conflict, Crime, and

Reconciliation (1991) reparative justice programmes are often planned

and implemented in a very unsystematic manner. In addition, these

programmes are implemented with no concrete goals and are often

combined with other criminal justice and welfare programmes, thus

making evaluations of the effects of restitution and mediation

programmes impossible. Furthermore, netwidening effects are almost

never considered. In order to improve the quality of reparative justice

programmes major changes in the planning and the evaluation of the

effects of these programmes seem to be unavoidable and necessary.
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Some theoretical concepts

Abel and Marsh (1984) introduced a restitutionary/reparative approach

which, in their view, is ethically, theoretically, and practically better

than other approaches for securing human welfare. Restitution /

reparative justice is a punishment because it involves unpleasant

consequences which are regulated by the state and can lead to the loss

of rights and property. Further, this approach can deter because it

involves recognizable unpleasant consequences; it constitutes

retribution because it involves returning to an offender his `fust

deserts'; and, finally, it can rehabilitate because while the offender is

required to work within the functioning economic system, he remains

socially responsible for his livelihood and the well-being of the victim.

Under Abel and Marsh's approach, imprisonment would be the

exception rather than the norm, a last resort for repeat violent

offenders, who constitute a danger to other people, with the

imprisonment time limited to however long it takes the offender to earn

sufficient funds to repay the damage done and the cost of the prison

stay. Most offenders should be supervised outside the prison and within

the community. One proposed form is a residential community

programme where offenders would be required to work outside the

centre and spend most of their leisure time in the centre. Another form

is a non-residential community based programme where offenders would

be under minimal supervision. Voluntary rehabilitation programmes

could be offered, but they should have no influence on the offender's

sentence.

While Abel and Marsh's approach was based on Christian, Jewish,

and secular ethics, Barnett (1977 and 1980) rejected punishment on the

basis that it could not be justified on grounds of deterrence, retribution,

or rehabilitation. He called for the abolition of the traditional forms of

punishment. No longer should offenders be sentenced to prison or

ordered to pay a fine to the state. Instead, they should be forced to

compensate their victims for the injuries or damages suffered as a result

of the crimes. Against a Kuhnian background, Barnett (1977) outlined

the crisis of the old paradigm of punishment and introduced a new

paradigm of restitution. He argued that crime should be seen as an

offence by an individu al against the rights of another. The victims suffer

a loss; and justice entails the offender making good the loss he has

caused: `Where we once saw an offense against society we now see an

offense against an individual victim.(...) The armed robber did not rob

society; he robbed the victim. His debt therefore, is not to society; it is

to the victim' (pp. 287-288).

Because the offender's aggressive act creates a debt to the victim,
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Barnett feit that the debt should not be settled by punishment

controlled by the state, which he considered as making the criminal

suffer deliberately for his mistake. He viewed imprisonment as being

enormously expensive in that it constitutes a double burden for the

innocent victim who both has suffered from the crime and has to pay

taxes for the offender's imprisonment and often to support the

offender's family members who are frequently forced to go on welfare.

Additionally, any benefit of imprisonment is temporary because most

offenders will eventually be released.

Barnett pointed out that there is no rational connection between a

term of imprisonment and the harm caused the victim. Furthermore,

there is no objective standard by which punishment can be apportioned

to fit the crime. Finally, he criticized the Jack of incentives for prison

officials to educate and train inmates because the former's jobs are

essentially political - that is, they are judged by how well they run

prisons, namely keeping trouble to a minimum. This effect is

responsible for the failure of rehabilitation and for prisons turning out

persons who are far worse thian they were prior to incarceration.

Cantor (1976), in evaluating the current system of crime and

punishment - mainly the role and functioning of prisons - concluded

that it is time to abolish the game of crime and punishment and to

replace it with a paradigm of restitution and responsibility. He pointed

out that society appears to fight criminals with all its strength bul in

practice does everything to retain them. Cantor went so far to argue

that: 'If our entire criminal justice apparatus were simply closed down,

there would be no increase, and there would probably be a decrease, in

the amount of behaviour that is now labelled criminal' (p. 105).

His main argument was that prisons are breeding places for criminals,

thus creating a bigger crime problem for society rather than solving it.

His goal was to improve the treatment of the offender by abandoning

criminal law and trying the offender under a civil court, which Cantor

considered a move from barbarian to greater enlightment and humanity.

This move would guarantee the victim's involvement in the process, and

the court would be used as an arbitrator.

While he envisioned that most offenders, victims, and society in

general would be served well under such a system, Cantor advocated for

prison sentences to be confined to murder and rape. According to his

view, maximum sentences of three years would mitigate the personal

and societal deterioration and criminal behaviour reinforcement that

prisons provide; fixed sentences would be proscribed, and each person

would become eligible for parole upon entering prison (1976, p. 112).

The form of responsibility he proposed had as its goal the redemption

and restoration of the wrong-doer.
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Christie (1978), who considered conflicts as property, argued that

criminal conflicts have become other people's property, primarily the

property of lawyers, a process in which the victim is a nonperson in a

Kafka play and goes away more frightened than ever before and in even

greater need of an explanation of criminals as non-human. He

advocated, instead, some sort of neighbourhood court where the

offender would be confronted by his/her victim and neighbourhood,

since the offender usually wants distance between him/herself and the

victim, the neighbourhood, and other participants in the conflict.

In Christie's concept, the offender would have to take responsibility

for his actions through lome process of mediation with the victim

and/or the neighbourhood, thus constituting a major part of the concept

of rehabilitation. As restitution becomes one of the major programme

innovations to rise from the ashes of the corrections/rehabilitation/

treatment era of the past, it offers a healthier environment for

treatment without loosing the goals of the approach.

Del Vecchio (1975) refuted the starting point of all ancient and

modern discussions concerning punishment: evil must be exchanged for

evil, and it is necessary to inflict equal suffering on the person who

causes others to suffer. Citing examples from the bible and theological

writings, he pointed out that evil is to be put right only by doing good

and argued that the Kantian approach is erroneous and ethically

unacceptable. Calling for the abolition of prisons, he proposed a system

of restitution based on the concept of damage reparation, pointing out

that fines are determined in a wholly empirical and arbitrary manner,

with no actual relation to the damage to be repaired, and prison

sentences are not meted out equitably.

By referring to the widely accepted use of torture and the later

abolition of this practice, Del Vecchio pointed out that, at the time of

its abolition, jurists held the common opinion that torture was an

indispensable practice for the administration of justice. Today we think

of torture as a barbarous form in the administration of justice; Del

Vecchio was arguing that some day we may look at imprisonment as

barbarous as well. With this in mind, Del Vecchio concluded that we

should be very cautious, especially where more severe punishments are

involved, and that `remission and pardon often, if not always, represent

the best justice, provided that the obligation to repair the damage

remains firm' (1975, p. 101).

Braithwaite (1989) introduced the concept of reintegrative shaming in

which the emotion of shame is central in the understanding of social

control processes relating to crime and offers this concept as an

alternative to stigmatization: `(...) moralizing social control is more

likely to assure compliance with the law than repressive social control'
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(p. 9). In his view reintegrative shaming controls crime whereas

stigmatization pushes offenders toward criminal subcultures.

Reintegrative shaming is disapproval extended while a relationship of

respect is sustained with the offender and might shame an evil deed, bul

the offender is cast as a respected person rather than an evil one. Even

the shaming of the deed is finite in duration, terminated by ceremonies

of forgiveness-apology-repentance. Braithwaite claims that by seeking to

bring crime under control by community shaming seems more benign

than relying on the punitive state and that shaming is not as oppressive

as imprisonment. In looking at Braithwaite's concept of reintegrative

shaming one is reminded of mechanisms in the earlier acephalous and

non-state societies.

Braithwaite as well as Marshall (1989) refer to a family model of

punishment, where according to Braithwaite `shame' is accompanied by

social reintegration. Marshall refers in this context to three phases of

such a model of punishment: denunciation, justice (reparation), and

reconciliation. Both argue that their approach is better than the current

system which fails to be socially reconstructive. However, Braithwaite

(1991), who extended and combined his concepts of reintegrative

shaming with republican criminology, warns that one cannot support

reintegrative shaming as the dominant crime control strategy unless one

has a clear moral position on what should and should not be shamed.

He argues that conduct should never be criminalized unless we can be

confident that its criminalization will increase dominion (the republican

concept of liberty) in the community.

It becomes clear from the writings of Abel and March, Barnett,

Cantor, Christie, Del Vecchio, Tallack, Braithwaite and Marshall that

they are strong opponents of imprisonment and firm advocates of a

paradigm of restitution / reparative justice. Although their approaches

vary, they agreed that imprisonment is useless, creatin more problems

for society than it eases, and for the most part should be abolished and

replaced by a restitutive/reparative approach based within the

community which they feel is more humane, more just, and more

beneficial to society and does not exclude the victim. However, it is not

completely clear whether they want to abolish prisons altogether or to

use imprisonment as a last resort if all other measures fail.

Marshall's criminal justice

Marshall (1991) introduced probably the most convincing and most

innovative reparative justice model for today's or tomorrow's world.

Bending to the new trends in politics, society, economics, and ecology
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he developed a criminal justice system in the new community which is

based upon a reparative criminal justice paradigm. Marshall evaluated

new developments in ecology, management, internationalism, politics,

the voluntary sector, conflict resolution, religion and culture and found

ample evidence that major changes occur in these fields and that the

main goal in all fields is survival, meaning we have to change drastically

our approaches to these fields if the world wants to survive. Marshall

then transferred these developments and the meanings of them to the

criminal justice system and came up with a new paradigm of criminal

justice which entails a reparative approach.

The ecologica) crisis impinges upon us in two main ways: as a threat

to resources and as a limit to economic expansion and the large-scale

industrial base that has dominated our lives since the industrial

revolution. The ecological crisis, according to Devall (1988) `is not so

much a crisis of the environment as a crisis of character and culture.

(...) as long as we think of our self in a narrow, me first, self-serving

way, we will suffer. When we put the vital needs of other beings above

our narrowly conceived self-interest, then we discover that our broader

needs are met in context of meeting the needs of the other, because we

have broadened and deepened our self to include the other into ourself.'

In order to avoid the ecological crisis we have to live at one with the

world (natural and social) and live with peace with oneself are equated

and valued, to be developed in practice through personal lifestyle and

community engagement. Marshall used a broad range of examples to

show these new ecological approaches and we can show them here only

in an exemplary way, but the main theme of all these approaches is that

human kind will only be able to survive if the concepts of community

and Gemeinschaft prevail or are reinstated.

Marshall found very similar developments by evaluating new

management strategies. He cited the American management expert

Peters proclaiming: `By the year 2000, management as we know it will

not exist. In its place will be networks of relationships, partnerships and

alliances. The corporation of the future will be essentially feminine in

character.' The `new' management can be characterized by soft skills:

understanding, relationships, integrity, communication, honesty: all

essentially social in nature. Similar trends found Marshall to be true for

the new internationalism, the changing political climate, the growth of

the voluntary sector and the growth of conflict resolution.

The principles of conflict resolution theory as described by Fisher

and Ury (1981), Kriesberg (1982), Moore (1986), and FIRM (1990) are

according to Marshall (1991, p. 20) remarkably consistant with the

trends in the fields described above. They include: direct involvement of

the parties in resolving their own conflicts; participation of all parties
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with a stake in the outcome; respect for all persons, a predisposition to

try to understand and listen to other points of view, `attacking the

problem, not the person'; encouragement of cooperation by others

(orientated towards cooperative problem-solving rather then a `fight' or

adversarial struggle); empowerment of individuals, groups and

communities to handle their own conflicts, intervention to try to

alleviate power differences among parties, conflict resolution skills

training open to everyone (especially as part of the school curriculum);

creativity and innovation in problem-solving (avoiding set `positions'

and bureaucratic limitations to the range of solutions that may be

considered); giving equal weight to the emotions and beliefs of people

as to the material issues in dispute; concern for building relationships,

or community, as part of dispute settlement (leaving matters better than

they were before the conflict).

These trends can be found in international mediation through the

United Nations and the Red Cross, various churches (e.g. the

Mennonites), industrial relations mediation, divorce conciliation,

neighbourhood mediation, victim-offender mediation, conflict

resolution skills training in schools, school and campus mediation

programmes, intervention in race relations crises in the USA and

Australia, solving environmental problems and public policy disputes in

the USA and Canada, commercial mediation between business firms,

and conflict resolution system design for organizations.

Marshall (1991, p. 36) introduced twelve principles of conflict

resolution applied to crime which were developed by FIRM:

- Approach offences as a shared problem to be solved (for offender,

victim, and society), not as something simply to condemn and sweep

under the carpet.

- Admit the complexity of causes of crime, individual and social, and

not simplify it in black/white terras.

- Accept negotiations and compromise, as long as this was in

everybody's interests.

- Involve all affected parties and give them an opportunity to have

their say and contribute to the resolution of the problem.

-Concentrate on effective future crime reduction rather than relating

decisions only to behaviour already past.

-Value reparation over punishment.

- Listen to both victim and offender.

- Seek positive attributes and reinforce them in the offender, instead of

just blaming and labelling as degenerate.

- Follow punishment or criticism by real opportunities for

reconciliation and rehabilitation.

- Address the emotions involved in, or causedby, crime as well as
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material issues (e.g. in reparation to the victim).

-Be creative and innovative in seeking resolutions instead of being

limited to set forms of sentence.

- Employ resources commensurate to the threat posed by the crime in

question.

Similar ideas were introduced to criminological theory by Pepinsky and

Quinney (1991) in their book Criminology and Peacemaking. There

exists, however, according to Marshall (1991, p. 37) a danger in focusing

on personal involvement and negotiations which would lead to a

person-centred model of justice. While this approach is important

Marshall does not consider this an sufficient response to crime, which

has naturally community-wide, social and moral implications. Similarly

argued Mika (1992) that victim-offender mediation must learn to

transcend the solely interpersonal, as proposed by Wright (1991) and

Cantor (1976), and be ready and able to tackle wider and more basic

social conflicts if it is to be capable of contributing to a radical

transformation of criminality in our society.

To sum it up, according to Marshall (1991, pp. 37-40) criminal justice

in the new community should look something like the following:

-In the context of a community crime problems are inextricable from

more general problems of social integration, social control and the

development of collective standards. Therefore the old classifications

by current systems to the crime problems are not necessary anymore

since.actions in the new community are based on more informal or

community-based responses.

-Crime emerges from, and is affected by, social conditions and can

best resolved through general social processes rather than specialist

crime-oriented processes. Therefore crime prevention and control

should be integrated into community decision-making forums and

other social organizations.

-If justice is to be a product of a living community, new forms of

social action need to be developed that change the present

distribution of participation and power. The institutions of justice

should be community-based, informal, be run by the community, and

guarantee maximum involvement for public participation.

- While individuals in the new community should be held responsible

for their actions, society at large should be held responsible as well

since society creates criminal behaviour and has the resources to

solve them. The basic approach towards crime should not be that of

blaming the offender and coercion, but of collective problem-solving.

-The role of the state would be to oversee arrangements in the

communities and to make sure that justice and fairness are
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maintained by these local groups. It should further deal with crimes

which go beyond the boundaries of the communities, e.g.

environmental crimes. Behaviour would not be considered as crime

unless it endangers basic rights of individuals, e.g. violence against

persons.

-The reparative system would be the basis for dealing with offenders.

The essence of this approach would be to deal constructively with the

offender and the victim and to further social integration by taking

into account the interests, feelings, and perceptions of all parties

involved in the crime.

- Costs and bureaucracy of the criminal justice system should be kept

to the minimum. Courts should only be allowed to employ costly

sanctions when the costs could be justified as a saving compared to

the costs incurred by allowing a pattern of behaviour to continue.

- Justice should be a feature of everyday social life, meaning that

communities exercise control in a meaningful way through families,

neighbourhoods, schools, and other membership organizations.

-Community-oriented institutions should include victim support

services, dispute mediation, crime investigation, peace-keeping forces,

support services for offenders and others with personal problems,

victim-offender mediation programmes, and community justice panels.

- Offenders who pose a serious threat and where voluntary cooperation

failed should appear in front of a formal court. These courts,

however, would apply reparative principles as far as feasible, bul

would have access to coercive sanctions.

- Public participation in the justice panels would be encouraged.

Membership in such panels should change regularly in order to

increase participation in these panels. Simple training about the

justice system, the needs of victims and offenders would be provided

as well as the principles of conflict resolution.

-The current police force would be split into two sections. One would

be a peace-keeping force which is embedded in the community and

the other one would fulfil the more traditional role of the police.

- Detention would only be applied if there would be a grave risk to

public safety and not as a punishment. Detention centres would be

considered as safe places for voluntary treatment with the goal of

reintegration into the community and not as prisons.

Conclusions

As we have shown reparative justice was the most common form of

justice in the past. More punitive systems emerged at a later period of
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human kind and despite sound theoretical concepts of reparative

justice, today most criminal justice systems are punitive oriented.

Reparative justice in its various forms emerged in the 1970's and 1980's

again but evaluations of these movements and programmes are rather

discouraging since they treat usually only the most trivial offenders and

offences and the reparative justice movement is, once again, at the point

where it could become a complete failure.

One might view pure reparative justice models, as described earlier,

as utopian, but the current crisis of the punitive criminal justice system,

for instance in the United States of America, show that a reparative

justice approach might be a way to solve that crisis. The winners of such

an approach will be the victims, the offeraders, and society in general.

Marshall's approach to a new community is probably the most elaborate

one and takes developments from the ecology, management and

business, internationalism, religion and culture, and the growth of the

voluntary sector as well as of conflict resolution into account.

It appears that we approach the beginning again. In the beginning we

focused on the reparative justice systems in acephalous and non-state

societies, pointing out that these societies couldn't afford to implement

a more punitive system of justice if they wanted to survive. At the end

Marshall's view of reparative justice in the new community is also

pointing out that human kind cannot afford a non-reparative justice

system and that a community oriented, `Gemeinschaft' type of society

will be necessary in order to survive. One might consider Marshall's

concept as very similar to the ones of acephalous societies with the

distinction that his approach takes the newest developments in ecology,

politics, religion, management and industry into account. But whether

his approach and his solutions, even though desperately needed, will

prevail and succeed has to be seen.
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Political ideologies and drug policy

Sebastian Scheerere

Drug use holds a prominent place in the history of social conflict,

because it lends itself as an easily identifiable symbol for otherwise

invisible characteristics (or characteristics the allusion to which would

be regarded as improper and therefore would become self-defeating).

Therefore, drug policy has frequently been a weapon in social conflict

rather than an unbiased response to objective difficulties. Some

examples may help clarify this point. 1 will discuss in brief the

ideological debate on coffee, alcohol and cannabis respectively and then

turn to some contemporary issues, around the so-called hard drugs.

Coffee

Coffee and Islam ic dissidents

Coffee is a young drug. The practice of roasting the beans did not start

until around the thirteenth century. The drink then became popular

with dervishes and spread to Mecca and Medina, before it reached all

parts of the Islamic world by the end of the fifteenth century. But since

it was quite closely linked to the religious Sufi order, the `innocent'

drug coffee often had to share the Sufis' fate.

Like many medieval Christian orders the Sufis often took a very

critical stance towards the dominant political and religious structures.

Some of them wanted to abolish private property and preached social

justice. As mysticists they attacked dogmatic Islam for its hypocrisy, and

some spoke favourably (and made use) of hashish, opium, and even wine

as a means of reaching higher levels of spirituality. When coffee became

known in the Islamic world they were its first promoters, thus producing

an association between their politically and religiously dissident views

and coffee consumption.

In 1511, coffee houses in Mecca were shut down. Coffee drinking

Sufis were chased away and coffee stocks were burned. Twenty years

later, leading Muslims in Cairo charged coffee houses with encouraging

1 University of Hamburg, Germany
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political arguments and revolt, immorality and vice. Still later, the

orthodox clergy of Istanbul started a campaign against coffee houses

there. Under the rule of Murad III (1574-1595), coffee was prohibited.

When times became more turbulent under Murad IV (1623-1640),

coffee houses were being torn down and coffee drinkers suffered severe

penalties, sometimes even death. The most ravage persecution must

have been in 1656 when `Ottoman grand Vizir Koprili suppressed the

coffee houses for political reasons, and prohibited coffee. For a first

violation the punishment was cudgelling. For a second, the offender was

put into a leather bag, which was sewn up and thrown into the

Bosphorus' (Roden, 1981, p. 21; cf. Maritsch and Uhl, 1989, p. 163).

Coffee in Europe

In seventeenth and eighteenth century Europe, coffee was being

ascribed a number of characteristics which modern science later did not

confirm. Public perception of coffee in these times therefore evidently

sensed some properties of the drug which did not exist, but which had

been projected into it. In England, coffee was regarded as being a

substance that reduced sexual energies to the point of impotence. The

well-known Women's petition against coffee of 1674 was quite explicit in

this respect, but it is not hard to make out the socio-political impulse

behind this petition. English coffee houses at that time did not allow

women to enter, and it was certainly this exclusion as well as the

growing patriarchalization of society as a whole which the authors of

the petition were revolting against: `Coffee as a sober drink and coffee

as a means of diminishing the sexual impulses - it is not hard to see the

ideological forces at work here. Soberness and abstinence are the battle

cries of any puritan-ascetic movement' (Schivelbusch, 1980, p. 50).

On the other hand, not all effects of coffee are mere (placebo)

attributions. It does accelerate perception and psychic activity, and it

really can keep people awake. It was the drug that led away from the

`natural' rhythm of everyday life which had reigned for centuries, and it

did `fit' better to the lifestyle that was increasingly being required: that

of the writing man who sits at his desk and who is expected to function

like a clockwork.

Before coffee arrived, the most popular liquid nutrition in Europe

had been beer. While beer was associated with body fluids, the

formation of a belly and with both good humour and phlegm, public

opinion of the day saw coffee as a drug that was likely to dry out the

phlegm - and it was certainly right in as far as coffee was a low-calorie

drink that did not create anything like a beer belly. So where does

ideology come in? As Schivelbusch explained (1980, p. 59), the differing
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medical opinions about coffee reflected the ideological conflict between

conservatives and progressives of the day: `Those authors of the

seventeenth century who believed the only true body to be the ` juicy"

and fat one, and who were appalled by any sign of "drying out", must be

called conservative in as far as for them the only true nutrition was the

medieval one'. The image of the dry - which in those days like today

was being associated with abstention, nervousness, and the like - is

appalling to the conservative mind. Bul the `dry' is the modern

principle. Dryness and soberness are synonyms. Still today, only alcohol

is colloquially being referred to as being `wet', not the hot drinks like

tea or coffee. `Dry is the manly, the patriarchal, the ascetic, anti-erotic

principle, in distinction to the sensuous-feminine. Coffee in that sense

was the great dryer at the threshold to modernity.'

Alcohol prohibition in the USA

Nationwide alcohol prohibition in the USA lasted from 1919 to 1933.

The protagonists of prohibition were Protestant churches, most notably

Methodists, Baptists, and Presbyterians. Speaking in terms of social and

ideological characteristics these churches assembled mostly white

Anglo-Saxon Protestants (WASPs) with a background of traditional

rural lifestyles. True as it is that (as Levine (1982, pp. 245-248) pointed

out) it was big business' support of the Anti-Saloon-League that finally

secured the political victory of prohibitionism in 1919, we cannot

overlook the fact that the necessary groundwork had been laid by a

traditional middle class whose `search for order' was becoming

increasingly desperate at the beginring of the twentieth century.

Traditional images of order had it that American life was primarily

that of the small business (the shop-owner and his employees) and of

the farming community (with large families and spiritual guidance by

paternalistically moralizing churches). At the outset of the twentieth

century this was no longer true. Rural life was being encroached upon

by the big cities, small middle class business by incredibly powerful

trusts, the farmers noticed that their well-being depended less upon

their own work than upon the banks' benevolence, and the old puritan

temperance ideology was being threatened by the existence of an ever

larger industrial working class that was Catholic rather than Protestant

(Irish and Italian immigration) and seemed to be living by different

values and norms altogether (Sinclair, 1962; Gusfield, 1963).

Prohibition was a symbolic use of politics (cf. Edelman, 1976) by a

declining cultural elite who wanted to once more reaffirm the

authoritative nature of its values, norms, and way of life over the
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challenging groups' mores which were perceived as an ever growing

threat to morality, as the WASPs defined it. This it was in terms of

cultural conflict.

In terms of social class, prohibition has also been interpreted as a

symbolic attack on the working class. There already had been an old

fear of the saloon as an immoral place, but now the saloons were as

regarded as un-American and uncivilized. Saloons were a political evil

as well as a moral one, they were the place where unions would

organize, where the big city party machines would start working and

where communists and anarchists would find their fanatic followers. The

annihilation of the saloons was increasingly being seen as a prerequisite

for making America governable in the twentieth century (Levine, 1982).

These examples illustrate that conflicts over drug policy do not only

result from differing evaluations of scientific evidence concerning the

dangers of the substances and the probable effectiveness of control

measures. Indeed, the very formation of scientific knowledge seems to

depend on the deeper structures of social position and ideological

persuasion. Conflicts over drug policy are social and ideological

conflicts, in which the drugs in question serve as symbols for rather than

a cause of the conflict.

The conflict over alcohol and saloons in the USA was a conflict

between social groups, moral values, and political ideologies. The

attempt to stigmatize alcohol and saloons was a vehicle to stigmatize

working class Catholics and their way of life. The prohibition conflict

was really not only a conflict over a drug, but about social relations,

cultural hegemony, and political domination. Drug policy conflicts can

therefore be seen as culture conflicts in which drugs function as

`summary symbols' (Gusfield, 1963). Summary symbols reduce the

complexity of social differences and can be easily communicated by mass

media to a large public which is quite distant from the centres of

political decision making, and which would even be disinterested in

party politics (unless a specific issue strikes a chord).

The cannabis crusade

Using the same conceptual tool we can now try to identify the social

meaning of contemporary `moral' or `symbolic' crusades against drugs

(cf. Gusfield, 1963). Cannabis was the drug most closely associated with

the youth culture that emerged in the nineteen sixties. As with alcohol

though the conflict was hidden behind a veil of pharmacological,

psychological, and criminological arguments. Instead of claiming the

right to enjoy the drug of their choice the challengers of cannabis
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prohibition had to advance evidence for the substance's harmlessness -

and instead of saying outright that they wished to eradicate the whole

youth culture, the guardians of the nineteen fifties `psychology of

scarcity' had to produce evidence that cannabis would cause an

amotivational syndrome, or aggressiveness, and impotence.

To cannabis users the drug was a summary symbol for their protest

against the established order. This established order was hegemonic,

placid and family-centred. The families of the fifties hunkered down,

saved money, lived conservatively, and did not see racial segregation as

a problem. The dominant culture was white, Protestant and male, it was

centred on material goods, work, and obedience. Cannabis symbolized

civil disobedience and pacifism, indulgence in music and leisure,

scepticism of paid labour and puritan ethics, emphasis on love, peace,

and happiness. And it blurred the gender differences (creating the long

hair scandals). As Klein said in Newsweek (June 8th, 1992, p. 21): `The

revolt against the 50's was cultural, generational, and it was easy to

dance to'. And the cannabis leaf was one of its symbols that summarized

all this. There were many facets to this revolt. One was the questioning

of a concept of reason that limited itself to abstract thinking and a mere

technical rationality.

In a history-of-mentalities-approach the eighteenth century victory of

both coffee and tobacco over the medieval drug habits is today being

interpreted as foreboding the ascension of bourgeois rationality and

calculation over the culture of mysticism and indulgence. More than

anything else, coffee and tobacco were the drugs of bourgeois

hegemony. As it seems the cannabis subculture expressed a threat to

this 300 year old hegemony including its emphasis on technical

rationality and the strict division between mind and body, sentiments

and rationality.

The spreading of cannabis use might symbolize a `new age' in which

our concepts of mind and the body, of concrete and abstract and all the

other binary systems that used to order our mental maps are due for

revision. As Schivelbusch said: `In the same way in which the coffee and

tobacco prohibitions of the seventeenth century were retreat battles of

medieval Weltanschauung (which justly sensed the bourgeois- modern

dynamics in the new leisure drugs) today's still valid prohibitions of

mind expanding drugs leed themselves to an interpretation as retreat

battles of bourgeois rationality and self discipline' (1980, p. 238).

Political scientists like Inglehart direct our attention to still another

dimension of conflict, when they distinguish generations and social

groups according to value preferences. According to Inglehart the youth

revolt in Europe could be interpreted as a challenge of the dominant

`acquisitive' by a `post-bourgeois' or `aesthetic values' culture. The
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emergence of this new culture can be traced back to interrelated

economic and educational processes. In a time of scarcity of resources

people tend to give highest priority and esteem to basic material goods

and to `post-bourgeois' values such as solidarity, development of talents,

esteem for arts and sports as well as leisure, etcetera. But the relation

between socio-economic environment and value preferences is not

synchronized, since people tend to stick to the preferences they adopted

during their childhood years.

Any person raised in an environment of scarcity is likely to adopt

`acquisitive' value preferences and to stick with them even if in later

times he comes to live in a different environment. On the other hand

someone brought up in a socio-economic environment of affluence is

likely to develop `post-bourgeois' values and even to stick to them in

times of scarcity. Inglehart's thesis explains why the sixties were a

unique moment. For the older generation there was a psychology of

scarcity in the midst of an economy of abundance, while the younger

generation had internalized abundance, had developed post-bourgeois

value preferences and wanted to live according to them.

The war on drugs

The cannabis crusade is stilt lingering on, but hallucinogenic drugs have

become a battlefield of minor importance compared to heroin, cocaine

and MDMA (Ecstasy/XTC). What is the social and ideological conflict

behind these contemporary crusades?

The Guru grown old

As Leary says in NZZ Folio (Drogenkonsum, 1992): `The world has

changed since the sixties, and even more so have the drugs'. The `liberal'

drugs of the Left, mind-expanding drugs like marijuana and LSD,

almost disappeared, but with the `hardliners' Reagan and Bush arrived

the `hard' drugs - heroin, cocaine, and crack.

This view is characteristic of a drug guru of the sixties who has grown

old. To him nothing can match the good old days of the soft drugs. Ever

since the sixties things have gone from bad to worse. From non-

addictive to addictive, form soft to hard, form groovy to ghastly. His

interpretation of the ideologies confronting each other in conflicts over

drug policy will receive a warm welcome at the headquarters of those

who are waging the war on drugs (especially since it makes us forget

that in the good old days before the hardliners Reagan and Bush took

office there were people like Richard Milhouse - Watergate - Nixon
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and Lyndon B. - Vietnam - Johnson in the White House).

The left wing interpretation

The Left interprets the drug problem as a problem generated by

capitalism. Drug users are seen as victims of ruthless exploitation, and

the war on drugs is mainly being criticized for the half-heartedness of

its efforts. The USA, CIA and DEA are being accused of secretly

helping Asian heroin dealers with their business, directing drugs into

the black ghettos of US cities in order to accomplish both counter-

insurgency and genocide, and of somehow collaborating with South

American kings of cocaine (all kinds of fliers of left-wing groups). In

short: the drug problem is one of the necessarily terrible results of the

capitalist system, and the political system both combats drug use in

order to save the productive potential of the work force and tacitly

tolerates the drugs where they help prevent insurgency, be it in Latin

America or in the black ghettos at home.

Since socialists have to analyze and overthrow the capitalist system

they cannot indulge in mind-altering experiences, but have to stay sober

and rational, i.e. critical of all drugs and their mind-altering potentials.

Parry (1990, p. 176) reports that socialists are so adamant in their views

on drugs that they even strictly opposed the now famous Liverpool

harm reduction program in which Dr. John Marks prescribes drugs like

heroin and cocaine to patients who are dependent on them. According

to Parry, `whenever visitors come to study our programs they are usually

shocked by the bitter opposition from our "radical" socialist City

Council! A strange, puritanical streak runs through the Trotskyist

activists who control the Council's "Drug Strategy". The "War On

Drugs" rhetoric is exploited in a cynical attempt to undermine the

Health Authority's Harm Reduction Strategy.'

Summing it up one can probably say that the left does not come up

with an interpretation of the ideological meaning of the war on drugs

since it plays an active - if minor - part in it itself. Instead of offering

help it is in need of help. Why is it that the left identifies with the

aggressor, why is it that the left cultivates a secret pact with the

bourgeois society, its norms and values? The answer to these questions

is the answer to the dilemmas and defeat of the socialist movement (for

a tentative hypothesis cf. Marzahn, 1982, pp. 38-41).

Christians and criminologists

Some analyses are correct, but incomplete. In the Christian Science

Monitor (Sept. 21, 1989) we could read that `(...) the secret of the drug
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problem is that it isn't most fundamentally a drug problem. It's a values

problem.' This is certainly true, however we must question the

continuation to associate drug use simply with the lack of values instead

of relating it to a conflict of old and new values ('failure of self-worth,

respect for others, sense of purpose, and meaningfulness of life'). When

sociologists analyzed the alcohol prohibition conflict they looked at the

puritan culture and the mediterranean culture, at rural and urban ways

of life in order to detect why `alcohol' was being focused by moral

crusades (which then, evidently, turned the spotlight on the drunkards).

In the same way we should look at the culture which abhors the

recreational use of cannabis, heroin, cocaine or XTC user - and at the

social groups which belong to these recreational drug use life styles.

Criminologist Johns goes a step in the direction when she states and

illustrates that: `First, the focus on the dangers or illegal drugs diverts

attention from the dangers of legal drugs (...). Second, the War on

Drugs has been highly successful in diverting public attention away from

fundamental social problems that plague society (...). Third, the War on

Drugs, by focusing primarily on lower class and minority drug use and

trafficking, has helped to legitimate the virtual abandonment of

minority and marginalized segments of the population and to bolster

the notion that these social groups constitute an enemy class deserving

marginality and impoverishment. Fourth, the War on Drugs has been

used to legitimate a massive expansion of domestic state power and

control' (Johns, 1991, pp. 147-148).

If this had been the final analysis of the alcohol prohibition we would

not know that in the early years of our century, the US government was

not only diverting attention from other domestic trouble, but also

engaging in a cultural and ideological battle that spelled rural versus

urban, Protestant versus Catholic, and middle class versus working class.

So what is the social and ideological basis of the contemporary war on

drugs? Who are the warriors and who are the legalizers in terms of what

they represent socially, culturally, ideologically?

The (neo-)liberal stance

Some anti-prohibitionists are liberals. The best-known is Nobel Prize

winner Milton Friedman, leading representative of the monetarist

school in economics. His stance on legalization is pure liberalism (cf.

Friedman and Friedman, 1985; Drogenkonsum, 1992). In his view, the

two camps that are opposing each other today are the same as in the

times of alcohol prohibition: the socialiste are waging the war against

drugs while the liberal anti-prohibitionists are defending the right of

the individual to make his own choice and the freedom of market
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economy which, they trust, will finally bring everything to a good end.

Of course, most European governments as well as both big US parties

are all socialist from this perspective. Otherwise they would not engage

in paternalist legislation that presupposes the incompetence of the

adult population to make their own choices, and thereby creates a

typical planned-economy-mess which it in turn tries to clean up by a

strategy of more-of-the-same until it enters the stage of war.

But is it really that? Prohibitionist socialists versus anti-

prohibitionist liberals? Is the war on drugs simply a symbol for the

eternal recurrence of `equality versus freedom', `planned economy

versus free market'? Again, this crude frame of reference would have

served for the analysis of alcohol prohibition, but it would never have

revealed the specific cultural conflicts which Gusfield and Sinclair

brought to light.

Conclusions

So far our review of interpretations of the war on drugs has not

revealed anything as convincing as the classical analyses of the social

and ideological relevance of alcohol prohibition. In my concluding

remarks 1 want to draw upon general sociological and politicological

publications and see if there is any similarity to be found with the front

lines of the war on drugs.

Nation state and multicultural society

Inglehart's theory holds true for the sixties, and is may be fruitful for

the analysis of contemporary moral crusades as well. Of course the

establishment is not made up of people who were living values of

scarcity in a time of abundance, but rather of the baby boom

generations, i.e. people who were socialized into the valnes of

abundance while the times evolved towards scarcity. Another change

that may have taken place on the part of the defenders of prohibition is

that they are willingly engaging in a world market economy that brings

products from all over the world to both the US and Western Europe,

including an incredible diversity of foodstuffs that diversified the

metropolitan cuisines to an extent beyond imagination even some two

or three decades ago. The defenders of the status quo enjoy Mexican

Nachos and Japanese Sashimi, they like Peking Duck and New Zealand

Kiwi, they enjoy Italian Pizza an Greek Gyros as well as the Turkish

Kebab, but they cannot stand the idea of a similar diversity in

recreational drugs. They cannot imagine the monotony of Marlboro' and
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Budweiser being broken by a joint of marijuana or a line of cocaine, by

the calming inhalation of opium or the stimulation of crack.

Maybe the only difference between the two parties of the war on

drugs is this: the warriors lack the imagination that the changing

customs regarding food are bound to reach the area of recreational

drugs as well. In other words, achieving a completely inter-related world

economy means just that `you cannot have the cake and not eat it'. So

the legalizers would just be the group that is more open-minded, that

adapts faster to the changing market économy, and that more honestly

sticks to the recreational values it grasped while young and prosperous.

Pluralism versus fundamentalism

The old dichotomy of left and right, of capitalism versus communism,

has gone. If this is not to be the end of history we shall shortly need

new challenges, new dichotomies, new battles. Alain Touraine predicts

that new dichotomy will be Pluralism versus Fundamentalism, Open

Societies versus Closed Societies. Similarly, Ralf Dahrendorf (1992)

predicts a conflict between `social enclosure' and those advocating a

`cosmopolitan civil society'. To him, the modern social conflict is not

anymore between capitalists and workers, but highly fragmented, more

like the Hobbesian State of Nature.

There is anomie. There are no-go-areas in the middle civilized

countries. There are symbolically liberated areas in which infractions of

norms exist with impunity. Bureaucracy encroaches upon the last

liberties of the individual. Industrial countries show a tendency towards

protectionism. The majority class, the end moraine of the social

democratic century in Dahrendorf's concept, is isolating itself from the

lower classes and wants to leave them to their fate. The 80% majority

class reactivated the idea of the homogeneous nation state, nationalism

and fundamentalism, and propagates a social conscience that is

fundamentally exclusive, preparing the ground for a new phase of

violence in politics both internal and external.

Dahrendorf propagates de-bureaucratization, a revival of authority

and education, and the opening of the nation state in direction of a

heterogeneous nation state. Heterogeneity, civil society, cosmopolitan

world society. Could the war on drugs be the cultural arena for this

conflict? Will political scientists one day say that the drug issue was the

issue chosen by the nationalists/fundamentalists/enclosure/revival group

to combat ideologically those who were for migration, pluralism, and

heterogeneity? .

There are other alternatives. There are those who say that

imperialism of the nineteenth century is returning (and the war on
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drugs could fulfil the role of the missionary societies then). Others say

that the idea and possibility of the (integral) state as we have become

used to is on its way out, and that the `catalytic state' will look much

more like sixteenth century embryonic states than like anything else.

Instead of growing together in one `world state', the trend is reversing,

towards the `clever complicators' and a plurality of small power centres

as well as a new definition of the relation between state and society.

In this scenario the war on drugs could either be interpreted as an

attempt of a frail and incompetent nation state to use the symbolic field

of action for a proof of power (while in reality the state cannot even

guarantee the most basic welfare and security anymore) - or it could be

an attempt of the declining nation state to stem the tide of

decentralization, diversity, and the fragmentation of power centres. In

all these cases the present war on drugs would have to be seen as a rear-

guard action of either fundamentaliste or imperialists in the face of

migratory, fragmenting, and pluralizing tendencies that forebode a new

diversity.
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The Council of Europe

Objectives in the field of crime

Since its creation in 1949, the Council of

Europe showed a great interest in crime

problems. The setting up, in 1956, of the

European Committee on Crime

Problems (CDPC,) marked the beginning

of a long series of activities which, up to

now, resulted in the drafting of nineteen

Conventions and Protocols, eighty

Resolutions and Recommendations and

more than a hundred publications

concerning criminal law, penology and

criminology. Being an intergovernmental

organization, the Council of Europel

examines criminal phenomena and means

of reaction to them in order to give

useful guidelines to governments of

member States and to ensure co-

operation between them.

Membership evolved rapidly. The first

members were ten, now the number of

member States is 27. The opening of the

frontiers with the East enabled many

Eastern and Central European States

(Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland,

Bulgaria) to join the Council of Europe.

Contacts with the remaining States,

which will sooner or later join the

organization, are intensive. The Council

of Europe has now a pan-European role.

The need for international co-operation

Crime is `internationalized' more and

more and the reaction to it must also be

co-ordinated at an international level.

Drawing up of conventions facilitating

such co-operation and co-ordination is

necessary. Council of Europe conventions

not only promoted the classical forms of

co-operation (extradition, 1957; mutual

assistance in criminal matters, 1989) but

also introduced important innovations:

international validity of criminal

judgments (1970), transfer of

proceedings in criminal matters (1972),

transfer of sentenced persons (1983).

Specific, but equally important, problems

were tackled more recently. The

European Convention on Laundering,

Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the

Proceeds from Crime was opened for

signature in 1990. Work for the

preparation of a European Convention

on criminal law aspects of the

environment has begun in the framework

of a Select Committee of the CDPC.

Harmonization of legislation

International co-operation is facilitated

when national legislations do not differ

too much. Common standards are

1 The Council has no organic links with the EC which is a parallel European organization.
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necessary to achieve such co-operation. If

drafting a European Criminal Code has

not been envisaged up to now by the

CDPC, the study of particular problems

leads to drafting of guidelines for

governments concerning legislation and

practice. When revising their legislation,

governments usually take account of such

guidelines. In this way, slowly hut surely,

legislations can be rationalized.

Criminal law and procedure

Harmonization is easier when problems

are new and national legislations do not

contain provisions related to them.

Examples of such problems are the

following. A Council of Europe

Committee prepared a list of offences

concerning computer crime which should

be included in national legislations

(Recommendation R(89)9 and report). A

similar list might be prepared in the field

of environmental crime too.

However, more traditional problems

of criminal law and procedure can be

leen in a new light. Their study may

result in useful recommendations such as

Rec. R(87)18 about the simplification of

criminal justice, Rec. (88)18 concerning

liability of enterprises having legai

responsibility for offences committed in

the exercise of their activities.

Penology

The study of penalties and measures of

treatment were given a high priority in

the framework of the Council of Europe.

Guidelines on these questions are very

much influenced by the humanitarian

approach which is typical of this

organization. One of the first

publications of the CDPC, prepared by

M. Ancel, concerned capital punishment

(1962). However, solution to this

problem came many years later (1983)
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through Protocol No. 6 to the European

Convention on Human Rights which

requires abolition of this penalty.

Imprisonment was the subject of many

studies, Recommendations and

Resolutions, the most important of which

certainly was the European Prison Rules

(1987). A recent draft Recommendation

on `Prison and Criminological aspects of

the control of transmissible diseases

including AIDS and related health

problems in prison' has been adopted by

the CDPC in Summer 1992. It is now

submitted for examination by the

Committee of Ministers.

The main emphasis of the CDPC's

penological work lays, however, in the

promotion of alternatives to

imprisonment. These measures too were

the subject of a great number of

Resolutions, Recommendations and

studies. This effort is now completed with

the preparation of the European Rules

concerning community sanctions and

measures which is a text parallel to the

European Prison Rules. This text, equally

adopted in Summer 1992 and submitted

for examination by the Committee of

Ministers, requires member States to

secure the necessary guarantees for the

respect of human rights and dignity in

the course of treatment in freedom.

Promotion of criminological research

Since its creation the CDPC stressed the

principle that crime policy must be based

on the results of criminological research.

An advisory body to the CDPC, the

Criminological Scientific Council was

created in 1963. The Council offered

useful ideas for the promotion of

criminological research and the use of its

results in crime policy. Criminological

Research Conferences and

Criminological Colloquia have been
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organized since 1963 on important

criminological themes such as deviance,

violence, public opinion on crime and

criminal justice, victimization,

interactions in the criminal justice

system, etcetera. The 10th Criminological

Colloquium (1991) concerned `Young

adult offenders and the criminaljustice

system'. The 20th Criminological

Research Conference will take place in

1993 and will concern `Psychosocial

interventions in the criminal justice

system'. Criminological research

fellowships are granted to a (rather

limited) number of research workers.

Development of a European crime policy

Council of Europe activities in the

criminal law, criminological and

penological and field lead to the shaping

of a European crime policy, based on the

legal, social and cultural characteristics of

the European area. Guidelines for

governments have been prepared on the

most important sectors of crime policy:

- prevention of crime (Rec. R(87)19);

- participation of the public in crime

policy (Rec. R(83)7);

- protection of the victim (Rec. R(85)11

and R(87)21; European Convention

on the compensation of victims of

violent crime);

-juvenile delinquency (Rec. R(87)20

and R(88)6).

Since 1970, a European Crime Policy

conference is organized every five years.

It gives the opportunity to evaluate

European policy in the last five years

Private security in Europe

The private security sector in Europe has

expanded very rapidly over the last two

decades. In the Netherlands for instance

and to reflect on future policies.

The programme `Demosthenes'

In the last two years the Council of

Europe has developed intensive contacts

with Eastern and Central European

countries. In the field of crime policy

such contacts aim at: informing these

countries of the principles adopted by the

Council of Europe; helping these

countries in revising their legislation and

practice in this field and, in particular,

introducing regimes based on the rule of

law. A very extensive programme of

seminars, study visits and fellowships

concerning legal themes (Demo-Droit) is

carried out in the framework of the

larger programme named `Demosthenes'.

A programme of training of officials of

the criminal justice system (`Themis') has

equally been prepared.

Conclusions

The above very brief description of

Council of Europe activities in the field

of crime problems gives a general idea of

this organization's efforts to produce

pan-European standards for crime policy.

Reform in legislation and practice in the

member States (e.g. development of

alternatives to imprisonment, efforts for

organization of prevention) show that

these efforts seem to attain their

objective s.

Aglaia Tsitsoura

Head of the division of Crime Problems,

Council of Europe

in 1990, about 17.000 people were

employed by surveillance and (in-house)

security companies producing a turnover
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of $ 231 million. Considering the number

of people employed in the `regular police

force' of 28,516, this figure is quite high

compared to the European average. The

private security companies described in

this contribution are offering services on

the security market, such as protection of

objects against theft and malicious

damage, surveillance, transport in

armoured vehicles, body guards,

provision of alarm centres, access

control, key holding, care taking of

housing estates, and in-house security.

To perform these services, the private

security sector must have a license or

authorization from the State.

Until now no inventory was available

of the legislation in Europe on the

private security sector. This short note

presents such an inventory. Besides an

inventory of the current legislation in the

Dutch report attention is given on the

size of the private security sector. The

content of this note is based on a larger

Dutch study conducted within the

Ministry of Justice, The Netherlands (De

Waard and Van der Hoek, 1991).

Reasons to collect information are

among others the imminent change in the

Dutch legislation and the opening of the

market in the European Community

after 1992. Then security companies will

have an easy access to this new market,

under the condition of continued validity

of the rules and regulations of each

member state (De Brauw, Blackstone

and Westbroek, 1990).

Rules and legislation

After a review of the European literature

on the subject it was conciuded that

additional information was needed in

order to understand the current state of

legislation in the various European

countries. At the end of 1990 a request
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to send information on existing

legislation on private security was sent to

about twenty European experts in the

field of private security. The following

countries replied to this request: Austria,

Belgium, Denmark, (former) Federal

Republic of Germany, Finland, France,

Greece, Great Britain, Italy, The

Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,

Sweden and Switzerland.

The essence of rules and legislation

for the private security sector in fifteen

European countries can be seen in the

diagram on page 108 and 109. The

diagram presents information concerning:

current legislation, separated or

incorporated; admission requirements;

performance requirements; training/

education; outfit/equipment/possession of

(fire)arms; government control;

government interference/ sanctions.

Similarities and contrasts

Most European countries have lome

form of legislation. Eleven of the fifteen

countries have existing separate

legislation. In three countries the

legislation is incorporated into existing

legislation. Remarkable exception is

Great Britain where legislation is lacking.

The British Security Industry Association

has therefore developed guidelines and

codes of conduct for its 900 members

(Harrower, 1990).

Some duties are performed in every

country in a standard way. In some

countries duties performed by the private

security sector are extensive. For

example in Sweden the sector assists the

fire brigade and is involved with the

production of identity cards. In Germany

duties are performed in the field of

public order maintenance, like crowd

control in football stadiums. In Spain it is

confined to the duties of pursuit and
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Diagram

separate incorporated admission performance training/

legislation legislation requirements requirements education

Austria -

Belgium x

Denmark x

Finland x

France x

Germany -

Great Britain -

Greece x

Italy x

Netherlands -

Norway x

Portugal x

Spain x

Sweden x

Switzerland x

x

x

x

x

x

x = yes; - = no; ? = unknown; x - = in some cases

arrest of offenders.

In fourteen countries one needs to

meet admission requirements by the

State to perform security activities, and

in thirteen countries one needs to meet

performance requirements. Generally

these requirements are somehow all the

same. Some notable differences are: in

Belgium, France, Portugal, Spain and

Switzerland it is compelled to take out a

third-party insurance; in Belgium and

France there are some restrictions to set

up a private security company when a

person was formerly employed either in

the police or military force; in Italy and

Spain a person who wants to work in the

private security sector must have

completed the military service; in France

it is not possible to set up a private

security company after bankruptcy.

In nine countries there is legislation

on training and education. The

requirements and length of the various

training modules vary considerably within

Europe. For instance, in Germany there

is no concept of unity. The private

security sector here can choose for

themselves. In contrast with other

European countries in the Netherlands

security training is well organized

(Reddaway, 1990)

Wearing of a uniform is obliged in

most countries, except by four countries

were it is optional to wear a uniform.

The uniforms must not resemble police

uniforms. In eleven countries it is

permissable to carry (fire)arms during

performances of duty, bul not so in

Denmark, Great Britain, The

Netherlands and Norway. Security

personnel is obliged to carry identity

cards in ten countries. In Spain security

guards do not have to carry identity

cards, hut they must be recognizable by

wearing an emblem.

Government control over security

companies is exercised in eleven

countries. In Belgium, The Netherlands,

Portugal and Spain private security

companies are obliged to present an
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Diagram continuation
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uniform weapons identification dogs government sanctions

control

A x x

B facultative x x x x x

D x - x x x x

F ? X

Fr facultative x x x x x

G facultative x x ? x- x

GB - - 9 - -

Gr x x ? X x

1 x x 7 - -

NL x - x x x x

N x - x x x x

p x x x ? x x

Sp facultative x x ? x x

S x x x x x ?

Sw x x x x X x

x = yes: - = no; ? = unknown; x - = in some cases

annual report to the government. In ten

countries the Government can impose

sanctions in the case of rule breaking. A

variety of sanctions can be imposed. In

the Netherlands the only sanction is to

suspend the licence to provide security

services. In Belgium, Denmark, France,

Norway, Portugal, Spain and Switzerland

a lesser sanction to the suspension of a

license, is the imposition of fines and/or

prison sentences by the State.

Some other contrasts are: private

security companies are not allowed to

interfere in political or industrial conflicts

(Belgium and France); when persons

resist a certain degree of force is

permitted by private security guards

(Finland and Sweden); salaries of private

security guards must be equivalent to the

starting salaries of police personnel

(Greece); in Austria one needs to have

approval of the Minister-President if he

or she wants to perform other duties next

to working in the private security sector;

in Spain every private security company

receives a unique number from the State.

This number must be mentioned on

every document of the security company.

In conclusion one could say that in the

European context the eitent of private

security differs greatly in the different

member States. Legislative provisions for

control of private security and the powers

of private security perronnel also differ

from country to country. Some

harmonization might well be desirable, if

only because some security farms are

already active in more than one

European country and others will

certainly follow their example after the

opening of the Single European Market

in 1993.

In addition

This article is based on a report (De

Waard and Van der Hoek, 1991) from

the Department of Crime Prevention

(DCP) of the Dutch Ministry of Justice.

This department is responsible for the

support and coordination of the police
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based crime prevention units of the

various police forces. The department

also continues the work of a previous

interministerial committee for crime

prevention by funding local crime

prevention projects.

Information on crime prevention

strategies is seen as central to the

continued development of preventive

action against crime. It is feit there is a

gap between theory and practice of crime

prevention. The practice of crime

prevention projects still seems

characterized by insufficient preparation,

use of available information,

implementation and evaluation.

People who are interested in Dutch

prevention policy can contact Jaap de

Waard, Ministry of Justice/Department

of Crime Prevention, P.O. Box 20301,

2500 EH The Hague, The Netherlands.

Some publications of the DCP are

available in English, Dutch publications

have an English summary.
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The llth International Congress on Criminology

`Socio-political change and crime - a

challenge of the 21 st century' is the

thought provoking theme for the five day

1 lth International Congress on

Criminology. Budapest, `the pearl of the

Danube' with its grand monuments and

sweeping bridges is the backdrop for

what promises to be an intellectually

enriching conference. The Congress will

be held August 22-27, 1993.

The natives are known for their

gruelling daily schedule beginning very

early in the morning and ending around

ten in the evening. Fortunately, the

conference organizers have not been so

demanding; each of the four days have a

morning plenary session, singularly

devoted to one topic each day, with

afternoon special sessions diversifying

into a broader selection of topics. For

those with their own agenda or special

field of interest round tables are

encouraged.

Practitioners have a diverse wealth of

workshops and field visits to choose from

with the opportunity to gain some real

insight into the `Hungarian experience'.

The twenty planned field visits include a
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visit to the Victim Relief Service for the

`Mediation and Victims compensation

models' workshop and a visit to an

outpatient and inpatient drug treatment

facility for the `Drug - multidisciplinary

approach' workshop.

The `prisoners rights' workshop on the

applicability of UN and Council of

Europe standards incorporates a visit to

Budapest's maximum security prison, and

a tour of Hungarian Police Headquarters

is the highlight of the 'Political changes

in Eastern European and Modernization

of police' workshop. Additional fieldtrips

include visits to juvenile institutions and

Forensic Medical Institutes, Judges,

attorneys, parole officers and counsellors

are among chose who will not be

disappointed.

Panellists and workshop leaders

include: Louk Huisman, Hans Joachim

Schneider, Gerd Ferdinand Kirchhoff,

Derek McClintock, Joan McCord, Ezzat

Fattah, Karl F. Schumann, Frieder

Diinkel, Marc LeBlanc, Irvine Walker,

Delbert Elliott, George Kellens, Uberto
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Gatti, Martin Killias, Thomas Feltes,

Josine Junger-Tas, Louise Shelley and A.

Normandeau.

Additionally, the conference hosts

have included a supporting tourist

programme incorporating a visit to the

reknown Lake Balaton and the plains of

Putzta. All in all with a registration fee of

SFR 300 ($ 200) and a full range of

accommodation from 50-400 SFR it

should not stretch the budgets of most

organizations. Inter-Congress Limited are

coordinating the conference and

enquiries can be directed to them,

(Telephone: 36-1-142-4118). The official

conference languages are English,

French, Spanish, German and

H ungarian.

After a harrowing conference, the

ultimate refuge is one of the city's

thermal, steam or even mud baths famed

for their relaxing and curative effects and

appreciated by Hungarians for over 2000

years.

CH

A new annual journal on crime and crime prevention

The first volume of Studies in Crime and

Crime Prevention, an initiative of the

National Council of Crime Prevention in

Stockholm, is an outstanding

contribution to the field. Its international

flavour is reflected in its articles from

writers from seven different countries

and its distinguished advisory board,

representative of four continents.

The aims and scope of the annual

review are indeed ambitious, namely `to

provide an annual international forum

for those conducting research in the field

of crime and crime prevention with a

view to linking research to practical

solutions for the reduction and

prevention of crime'. This first volume

has gone a considerable way to fulfilling

this aim with its articles incorporating

new methods of evaluation, approaches

to crime prevention and original

research, some previously unpublished.

Of the eleven articles some of the

most marked include David Farrington's

definitive analysis on the major advances

on criminal career research. His

submission that the criminal career

approach should address developmental

processes (like why one offends in the

first place, why one continues to offend
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and why one finally desists from

offending) goes beyond the traditional

focus on prevalence of offending. Finally,

his hypothesis that if incapacitation is to

be used to reduce crime it should be

limited to high frequency offenders or

group leaders rather than followers is

well explored. Duncan Campbell and

Heather Strang from the Australian

Institute of Criminology review the

recommendations of the National

Committee on Violence in the wake of

two mass killings in Melbourne in 1987.

They document practical prevention

measures to be implemented and

critically analyze the blueprint for action.

Paul Ekblom updates us on the

problems and progress of the ongoing

UK Home Office `Safer Cities Project'.

This experiment began in March 1988

using twenty cities in the UK chosen for

their level of social problems with an aim

of reducing crime and fear of crime. He

examines the benefits of measuring the

impact of large numbers of small

schemes simultaneously to circumvent

the difficulties of evaluating large single

schemes.

Peter Martens illuminates the

circumstances of sexual offences in the

light of an increased incidence of such

crimes against children in Sweden. He

incorporates a discussion on the

representativity of victimization studies

on child sexual abuse.

The editing and quality of articles such

as Helmut Kury's use of the unique

opportunity to carry out a comparative

victims survey between the old East and

West Germany, a research project

conducted at the last minute before

reunification, renders this first volume in

a class of its own.

One always feels obliged to criticize

something in an effort to balance a

review; reluctantly, after some reflection

one can only say that the appearance of

the review does not do justice to its

content. This is an indispensable text to

every student, academic, and policy

maker and will no doubt find its niche in

many lists of recommended texts.

The subscribtion rate is US $ 40,00.

Subscriptions should be sent to:

Scandinavian University Press, P.O. Box

2959, N-0608 Oslo, Norway.

The Editorial team are currently

seeking manuscripts for the 2nd issue

and those interested should contact the

editor: Artur Solarz at the National

Council for Crime Prevention,

Stockholm, Sweden.

The journal is a publication of the

Scandinavian University Press and is

published annually in May.

CH



Crime institute's profile

Heuni

Matti Joutsenl

The Helsinki Institute for Crime Prevention and Control, affiliated with

the United Nations (Heuni), is the European Regional Institute for the

United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Programme. It

was established in 1981 on the basis of an agreement between the

United Nations and the Government of Finland. The United Nations

network of institutes was established to serve as a link between the

global United Nations programme and the countries of each region. The

other regional institutes, for Asia and the Pacific (UNAFEI), Latin

America (ILANUD), Africa (UNAFRI) and the Arab countries

(ASSTC), seek to provide training, research and other services that the

countries in these regions would otherwise lack.2

In Europe, there was no corresponding need for an international

training or research institute or for a documentation centre on crime

prevention or criminal justice. Furthermore, at the time Heuni was

being established, the Council of Europe had already become the pre-

eminent body for promoting a common criminal policy among its

member states. Instead, Heuni took upon itself three main functions.

The first is to represent European regional concerns within the global

United Nations Programme. The second is to promote United Nations

Programme activities within the European region. The third is to bring

Western and Eastern European practitioners and researchers together

to discuss common problems and exchange experiences.

Heuni carries out its main functions by organizing European

Seminars as well as smaller meetings of experts on specific themes. In

addition, Heuni is engaged in various research projects, either

independently or in cooperation with other institutions and individual

researchers. Heuni's European Seminars are planned to bring together

the views and experiences of the different countries on specific themes.

1 Director Heuni, Finland

2 The other institutes in the network, the Australian Institute of Criminology, the United

Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute and the International

Centre for Criminal Law Reform and Criminal Justice Policy, have somewhat different

mandaten.
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They are attended by senior government officials and other experts from

around Europe. The documentation for the seminars is generally based

on the results of questionnaires sent to the different countries. The

results of the surveys, together with a report on the seminars

themselves, are published by Heuni.

The organization of the meetings of experts varies in accordance with

the needs of the topic. Some meetings are ad hoc meetings for one time

only. Such meetings are usually convened to discuss and provide a

European perspective on a draft document to be submitted by the

United Nations Secretariat to the United Nations Commission on

Crime Prevention or Criminal Justice. Other meetings of experts may

involve a series of meetings, interspersed with work by each expert in

his or her home country on the theme. Such working groups have been

organized, for example, on the European analysis of the responses to

the United Nations Surveys of Crime Trends, Operations of Criminal

Justice Systems and Crime Prevention Strategies.

The research projects are often designed to provide the basic

documentation for the European Seminars organized by Heuni. In

addition, several research projects have been carried out on themes not

otherwise dealt with by a European Seminar or expert meeting, but

which would contribute to the discussion on topical themes in Europe

within the framework of the United Nations Crime Prevention and

Criminal Justice Programme.

Heuni also provides scholarships for post-graduate students and

junior practitioners in the field of crime and criminal justice. The

scholarships can be used either to provide the recipients with the

opportunity to carry out their own research at Heuni and take part in

Heuni activities, or to enable them to take part in study tours in order

to become acquainted with practice and research in other European

countries. By the end of 1991, some fifty recipients from eighteen

European countries have benefitted from the scholarship programme.

Themes in Heuni's work

The topics of the European Seminars, the meetings of experts and the

research projects have been selected on the basis of two primary

criteria. The first is the United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal

Justice Programme, and the second is the issues of priority for the

European region. Following the fundamental political and social

changes in Central and Eastern Europe, Heuni has been increasingly

focusing on the needs of the newly emerging democracies.

Among the past and present projects undertaken by Heuni are:
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-the development of a crime and criminal justice information system

for Europe;

-courses on United Nations criminal policy;

-developments in victim services and victim policy;

-the position of the victim in criminal law and procedure;

-the development of criminal procedure;

-a review of research on juvenile delinquency;

-the principles of prosecution;

-computerization of the criminal justice system;

-non-custodial measures and sanctions;

-crime prevention strategies;

- environmental crime and the response of the criminal justice system;

-the prevention and control of organized crime;

-AIDS and the criminal justice system;

-prison health services

-the European analysis of the responses to the United Nations surveys

on crime trends, operations of criminal justice systems and crime

prevention strategies.

In addition, Heuni has assisted the United Nations Secretariat in

drafting various documents for submission to the policy making bodies

of the United Nations (the Commission, its predecessor, the

Committee, and the United Nations Congresses).

Organization and financing

Heuni operates under the joint auspices of the United Nations and the

Government of Finland. The administrative responsibility for Heuni lies

with the Government of Finland. All Finnish members of the staff (a

director, a senior researcher, two programme officers, an office

secretary and a part-time librarian) are Finnish government officials.

Also the budgetary responsibility for Heuni lies with the Government of

Finland. The Government of Finland covers the costs of the premises of

Heuni, the salary of the staff members as well as the costs of carrying

out the programme of activities.

However, other European governments participate in and support the

operations of the Institute. The governments of Denmark, Norway and

Sweden have provided annual financial support to Heuni, in the'form of

earmarked contributions to the United Nations Social Defence Trust

Fund (reconstituted in 1992 as the United Nations Crime Prevention

and Criminal Justice Fund). This support approximates one eighth of

the Heuni budget. It is used to secure the services of ad hoc experts,
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consultants and project coordinators appointed by Heuni as well as the

costs of projects planned in cooperation with the Crime Prevention and

Criminal Justice Branch of the United Nations Secretariat.

Also, the governments of other European countries (Germany, The

Netherlands, Poland, the Russian Federation and the United Kingdom)

and Canada have provided support in the form of cooperation in the

substantive arrangement of various projects and meetings.

Heuni has an international Advisory Board. The Chairman of the

Advisory Board and four of its members are appointed by the Secretary-

General of the United Nations after consultation with the Government

of Finland. Four members of the Board are appointed by the

Government of Finland. The head of the Crime Prevention and

Criminal Justice Branch of the Secretariat and the Director of Heuni

are ex officio members of the Advisory Board.

Publications

Heuni has two publication series. One publication series provides

background data on the various criminal justice systems of Europe. An

estimated five reviews shall be published each year, and each review

shall be updated as necessary. Two reviews appeared, one on England

and Wales, and one on Albania. The next profile, on The Netherlands,

shall be published during the summer of 1992, and the profile of

Hungary shall appear at the end of 1992. Preparations are under way for

profiles of the criminal justice systems of Belarus, Canada, Estonia,

Greece, Israel, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Rumania, Switzerland,

Turkey, Ukraine, the United States and Yugoslavia.

A second publication series contains the reports of the projects,

proceedings of the European Seminars and contributions from

European experts in the field. The publications are primarily in English,

which is the working language of Heuni. However, papers which were

presented in French or Russian are published in their original language.

The seminar reports contain discussion guides in English, French and

Russian. In addition, the more recent publications include French and

Russian translations of the conclusions and recommendations, or

French and Russian summaries.

Current activities

The range of Heuni's work can be seen from its 1992 work programme,

which includes participation in twelve projects and the organization of
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four meetings. The topics include the following.

Environmental crime. Together with the Max Planck Institute for

Foreign and International Criminal Law and the Federal Ministry of

Justice of Germany, Heuni organized a survey and a European Seminar

on criminal law and the protestion of nature and the environment in a

European perspective (April 26-29, 1992, in Lauchhammer, Germany).

Heuni is also contributing to the UNICRI research project on

Environmental Crime, Sanctioning Strategies and Sustainable

Development by participating in the selection of the Czechoslovakian

field research team and in the supervision both of the field research and

of the report in Czechoslovakia.

Prison medical services. Heuni has supplemented a Council of Europe

survey of prison medical services by gathering corresponding data from

Eastern and Central Europe. The report by Ms. Katarina Tomasevski,

the Heuni project consultant, covered the situation across Europe and

in Canada. The report was published in Heuni's publication series

during July 1992.

Domestic violence. Together with the Department of Justice of

Canada, Heuni has prepared a manual on domestic violence for criminal

justice practitioners. The manual was prepared by Ms. Wanda Jamieson,

and was reviewed at an interregional expert meeting hosted on March

22-25, 1992 by the International Centre for Criminal Law Reform and

Criminal Policy in Vancouver. Funding for the meeting was provided by

Heuni, the Canadian Department of Justice, the Canadian Department

of Health and Welfare and an individual donor. The manual shall be

published by the United Nations at the beginning of 1993.

Organized crime. Following a seminar organized together with the

Ministry of the Interior of the USSR and the Crime Prevention and

Criminal Justice Branch (in Suzdal, near Moscow, October 21-25,

1991), a Heuni consultant, Professor Ernesto Savona of Trento

University, is preparing a report on the status of organized crime in

different countries around the world and on national experiences in

preventing and controlling organized crime. Data for the report is being

gathered through Interpol from its member states.

Computerization of the administration of criminal justice. Heuni, which

organized the demonstration workshop on computerization at the

Eighth United Nations Congress in 1990, is coordinating a technical

co-operation programme for the systematization and computerization of

criminal justice in order to offer training, assess needs, and formulate

and execute specific project s. One such project is the preparation of a

global directory of criminal justice computer applications. This is being

prepared by a Heuni consultant, Mr. Richard Scherpenzeel (Ministry of

Justice, The Netherlands). Mr. Scherpenzeel is also engaged in a
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prototype needs assessment project in Poland in order to assess the

utility of and needs for computerization, for example of court

record-keeping. This project is planned as a precursor to a possible

full-scale technical cooperation project to be carried out by the

appropriate United Nations agencies.

Together with Mr. Scherpenzeel, Mr. Aaron Caplan (Department of

Justice, Canada) and Prof. Edward Ratledge (University of Delaware,

USA), have developed a programme for a regional training seminar

designed for senior criminal justice officials, to acquaint them with the

process of computerization, and with their key role in this process. The

programme was used in the organization of a two-week workshop

hosted by UNAFEI in November 1991, in connection with the 89th

International Training Course on `Effective and Innovative

Countermeasures against Economic Crime'. A corresponding workshop

was organized during the autumn of 1992.

The reform of criminal law in Central and Eastern European countries.

Together with the Society for Criminal Law Reform and the Ministry of

the Interior of Slovakia, Heuni is organizing an international

conference entitled `Seminar on fundamental issues regarding the

criminal justice system for a nation in transition from a single political

party system to a multi-party political system'. The conference was held

from September 28 to October 2, 1992, and was attended by some fifty

experts, primarily from Central and Eastern European countries. The

Ford Foundation has provided a grant to help support the conference.

The regionalization of criminal law. Heuni, together with the Finnish

National Group of the International Association of Penal Law, is

organizing the preparatory colloquium for the XV International

Congress on Criminal Law, on `the Regionalization of International

Criminal Law and the Protection of Human Rights in International

Cooperation'. The preparatory colloquium was held in Helsinki from

2nd to 6th September, 1992.

Assessment of assistance needs in Central and Eastern Europe. Heuni

has surveyed a number of individuals and agencies in fifteen countries

of Central and Eastern Europe, inquiring about areas in crime

prevention and criminal justice in which the respondents believed that

international co-operation would be useful, and the form that such

cooperation should take. The results of the survey shall be used in the

planning of further Heuni activities.

Prevention of crimes against cultural heritage. In cooperation with the

Department of Justice and the Department of Communications of

Canada, Heuni is exploring the possibility of expanding the use of

automated information exchange to combat crimes against movable

cultural property. Discussions have been held with representatives of
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the Ministry of the Interior of the Russian Federation on further

development of the project.

Prevention and control of drug crimes in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.

Heuni took part in a mission of the United Nations International Drug

Control Programme and the World Health Organization Programme on

Substance Abuse to three Baltic republics in order to exchange views

with the governments and to promote international cooperation in the

control of drugs. In addition, the mission sought to assess the eitent of

the drug problems and its trends, to collect information on existing

services and their organizations, and to draw an inventory of needs and

identify assistance measures.

Preparation for the Ninth United Nations Congress. Along with all the

other components of the United Nations network of interregional and

regional institutes Heuni is planning the organization of research and

demonstration workshops at the Ninth United Nations Congress,

scheduled for 1995. Consideration is being given to the following as

possible themes for the workshop(s):

-the role of criminal law in the control of harm to the environment;

-international criminal justice statistics, victimization surveys and

collection of data;

- criminal justice information systems;

-the mass media and crime prevention.

Heuni has also been closely involved in the restructuring of the United

Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Programme since this

process gathered steam during the mid-1980's. For the first session of

the United Nations Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal

Justice (April 21-30, 1992), Heuni prepared a paper entitled Strategic

Management of the United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal

Justice Programme. Setting and Maintain Priorities. An early draft was

discussed with a number of experts, including representatives of the

Ministries of Justice of Australia, Italy and the Netherlands, the

Departments of Justice of Canada and the United States, the Home

Office of the United Kingdom and the Ministry of the Interior of the

Russian Federation. The paper was submitted by the Government of

Finland to the session of the Commission, and was adopted as the basis

for the work of the Commission, as amended.

The outlook

The importance of regional cooperation on crime prevention and

criminal justice in Europe is constantly growing, and Heuni has an
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unlimited amount of work before it. However, in comparison with the

other regional institutes, Heuni has the advantage of working in a

region that has a long-established infrastructure for international

cooperation, well-developed criminal justice systems, and intensive

research and programme development activities. The experience of

Europe has, moreover, often provided guidance for the other regions.

Heuni shall continue to try to identify those issues where a cross-

national perspective could assist each country. In addition to the many

themes in which Heuni has been or currently is involved, examples of

possible future subjects include economic crime and money laundering,

the prevention of violent offences, community policing, and the use of

long-term imprisonment.

Heuni shall also increase its focus on the Central and Eastern

European countries. The survey Heuni carried out during early 1992

showed the tremendous need for information, research, training and

technical assistance. The ideal for the respondents would apparently be

an institution which could serve as a clearinghouse for information on

all crime prevention and criminal justice issues, and provide training

and technical assistance on demand. Such an ideal is beyond the

capacity of Heuni, with its six-member staff, or indeed of the entire

United Nations Programme.

A more realistic alternative would be for Heuni to continue to

provide information on sources of data: the leading libraries, research

institutes, sources of publications and so on. As for research, training

and technical assistance, it appears most likely that Heuni shall take on

the role of `matchmaker', bringing those interested in specific themes in

contact with persons and agencies with extensive experience in the area

in question, and the resources and willingness to share this experience.

Even as a matchmaker, there is much to be done ...
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This section gives a selection of abstracts of

reports or articles on criminal policy and

research in Europe. The aim of publishing

these short summaries is to generate and

dissiminate information on the crime

problem in Europe.

The selected articles are all oriented

towards the European crime problem.

Articles that generate comparative knowledge

are seen as of special interest. Most of the

articles are published in other journals in the

English language. It is hoped for that the

section will cover all interesting and relevant

developments and results in criminal policy

and research in Europe.

More information can be delivered by the

RDC-Europe Documentation Network. This

network was initiated in 1992 and

coordinated by the RDC documentation

office. This office has begun developing a

European documentation network on the

problems concerning international crime. The

purpose is to coordinate the flow of

information on this topic within Europe and

make it accessible for European researchers,

policy makers and other interested people. In

addition to the main topic of international

crime other issues concerning criminal policy

and research will be covered.

Single copies of the articles mentioned in

this section can - when used for individual

study or education - be delivered by the

RDC documentation service at your request.

A service charge is requested.

RDC-Europe Documentation Service

E.C. van den Heuvel

P.O. Box 20301
2500 EH The Hague

The Netherlands

Tel: 31-70-3707612

Fax: 31-70-3707902

Bernard, L.

The European community of twelve and the

drug demand; excerpt of a comparative study

of legislation and judicial practice

Drug and Alcohol Dependence, vol. 29, 1992,

pp. 269-281

The imminent birth of a United Europe has

stimulated a survey of national `drug'

legislation in the twelve member countries of

the European community. Chapters of

possible interest and concern to the

professions addressed by Drug and Alcohol

Dependence are reproduced. The divergence

of concepts and measures embodied in

national legislations is staggering, not least in

the light of results of scientific research.

Brearley, N.

Public order, safety and crowd control

Intersec, vol. 2, no. 1, 1992, pp. 4-6

Despite a number of public enquiries, crush

deaths and other injuries occasioned

following poor crowd management, most are

written off as 'accidents'. Victims rarely seek

redress and responsibility is rarely

apportioned. This article discusses issues

such as psychological needs of traumatized

victims, emergency planning arrangements,

costs, and effective crowd control

management. An understanding of these

processes improves the chance of successful

managerial intervention.

Coyle, A.
The responsible prisoner; rehabilitation

revisited

The Howard Journal of Criminal Justice, vol.

31, no. 1, 1992, pp. 1-7

This article was first delivered to a meeting

of the Howard League in Scotland in March

1991. The Scottish tradition of imprisonment

has always betrayed a healthy scepticism
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about the reforming value of imprisonment in

itself, recognizing that it is primarily a

punishment which consists of the deprivation

of liberty. The rehabilitation of the prisoner

is likely to come about, if at all, as a result of

personal change. Future recidivism is likely

to be affected, positively or negatively, by

external features, such as accommodation,

support and employment. This realism has

now been translated into a set of ideals. The

challenge facing bodies such as The Howard

League is to ensure that the Prison Service

translates these nobel ideals into action.

D'Ambrosio, L.

The new Italian code of criminal procedure

International Criminal Police Review, vol. 47,

no, 434, 1992, pp. 8-16

This article deals with the separation of

functions, a new division of the stages of

criminal proceedings, the accusatory system

and cross-examination are all innovations of

the new Italian Code of Criminal Procedure

which has now been in force for over two

years.

Dene, E.
A comparison of the history of the entry of

women into policing in France and England

and Wales

The Police Journal, vol. 65, no. 3, 1992, pp.

236-242

Women have been employed by the police

forces of France and England and Wales

since the labour shortages of the early years

of the First World War. However, not

without a long running struggle against

opposition and resistance to their being

employed on an equal standing and status to

their male counterparts. It is only since the

1970's that women on both sides of the

Channel have begun to enjoy a position, role

and status within policing that approaches

one of equality. This article reviews the

similar experience of women entering the

police force on both sides of the Channel in

an historical context.

Fennell, P.

Balancing care and control: guardianship,
community treatment orders and patient

safeguards
International Journal of Law and Psychiatry,

vol. 15, no. 2, 1992, pp. 205-235

This article deals with the community

treatment order debate in England and

Wales. It is important at the outset to explain

the connection between clinical criminology

and the extension of compulsory powers to

treat non-offender patients in the community.

There are three principal elements of this

criminological project - encapsulated in

Sutherland and Cressey's famous aphorism

that criminology is about `the making of laws,

the breaking of laws and reacting towards the

breaking of laws' - which have a bearing on

this question. They include: the search for

explanations for criminal behaviour; studies

of law creation, entailing an examination of

the use of penal law as a model for welfare

based legal interventions; and the

relationship between the provision of

institutional and noninstitutional care and

developments in the legai expression of

tutelary relationships.

Franke, H.

The rise and decline of solitary confinement;

socio-historical explanations of long-term

penalchanges

The British Journal of Criminology, vol. 32,

no. 2, 1992, pp. 125-143

In this article the author describes and

analyses the development of imprisonment in

the Netherlands and other countries in the

Western world since the end of the

eighteenth century. He starts with a critique

of current socio-historical explanations of

developments in the punishment of criminals.

Then he goes on to analyze those

developments as related parts of blind,

largely unplanned, yet structured processes.

It will become clear that the structure of

those processes sheds light on the increasing

use of penitentiaries and solitary confinement

in the nineteenth century.

Garde, G. de la
The police of Switzerland

The Police Journal, vol. 65, no. 3, 1992, pp.

229-236

With a population of 6.5 million, one sixth

comprising foreign immigrants or temporary

residents and a variety of national languages

the demands on Swiss police forces are

complicated. Each of the 23 autonomous
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cantons with their own laws and governments

has its own police forces which

geographically encompasses a number of

municipal forces. Despite the decentralized

nature of the Swiss system there is a Centra)

Police Bureau and a Federal Police to

coordinate and investigate offenses against

the state. In this analysis of the structure of

Swiss policing the prognoses for centralization

or amalgamation in the intererts of efficiency

is minimal due to the desire to maintain

sovereignty on a cantoned basis. The only

foreseeable impetus for change would be

membership of the EC.

Grassi, A.

Judiciary investigations

Intersec, vol. 2, no. 1, 1992, pp. 9-11

There are similar difficulties faced by the

Italian judiciary in satisfactorily prosecuting

members of secret and powerful

organizations and chose faced by jurisdictions

as diverse as Peru, the USA and Northern

Ireland. Issues highlighted include a

specialized pool of Investigating Magistrates

with Specialized Judicial Police Squads,

reliability of `supergrass' declarations with an

emphasis on reliability and support on

objective tested evidence and the ethical

dilemma of using these witnesses when they

may well be more culpable than the people

against whom they are testifying.

Harvey, L., R.W. Burnham et al.
Gender differences in criminal justice; an

international comparison

The British Journal of Criminology, vol. 32,

no. 2, 1992, pp. 208-217

Analysis of the Second and Third United

Nations Crime Surveys reveals that males are

disproportionately suspected, apprehended,

prosecuted, convicted, and imprisoned

throughout the world. Evidence was found

that, in 1980 and 1985, women were

disproportionately filtered out of the system

as they progressed through the stages

described. Similar evidence was found for

some stages of the system in 1975.

Proportionately more women were suspected,

prosecuted, and convicted in 1985 than in

1980. However, there was no change in the

proportion of women admitted to prison or in

the prison population. Analysis-by offence

125

type showed no general change in sex ratio by

offence type over time. It is acknowledged

that the article concerns worldwide changes

and does not address interesting and

important national differences. It is hoped

that future UN Surveys can come to be used

to address more specific issues of this kind.

Jefferson, T., M.A. Walker

Ethnic minorities in the criminal justice

system

The Criminal Law Review, Febr., 1992, pp.

83-95

This article presents a longitudinal study of

the treatment in the Criminal Justice System

of blacks, whites and asians in a provincial

city of Leeds in England. The results are

complex, and highlight the problems of

interpreting cross-sectioned studies. The

study also emphasizes the importance of

attending to more areal factors. A survey

examined experiences and attitudes in the

more socially deprived areas of the city. The

differences between blacks and whites were

fewer than have been found in other surveys,

though blacks' attitudes towards the police

tended to be less favourable. Asian

experiences were significantly different, and

their attitudes were consistently more

favourable.

Johnston, L.

Regulating private security

International Journal of the Sociology of Law,

vol. 20, no. 1, 1992, pp. 1-16

In Britain there is growing concern about

the efficiency and accountability of the

private security industry, as well as fear about

the role of 'cowboy' and criminal operators.

Official response to the problems posed by

an unregulated private security industry has,

so far, been patchy. At present, British

private security is growing at an annual rate

of about 13 percent a figure very similar to

that for other European countries. More

significant than the rate of growth, however,

is the scope of that expansion, for it appears

that the industry has an unrivalled capacity

for penetrating new markets. This

combination of rapid growth and increased

involvement in sensitive activities will,

inevitably, produce controversy: especially in

circumstances where regulation is absent. It
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is to the issue of regulation that this article is

directed.

Junger, M., W. Polder
Some explanations of crime among four

ethnic groups in the Netherlands
Journal of Quantitative Criminology, vol. 8,

no. 1, 1992, pp. 51-78

Since 1950 there has been large-scale

immigration to Western Europe, mainly from

Muslim countries. This article focuses on the

degree of involvement in crime of ethnic

minority boys as compared to indigenous

boys and on the possible causes of these

crime involvements. A random sample from

three ethnic minority boys (Moroccans,

Turks, Surinamese) was taken. A control

group consisted of indigenous boys with a

comparable socio-economic background as

the minority respondents. Data were gathered

about self-report and recorded delinquency,

family and school life, leisure time,

traditionalism, migration problems, and

socio-economic status. It appears that the

arrest races among the minority youths are

substantially higher than among the

comparable Dutch boys. A number of

explanations are considered: strain, lack of

social control, cultural dissonance, and

migration problems. Results show that only

social control factors explain criminality

within the groups, indicating that the causes

of criminality among ethnic minority boys

may essentially be the same as those among

the indigenous boys.

Junger-Tas, J., G.J.N. Bruinsma (eds.)

Special issue: Dutch Criminology

Journal of Quantitative Criminology, vol. 8,

no. 1, 1992, pp. 1-7

This number is a special issue on

quantitative Dutch criminology practised

today, some data on crime in the Netherlands

as well as data on criminological research in

the Netherlands (University, Research and

Documentation Centre of the Ministry of

Justice). Other articles in the journal include:

Explanations of crime among four ethnic

groups; Schools and the prevention of petty

crime; A test of the stability of punishment

hypothesis: the Dutch case; Differential

association theory reconsidered: an extension

and its empirical test.

Kort, M. de, D.J. Korf

The development of drug trade and drug
control in the Netherlands; a historical

perspective
Crime, Law and Social Change, vol. 17, no. 2,

1992, pp. 123-144

Drug trade is widely seen as a phenomenon

rather new to the Netherlands. However, at

the beginning of the 20th century the Dutch

pharmaceutical industries were already

extensively involved in the productions of

both opiates and cocaine, and they went on

exporting large quantities of these drugs after

the Opium Act (1919) came into force. Since

then, drug control efforts have increased by

leaps and bounds. At first, cannabis was the

main target; then the focus turned to heroin,

and that was later joined by cocaine. This

article traces the history of the drug trade

and drug control in the Netherlands, with

emphasis on their development in

Amsterdam. The conclusion is reached that,

in spite of drastic changes in both drug trade

and drug control, certain ideologies,

constructs and strategies have remained

remarkably stable.

Lee 111, R.W.

Dynamics of the Soviet illicit drug market

Crime, Law and Social Change, vol. 17, no. 3,

1992, pp. 177-233

The following report evaluates the

dimensions and dynamics of the Soviet illicit

drug trade analyzing trends in the Soviet drug

market, the roles and capabilities of various

Soviet bureaucratic actors in battling the

drug trade and future prospects for narcotica

control in the USSR. A concluding section of

the report outlines the opportunities for

US-Soviet cooperation in the field of

narcotics.

Legarda, J.J., B. Reyes et al.

Prevalence estimates of pathological

gambling in Seville (Spain)

British Journal of Addiction, vol. 87, no. 5,

1992, pp. 767-770

Pathological gambling is becoming an

increasing concern for the Spanish

population. This article presents the first

epidemiological study carried out in Spain on

gambling and the estimated prevalence of

pathological gambling in Seville, political



Abstracts

capital of Andalusia. A sample of 598

individuals were interviewed with an adapted

screening instrument. The results suggest that

further epidemiological studies are required

at a national level. They also indicate that

preventive and treatment measures should

also be taken urgently.

Mapstone, R.

The attitudes of police in a divided society;

the case of Northern Ireland

The British Journal of Criminology, vol. 32,

no. 2, 1992, pp. 183-192

This article outlines the results of research

into the attitudes of part-time members of

the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC).

Part-time officers represent almost 20 per

cent of the RUC's total manpower. Their

views therefore offer an important insight

into the larger force. The RUC operaces in a

society fundamentally divided on a range of

political and social attitudes. A consequence

is that the RUC is often subject to the

criticism that it does not reflect the views of

Northern Irish society and therefore Jacks

impartiality. The article examines these

criticisms by exploring the religious

composition of the part-time force and the

differences that exist within the force in

social attitudes; where appropriate, it makes

comparisons with Northern Irish society as a

whole.

Ortet-Fabregat, G., J. Perez
An assessment of the attitudes towards crime

among professionals in the criminal justice

system

The British Journal of Criminology, vol. 32,

no. 2, 1992, pp. 193-207

Attitudes towards crime held by

professionals in the criminal justice system

seem to be relevant to the implementation of

crime control measures and prison reform

programmes. With the aim of describing and

comparing the attitudes of these

professionals towards the causes, prevention,

and treatment of crime, two studies were

carried out. In Study 1, a Likert attitude scale

was constructed. The Attitudes towards

Crime Scale (ACS) showed acceptable levels

of reliability and validity. In Study 2 the ACS

was administered to various samples of

professionals in the criminal justice system.
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Results showed that attitudes of all groups

tended to be favourable towards

environmental causes and

preventive-rehabilitation goals through social

assistance. However, expected differences

among professional groups were found.

Pope jr., S.
Spanish Police Forces; report on the

constitutional structuring of the Spanish

police forces and their spheres of

responsibility

Intersec, vol. 2, no. 1, 1992, pp. 22-26
Spain's internal security forces operate at a

number of different levels, ranging from local

police to the national paramilitary Guardia

Civil. Operationally, Spain is divided into 17

autonomous regions, each of which consists

of a number of provinces subdivided into

smaller administrative areas. Under the

Spanish constitution, the autonomous regions

can create police forces to protect the

property of the province. The first to be

created was in the Basque region with its

inherent problems. Recent developments in

the field of international police cooperation,

terrorism and the security for the Olympics

are discussed.

Sampson, A., D. Smith

Probation and community crime prevention

The Howard Journal of Criminal Justice, vol.

31, no. 2, 1992, pp. 105-119

This article considers the involvement of

the probation service in crime prevention in

the light of research which suggested that

probation officers find it difficult to make

practical sense of the idea of a `community'

orientation. The traditional client focus of

the service, its concern with the social

dimensions of crime, and the effect of

offender relations on inter-agency working all

tend to inhibit officers from becoming

wholeheartedly involved in this area of work.

It is argued, however, that recent changes in

thinking about crime prevention may increase

the opportunities for the service to

participate, and that it is possible to identify

ways in which its contribution might be a

distinctive and useful one, though the extent

to which the Home Office wilt encourage

greater involvement is not clear. This article

concludes with suggestions on how inter-
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agency cooperation might be managed more

effectively, on evaluation, and on the

relevance of some recent work in criminology.

Warden, J.

Euthanasia around the world

British Medical Joumal, vol. 304, no. 6818,

1992, pp. 7-10

Euthanasia arouses strong feelings among

both doctors and the public. Last year it

reached political significance in the United

States, where an attempt to legalize doctor

assisted suicide was only narrowly defeated.

The media coverage of the debate was

extensive. This year there are likely to be

more attempts worldwide to define the legal

obligations of doctors to their dying patients.

source by aiming to improve the truth value

of the police findings themselves. The way

forward is, therefore, to introduce into police

practices verification procedures aimed at

averting errors. One possible model involves

reinvestigation of problematic cases by an

independent police team. Such a practice

would tend to promote suitable professional

standards and reduce the chances of

miscarriage of justice.

Young, A., J.V. MacHale

The dilemmas of the HIV positive prisoner

The Howard Joumal of Criminal Justice, vol.

31, no. 2, 1992, pp. 89-104

The spread of HIV among the prison

community is the subject of considerable

concern among pressure groups and prison

authorities alike. This article examines the

approach taken towards the care of HIV

positive prisoners in England in the light of

arguments about prisoners' rights. Four areas

are examined in detail; testing for HIV

infection; confidentiality of information

concerning HIV positive prisoners; the

contrast in care facilities provided to those

with HIV inside and outside prison; the

involvement of HIV positive prisoners in

experimental drug trials. The article

concludes by examining the role of prisoner's

rights when determining policies of care for

these prisoners.

Zuckermann, A.A.S.

Miscarriage of justice - a root treatment

The Criminal Law Review, May, 1992, pp.

323-345

The roots of miscarriage of justice usually

lie in the police investigation. The legal

procedures may be improved, hut they are

bound to remain vulnerable to an erroneous

police case. Attempts, in continental law, to

reduce this vulnerability, by introducing a

legal official into the investigatory stage have

not been successful. Consequently efforts

must be made to tackle the problem at its
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